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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the modern digital age, there is a need to ensure that devices, content, and appli-

cations can be utilized effectively by all people [278]. In the modern education and software

engineering fields, the need for accessibility has been popularized because of the recognition

that different people have varying abilities, and there is a need to design software that enables

every user to access the full range of the functions provided by such programs [80]. How-

ever, although the subject of accessibility has gained prominence in the past few years, it is

considered that a lot still needs to be done to deal with accessibility problems [278, 67, 111].

In particular, research has shown that students with disabilities are the most affected by

accessibility issues [80, 67].

Given the complexity of modern software systems, there has been a need to simplify

them and make them usable in everyday life. For that reason, the subject of accessibility

has become ubiquitous, which aims at ensuring that software systems are both acceptable

and usable [142, 129]. It would be plausible to describe an accessible platform as one which

has a universal design that enables even users with various challenges to benefit from such

systems [81]. A universal design is defined as a range of approaches, designs, and ideas that

can be infused into a certain software system that makes it easier for end-users to utilize the

program [160]. In most cases, developers often make the assumption that users are able to

read texts on the screen, type using their keyboard, utilize the mouse to point or select items,

and hear sounds from the system [78]. Unfortunately, some people have physical and mental

difficulties that make them unable to effectively utilize the functions in a given technology

platform [185].

There is a growing need to ensure the accessibility of software applications. In some

countries, laws have been made to compel software designers to create accessible programs.

Furthermore, there is increasing recognition that a software application should follow the

functional requirements needed. It should also be integrated with all steps of the software
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development process, including design, system specification, and testing [327]. However,

there is no clarity regarding the utilization of accessibility aspects in the software design

process and the generation of software platforms [307]. When accessibility is not considered

during the beginning of software development, it often results in poor user feedback, lack

of usability, and possible re-engineering to rectify problems. It would also be important

to mention that accessibility specifications have moved a notch higher, and modern-day

developers are supposed to ensure that many categories of end-users can effectively utilize

the platform [293].

There is a plethora of research that addresses the importance of accessibility for dis-

abled persons. Some of the literature on the topic has focused on accessibility for Android

applications [307, 48]. It is prudent to note that although accessibility issues have been

extensively addressed, there is a dearth of literature on the issues that students and teach-

ers are facing with regard to accessibility and the challenges of practitioners in ensuring

accessibility for various types of users.

1.1. Research Challenges

It is crucial that mobile applications be accessible to allow all individuals with dif-

ferent abilities to have fair access and equal opportunities [144]. Prior studies investigated

the accessibility issues raised in Android applications [48, 307], and others evaluated the

accessibility of various websites [9, 107, 158, 315]. Accessibility tools are still underused as

there is a lack of trust in these tools, and so developers prefer to perform manual analysis.

Additionally, recent studies questioned the challenges that educators encounter related to

accessibility and to overcome these challenges. These challenges reveal a lack of accessibility

culture. In this proposal, we focus on the following challenges:

• The COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated the introduction of various public health

measures to control its spread, including social distance measures. Such policies

have affected nearly every sector of the economy, including education. Unfortu-

nately, Gleason et al. [128] indicated that People With Disabilities (PWD) are

often disproportionately affected in times of drastic and unintended changes. In
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the case of COVID-19, PWD faces challenges in education because social distance

measures have forced education institutions to shift from face-to-face learning to

e-learning. As noted by Hanjarwati and Suprihatiningrum [134], some of the chal-

lenges faced include a lack of support, expensive internet access, and the inability to

work with the e-learning system, among others. It is important to raise awareness

of how inclusivity in education can be achieved during the COVID-19 era, such as

by promoting the use of blended learning, providing sign language options, and im-

proving support for disabled persons [301]. It is also important to resolve barriers

to education for disabled students, which include technical problems, time, and ab-

sence of simultaneous translation, among others [46]. However, studies performed

in Saudi Arabia on disability, specifically with deaf students, are limited. There

are only two studies that investigated deaf education during the pandemic. Mad-

hesh [193] investigated deaf students’ situations through 20 ministries of education

channels that were utilized during the locked-down period. The second study was

conducted by Alsadoon and Turkestani [46], where they investigated the instructors’

obstacles while teaching online classes. Both studies were conducted on teachers of

deaf students, but they did not examine the deaf students’ challenges and concerns

during the sudden shift to online learning. This focuses on the challenges deaf stu-

dents have faced when transitioning to online learning during the pandemic. More

specifically, this investigation is unique since, compared to other countries, online

learning is not very established in Saudi Arabia, and its implementation has mostly

been heightened by COVID-19. Saudi society is also traditional and conservative,

wherein the deaf culture is still new and not well-established [39]. Thus, such stu-

dents may have low self-esteem in communication [10], which may affect how they

learn using the e-learning platforms. Furthermore, the context of this research is

unique in terms of its gender focus, given that the Technical and Vocational Training

Corporation (TVTC) only admits male students, unlike the participants in other

studies that were both male and female. Therefore, the context of this investigation
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is unique, and its findings will greatly contribute to the body of research on the

subject.

• Analyzing app reviews was used by technology professionals to identify issues with

their mobile apps [192, 91, 181]. However, accessibility in user reviews is rarely stud-

ied especially for mobile applications [112]. Identifying accessibility-related reviews

is currently done using two main methods: manual identification and automatic

detection [112]. The manual identification approach is time-consuming, especially

with the vast number of reviews that users upload to the app stores, and so it

becomes impractical. The automated detection method employs a string-matching

technique as a predefined set of keywords are searched for in the app reviews [112].

These keywords were extracted from the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)

recommendations for mobile accessibility [62]. While this method sounds more prac-

tical than the manual one, it has its own drawbacks: the string-matching technique

ignores that keywords derived from guidelines do not necessarily match the words

expressed in reviews posted by users. This mismatch includes but is not limited to

situations when the keywords are incorrectly spelled by users. More importantly,

the presence of certain keywords in a review does not necessarily mean that the

review is about accessibility. For example, consider the following reviews from Eler

et al. dataset [112]:

This is the closest game to my old 2001 Kyocera 2235’s inbuilt game.

Everything is so simple and easy to comprehend, but that doesn’t mean

that it is easy to complete right off the bat. Going into the sewers almost

literally blind (sight and knowledge of goods in inventory) is a great touch

too. Keep at it. I’ll support you at least in donations.

This review contains a set of keywords that could indicate accessibility (e.g., old,

blind, and sight), but it is not an accessibility review. In this review, the word

old refers to a device rather than a person. The words blind and sight refer to

knowledge of goods in the game rather than describing a player’s vision. There-
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fore, the discovery of accessibility reviews heavily relies on the context, so simply

searching for their existence in the review text is inefficient. Due to the overhead of

manual identification and the high false-positiveness of automated detection, these

two methods remain impractical for developers to use, and so, accessibility reviews

remain hard to identify and prioritize for correction. To address this challenge, it is

critical to design a solution with learning capabilities, which can take a set of exam-

ples that are known to be accessibility reviews and another set of examples that are

not about accessibility but do contain accessibility-related keywords, and learn how

to distinguish between them. Thus, there is a need to for automated detection of

accessibility user reviews that may support various applications and provide action-

able insights to software practitioners and researchers, including empirical studies

around user reviews.

• The Internet has become an effective tool through which people communicate their

feelings, emotions, and ideas [124]. Business analysts use this data to monitor peo-

ple’s perceptions and opinions about their products. Natural Language Processing

(NLP) based methods have been widely used to automatically detect data con-

tents from the text [90]. Artificial Intelligence (AI) based approaches have gained

prominence for the development of sentiments or emotion-based systems [198]. In

state-of-the-art Sentiment Analysis techniques, the issue is that they access the re-

sponse in the context of positive or negative aspects but not the specific feelings

of the customer and the intensity of their response. As the expression of users’

thoughts regarding the apps, reviews are used as a tool. If the accessibility features

address the users’ needs, the user reviews are written with positive sentiments. On

the other hand, if the accessibility features are not meeting user requirements, then

attention is needed by the developers. These reviews reflect negative sentiments.

Therefore, a review serves as a way to measure user satisfaction or dissatisfaction

with accessibility, and negative reviews help identify accessibility topics that need

to be fixed. For many persons with disabilities (such as those who are deaf or
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blind), expressing their reviews of various apps can be challenging. However, they

can express their emotions (positive, neutral, or negative) towards an app, which

may help developers understand whether it is accessible or not. Thus, there is a

need to automated detection sentiment analysis of accessibility user reviews could

be the solution for determining the emotions of people with disabilities towards the

accessibility of mobile devices.

• People with disabilities or special needs rely heavily on accessibility software ap-

plications in their everyday life (find accessible locations, customized UIs, voice

translation, communication, driving, shopping, etc.). Having accessibility-related

bugs can severely impact their lives, from preventing them from participating in

new activities to threatening their lives in critical situations due to the sensitive

nature of disabled people. Therefore, identifying and prioritizing these bugs are

of crucial importance. Yet, the manual identification of these bug reports is time-

consuming, human-intensive, and error-prone. The textual nature of bug reports

adds another layer of challenges related to the meaning ambiguity of these natural

language descriptions. To illustrate this problem, let us consider the following two

examples:

Example 1: Missing labels on the buttons in the ”Select how you want

to use Weave 1

Example 2: Performance issue: TextArea very slow when accessibility

API turned on2

While the first bug report describes a missing textual label in a graphical com-

ponent, making it not accessible for blind users, the second bug report is related

to a performance issue. Despite containing the keyword accessibility, this bug is

not related to the accessibility of the software but to a performance regression de-

tected when integrating the accessibility library, through its API, to the system.

1https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show bug.cgi?id=533573

2https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=868830
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These examples show that we cannot rely on the keyword accessibility to identify

accessibility-related bug reports, as the first example (accessibility bug report) did

not contain the keyword accessibility, while the second example (non-accessibility

bug report) did.

1.2. Research Goals

The goal of this thesis is to support and encourage accessibility adoption in both

educational frameworks and industrial projects. We do this by revealing the challenges that

educators, students, and practitioners face when it comes to adopting accessibility tools in

their software systems. Therefore, we performed a mixed methods study to address our goal,

which involves both quantitative and qualitative analysis. We plan to survey students and

teachers about their challenges, particularly when they were forced to learn online during

the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, research shows that developers create inaccessible

systems because of insufficient technical skills, ignorance of accessibility guidelines, and a

lack of awareness of the essence of creating accessible systems [111]. As a result, we also

plan to shed light on all the different errors and defects that developers experience when

they integrate accessibility guidelines into their modern software systems. To cope with

the above-mentioned challenges, throughout this research project, we aim to achieve the

following research goals:

• Goal 1: To identify the accessibility problems and challenges faced by students.

We aim to investigate the accessibility challenges faced by the education sector

when using the software. To achieve this goal, we will survey students to get their

views and input regarding their challenges. Furthermore, we conduct sentiment

analysis and user reviews to understand what the users of educational software think

about the accessibility of the systems. Therefore, we will use multiple experiments

to indicate the accessibility of education systems from the users’ perspectives.

• Goal 2: To provide developers with insights on ensuring software accessibility.

We aim to provide the software development industry with recommendations on

how accessibility can be achieved. To do that, we will highlight the different errors
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and defects that developers experience with creating software and their adherence

to recommended accessibility guidelines. We will use machine learning techniques

to develop tools to support the automated identification of accessibility in user

reviews, to help technology professionals prioritize their handling and, thus, create

more inclusive apps. Particularly, we design a model that takes as input accessibility

user reviews and learns their keyword-based features to make a binary decision, for

a given review, on whether it is about accessibility or not.

A schematics summary of the most important research activities conducted during

the Ph.D. trajectory is presented in Figure 1.1. It provides the timeline of the Ph.D. project

containing an overview of the time frame of different articles’ submission and acceptance.

Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su

2020

1 Paper submission at CHI 2021 10/17

2 Paper submission at ASE'20 11/28

3 Paper accepted at CHI'21 12/12

2021

4 Start of PhD project 1/15

5 Paper submission at EASE'21 3/5

6 2 Papers submission at ASSETS'21 4/14

8 Paper presentation at CHI'21 5/11

9 Student volunteer at EASE'21 6/21

10 Paper presentation at EASE'21 6/23

11 Paper submission at UAIS'21 7/25

12 Paper submission at SIGCSE'21 8/13

13 Paper submission at Education Sciences journal 8/27

14 Paper submission at NEPL'21 8/28

15 Paper submission at NLP-SEA'21 9/3

16 Paper accepted at NLP-SEA'21 9/19

17 Paper submission at ICSE'22-SEET 10/22

18 Paper accepted at Education Sciences journal 11/5

19 PhD Qualifying Exam submission 11/11

20 Paper presentation at NLP-SEA'21 11/17

21 Paper submission at CDMA'22 11/30

22 PhD Qualifying Exam presentation 12/6

2022

23 Paper accepted at CDMA'22 1/2

24 Paper accepted at NEPL'22 1/4

25 2 Paper submission at W4A'22 1/17

26 Paper submission at ITiCSE'22 1/23

27 Paper accepted at W4A'22 2/18

28 PhD Dissertation writeup 2/7

29 PhD Proposal Dissertation submission 3/18

30 PhD Proposal Dissertation Defense 4/18

31 Paper submission at UAIS Journal 5/24

32 Paper accepted at  ASSETS'22 6/23

33 Paper accepted at SIGCSE'23 9/19

34 Paper accepted at UAIS Journal 2/18

35 Paper accepted at ISEC'23 10/5

36 PhD Dissertation Submission 11/1

37 PhD Dissertation Defense 11/14

March
No. Activity Date

January February October November DecemberApril May June July August September

Figure 1.1. Research schedule.

1.3. Ph.D. Publications

This section outlines our achieved contributions as part of the Ph.D. work.
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1.4. Organization of the Dissertation

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a background of this thesis,

while Chapter 3 introduces the literature review. In Chapter 4, we discuss our contribution

of highlighting high-demanding issues that deaf students experienced in higher education

during the pandemic. Chapter 5 explores the perspectives of deaf students on online learn-

ing during the COVID-19 pandemic. Chapter 6 investigates the status of accessibility in the

Blackboard mobile application. Chapter 7 presents our proposed approach to automate the

detection of accessibility user reviews. Chapter 8 presents our proposed approach to auto-

mate the detection of accessibility based on the WCAG guideline. Chapter 9 describes our

approach to learning sentiment analysis for accessibility user reviews. Chapter 10 presents

our contribution to automatically identifying accessibility bug reports in open-source sys-

tems. The implication of the study is discussed in Chapter 11. In Chapter 12, we discuss

the threats to the validity of our work. Finally, a summary and future research directions

are presented in Chapter 13.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we introduce some terminologies and concepts that have been used

in Ph.D. research. We contextualize our work with respect to literature around web acces-

sibility, mobile accessibility standards/guidelines, mobile learning and LMS, and the Case

Study of Technical and Vocational Training Corporation (TVTC).

2.1. Web Accessibility

As the internet becomes a more integrated part of the global culture, web accessibility

has increased in importance. Expanding access to disabled people who are unable to use

a mouse, have sight impairments or color blindness, or otherwise cannot use an internet

browser in a traditional way. Steps towards a solution were taken by publishing standards

that web developers would follow and check their web pages against to see if they had created

a web page that was accessible. The accessibility benchmark became a way to ensure that

all users could see and enjoy the content and a sign of quality and excellence on the part of

the web developer. Responsive web design, having the web page flex to be used in any size

screen or device, used to be separate from accessibility. Still, with the increasing assistive

technologies using non-standardized screen sizes and employing the use of touch screens,

responsiveness became just another part of being accessible. The standards of accessibility

are based on the WCAG, Section 508 & 504, and the requirements of the ADA (Americans

with Disabilities Act).

2.1.1. Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)

First published in May 1999, the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)1

is a project started by the Web Accessibility Initiative, a subset of the World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C)2 that is dedicated to making the internet more usable for people with

disabilities. In 1997 the White House endorsed the Web Accessibility Initiative, and the

1https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/

2https://www.w3.org/
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group was started. WCAG 2.0 was not published until December 2008 and did not become

an International Organization for Standardization until 2012.

W3C was published in 2018, introducing the priority of users with vision impairments

rather than blind users, and emphasizing responsive design for mobile devices. The newest

publication of the WCAG is the 2.2 working draft published in August 2020 [7]. The guide

intends to improve access to a broader range of disabilities while also using language that

is not overly technical so as to be able to access the results more easily. The document

suggests the most accessible options with the notation (AAA). The second-best options are

shown as (AA), and the third-most acceptable but still accessible options are shown with

(A). The technical changes range from aria labels that translate text into a format that can

be read by a screen reader to standards that make videos easier for hearing-impaired users

to understand.

The WCAG guidelines include a list of identical detailed techniques that individuals

might use in order to achieve the requirements. Additionally, it covers common failures. W3C

updates the documentation as technologies develop without affecting the document’s overall

structure. Figure 2.1 presents an overview structure of WCAG principles and guidelines.

• Adding alternative text to images.

• Typing text labels into form inputs.

• Adding titles to frames and iframes.

• Ensuring that all videos have transcripts or captions.

• Using headings such as H1, H2, H3 in a hierarchical order without skipping numbers.

2.1.2. Section 508 and 504

In 1998 Section 508 was added to the Americans with Disabilities Act3, ensuring

access to electronic and information technology. The most significant influence this section

has had on the internet is requiring federal websites to make sure their text can be read by

a screen reader, accessible software used by sight-impaired and blind individuals to read the

3https://www.ada.gov/
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text on the screen audibly. Section 508 did allow for one loophole, suggesting that these

accommodations did not have to be made if such efforts were an undue burden.

Principles Guidelines Level AA Level AAA

Perceivable

Time-based Media

Adaptable

Distinguishable

Operable

Keyboard 
Accessible

Enough Time

Seizures

Navigable

Understandable

Readable

Predictable

Input

Robust Compatiable

Level A

Text Alternatives

Figure 2.1. Overview structure of WCAG principles and guidelines.

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) is a civil rights law protecting

people with disabilities against discrimination, which also applies to K-12 and higher ed-

ucation students. The two sections of the ADA that apply to web accessibility are Title

II “ prohibits discrimination against qualified individuals with disabilities in all programs,

activities, and services of public entities...” and Title III “prohibits discrimination on the

basis of disability in the activities of places of public accommodations” [6]. While the ADA

was written without the consideration of web accessibility, it applies to the places and spaces

used to communicate with all people, such as government websites. The document has been
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used in lawsuits to qualify the complaint of a disabled person to use a government website.

Section 504, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, was the basis for the ADA, preventing

prejudice against disabled individuals who were receiving federal funding. The way this

factored into schools would be how tests were administered and standardized testing was

considered. Learning disabilities, hyperactivity, and anxiety were considered along with

disabilities such as audible, visual, and motor function.

Web accessibility is a sign of good web design, a collective effort of many good practice

suggestions, and a process that has developed over time from both government law and

nonprofit organizations with the intent to make the internet a place for people from all

backgrounds and ability levels to access.

2.2. Mobile Accessibility Standards/Guidelines

Apps accessibility in mobiles is controlled by benchmarks and standards stipulated

by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)4. The W3C, through the Web Accessibility

Initiative (WAI), provides a range of guidelines and standards that are frequently updated

to address any emerging issues in accessibility. The guidelines mainly include Web Content

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), User Agent Accessibility Guidelines (UAAG), Accessi-

ble Rich Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA), and Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines

(ATAG). Although there are many standards on accessibility, those that relate to mobile ac-

cessibility are yet to be developed, meaning that the current guidelines in use are the W3C

through the WCAG 2.0 principles. Such rules apply to native apps, mobile web apps, and

mobile web content, among others. WCAG defines accessibility in terms of four principles

which include ease of operation (operable), understandable app content (understandable),

robustness (robust), and coherent app content (perceivable) [273].

Other than the standards provided by W3C, other independent organizations, such

as the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) have drafted their own accessibility stan-

dards. A document called BBC Mobile Accessibility Guidelines by the BBC contains these

guidelines [63]. The rules contained in the BBC guidelines are similar to those provided by

4https://www.w3.org/
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the W3C [311]. These standards mainly guide on principles, audio and video, designs of the

apps, focus, forms, images, links, notifications, scripts, and dynamic content, structure, and

text equivalence, as described in detail in Table 8.1.

Although BBC accessibility guidelines provide detailed instructions, there are addi-

tional standards given by WCAG 2.0 in relation to mobile accessibility. Some of the addi-

tional guidelines include rules on how to reduce content in the mobile version, eliminating

form fields that are beside their labels, accessibility of interactive controls, noticeability of

apps content, text minimization, provision of clear guidelines, and adjustment of the app

to the different orientation of the device. The accessibility guidelines provided by BBC

and WCAG are crucial. However, other organizations may also come up with accessibility

guidelines to complement the existing ones.

2.3. Mobile Learning and LMS

With the increasing need to offer online education by universities and institutions

around the world, the adoption of learning management systems (LMS) has also increased

[275]. Indeed, mobile learning offers several benefits, including location-based services, cost-

effectiveness, and education aid, among others. It has also been considered that LMS systems

help in improving students’ problem-solving skills, performance, and knowledge and create

an individualized learning system [275, 141]. There are five authoring tools that are consid-

ered part of a learning management system: content collaboration, content delivery, content

development, content distribution, and content management [141]. During the current Coro-

navirus (COVID-19) pandemic, the need to reduce physical interaction in higher education

institutions has increased the adoption of LMS in order to facilitate mobile learning [96].

Hence, LMS systems have helped many institutions deliver instruction exclusively online,

where content is managed, distributed, and delivered to students.

2.3.1. Blackboard

The Blackboard LMS provides a personalized intuition that helps learners to engage

with their tutors, provides data handling capabilities, and is flexible to any teaching approach
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[70]. Blackboard was developed by Matthew Pittinsky and Michael Chasen in 1997. It is

considered an excellent LMS system because it is easily available on many devices, provides

quick feedback, makes tracking easier, and has better communication [16, 30]. Learning insti-

tutions can choose between two Blackboard systems: Networked Transaction Environment

(NTE), which helps in supporting commercial transactions, and the Networked Learning

Environment (NLE), which offers academic capabilities that support online learning. Black-

board is one of the most popular LMS systems today and is used by very many institutions

globally.

Table 2.1. List of the keywords used to identify user reviews refer to accessi-

bility. We followed the BBC standards and guidelines for mobile accessibility

[63].

Guideline Description Relevant Keywords

These guidelines require a focus on three principles of developing usable and inclusive applications. First, developers

Principles should utilize all web standards as required. Secondly, there should be utilization of interact controls. Thirdly, content Accessibility, disability, screen reader, blind

and functionality in the app should support native features of the app. talkback, operable, impaired, impairment

Applications should provide alternative formats such as transcripts, sign language, or subtitles. Autoplay should be

Audio/video disabled, and the user should be provided with play/pause/stop or mute buttons to control audio. There should be no Subtitle, sign language, audio description,

conflict between audio in application media of native assistive technology. transcript, autoplay, mute, volume, can’t hear

The color in the app background should have appropriate contrast, and touch targets must be large enough to be Contrast, background color, flicker, visual cue,

Design touched effectively. Visible state change should be experienced in every item in the app that has been focused on. touch size, overlap, font size, dark/light mode,

Unnecessary or frequent flickering of content must be avoided. eyestrain, seizure, can’t see

There should be a logical organization of items, and users should be offered alternative input methods. Interactive

Focus and inactive elements should be focusable and non-focusable, respectively. Keyboard traps should be eliminated, and Focusable, control focus, keyboard trap, focus

focus should not change suddenly when the app is utilized. order, navigable, input/type

Forms Every form of control must have a label. All labels must have a logical grouping, and a default input format must be Unique label, missing label, visible label

given. Labels should be close to their form controls. layout, voice-over

Images Text images should not be included. Any background images that have content should have another accessible Image of text, hidden text, text alternative,

alternative. background image

Any navigation links must indicate the function of the link. If a link to an alternative format is clicked, the user

Links should be notified of the redirection to the alternative. Several links that redirect to the same source should be put Link description, unique desc., duplicate link,

together in one link. alternative format

Notifications Error messages should be clear. Any notifications given must be easily seen or heard. There should be standard Operating inclusive, haptic, vibration, feedback,

system notifications where necessary. alert dialog, understandable, unfamiliar

Dyn. content Applications should be made in a progressive manner that enables every user to benefit from them. Appropriate Animated content, page refresh, automatic

notifications should be given for automatic page refreshes. Flexible interaction input control must be given. refresh, timeout, adaptable, input sign

Every page on the application should be uniquely identified. Content should be arranged in a hierarchical and logical

Structure manner with appropriate headings. One accessible component should be used to group interface objects, controls or Page title, screen title, heading, header

elements. unique descriptive

Applications should give the objective of a specific image or its editorial aim. In addition, visual formatting must be

Text equivalent complemented by other ways to give meaning. There should be no conflict between decorative images with assistive Alternative text, non-visual, content description

technology. Every element must have well-placed and effective accessibility properties. decorative content, no-text-content
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2.4. Case Study of Technical and Vocational Training Corporation (TVTC)

The Technical and Vocational Training Corporation (TVTC) is a public tertiary ed-

ucation institution in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which was established in 1980. TVTC

provides vocational education and training, making it important in workforce development.

It consists of three sectors: vocational training centers, technical colleges, and secondary

institutions, whose numbers are 65, 35, and 35, respectively. The TVTC has also provided

accreditation to approximately 1000 private institutions. Thus, the TVTC is very instru-

mental in KSA’s tertiary education and greatly contributes in providing labor supply to

national and international labor markets [302].

The Technical and Vocational Training Corporation (TVTC) is a public tertiary ed-

ucation institution in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which was established in 1980. TVTC

provides vocational education and training, making it important in workforce development.

It consists of three sectors: vocational training centers, technical colleges, and secondary

institutions, whose numbers are 65, 35, and 35, respectively. The TVTC has also provided

accreditation to approximately 1000 private institutions. Thus, the TVTC is very instru-

mental in KSA’s tertiary education and greatly contributes in providing labor supply to

national and international labor markets [302, 22].

2.4.1. Deaf Education in TVTC

There are four branches that deaf students can go to in TVTC, where they can

access special education programs. The branches are distributed in the KSA, particularly in

the middle and central areas. The numbers of such institutions, with their locations, are as

follows: (1) Riyadh, (2) Madinah, (3) Buraydah, and (4) Dammam. All these branches teach

two majors: business and computer technology. The number of students is almost less than

100 at each campus. However, deaf students in the institutions are not studying with other

students without disabilities. According to Özokcu and Yildirim [235], disabled students are

afraid to learn in inclusive classes because they are treated differently from others. In terms

of teachers, the majority of the teachers are specialized (for specials educations), except for

the general courses, such as English, Mathematics, or other classes. Currently, most teachers
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are working without interpreters because they are conversant with sign language. For those

teachers that are not familiar with sign language, they seek the assistance of interpreters.

Currently, there are only three interpreters in the department because there are only a few

students. If deaf students need assistance in any of the college services, they contact the

department to provide them with an interpreter. Mostly, if students are holding seminars

with spoken lecturers, they have to request an interpreter before the session.

2.4.2. Learning Process at TVTC

The normal education process in Saudi Arabia involves face-to-face learning, which

entails training in the classroom that has been conducted since the 1950s [266]. Face-to-

face learning includes in-person lectures and textbook readings, which were mostly preferred

in the pre-pandemic period because they emphasize human-human interactions [17]. With

the advent of technology, blended learning was introduced in Saudi Arabia, where face-to-

face interactions were complemented by technology. For example, as of 2016, TVTC had

introduced a Learning System Management (LMS) known as Doroob to make learning more

interactive and student-centered [14]. The learning process at TVTC in the pre-pandemic

period was as follows:

• Students did not have experience on how to use the full functionality of Blackboard,

except to review course materials [172].

• Students used to give their homework and projects as hand-outs or use Dropbox

to submit them. For project courses, students used to email teachers about any

updates and the final submission of the course delivery.

• Students used Rayat (a portal that enables students/trainees to obtain many ser-

vices such as tracking training records and attendance and grades, etc.) [298] to

access their grades, personal information, and the process of attending their courses.

2.4.3. Learning Management Systems at TVTC

Learning Management Systems (LMSs) have become very popular in modern uni-

versities because of their ability to deliver content remotely, enhance interactions, improve
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feedback, and provide analytics to teachers to assess performance [16, 20, 51]. The first LMS

system was known as FirstClass and was developed in 1990 [16]. Some of the most popular

LMS applications in Saudi Arabia today are: Blackboard (89% popularity), Moodle (7%

popularity), and D2L (4% popularity) [16]. Therefore, Blackboard is the most popular LMS

application in institutions of higher learning in Saudi Arabia.

In 2016, TVTC introduced an LMS system known as Doroob to make learning more

interactive, and student-centered [14]. Before COVID-19, Saudi institutions, such as TVTC

and King Saud University, were gradually adopting Blackboard LMS in order to improve

their online learning channels [51]. However, the disruption of learning brought by COVID-

19 in Saudi Arabia led to a sudden and quick shift towards Blackboard LMS [38].

2.5. Chapter Summary

: This chapter covered Ph.D. research terminology. Web accessibility, mobile accessi-

bility standards and guidelines, mobile learning and learning management systems, and the

Technical and Vocational Training Corporation (TVTC) case study are used to contextual-

ize our work. The chapter did not contain relevant studies pertinent to this dissertation’s

purpose.

Next chapter, we provide related work. We discuss various research that shaped our

technique. The literature review has seven sections: (1) research solely focused on deaf

students during COVID-19, (2) e-learning system for deaf students, (3) deaf students in

online learning, (4) accessibility with deaf students, (5) user reviews in app evolution, (6)

accessibility detection in user reviews, and (7) text document categorization.
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CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

This section provides the related work. We highlight several previous works that

profoundly influenced our approach. We split the related works into seven sections: (1)

studies exclusively focused on deaf students during COVID-19, (2) e-learning system for

deaf students, (3) deaf students in online learning, (4) accessibility with deaf students, (5)

user review, which briefly highlights the role of user reviews in app evolution, (6) accessibility

in a user review, focuses particularly on detection of accessibility in user reviews, and (7)

classification of text documents, where we focus on current approaches in the classification

of text such as user reviews by different taxonomies. Table 3.1 presents a summary of

systematic analysis studies investigating on deaf and hard of hearing during the COVID-19

pandemic.

3.1. Deaf Students During COVID-19 Studies

Several studies have addressed the subject of deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) stud-

ies. For instance, Kritzer and Smith [169] conducted a survey in the United States, which

emphasized the need for parents to seek appropriate learning services and opportunities

for their DHH children and communicate with them. Another study by Smith and Colton

[280] utilized a literature review method and proposed using YouTube channels in teaching

DHH students during the COVID-19 pandemic. The authors demonstrated how YouTube

videos were made, and shared and their usefulness in educating DHH students. Further,

Sutton [289] utilized a literature review methodology and evaluated best practices to help

DHH students during COVID-19, such as providing speech-to-text services and facilitating

communication through accommodation. Research by Lazzari and Baroni [171] investigated

remote teaching experiences in Italy and found that remote teaching using technology helped

to learn during COVID-19, although some challenges were experienced, such as inadequate

materials. Another study by Alsadoon and Turkestani [46] sought to identify the obstacles

to e-learning and found that technical problems, time, and translation problems were severe
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challenges to DHH distance learning.

Research by Fernandes et al. [119] in Indonesia investigated how deaf voters were edu-

cated and indicated that videos effectively conducted voter education in Indonesia and visual

and social media. Furthermore, in their study, Lynn et al. [191] evaluated how students were

learning chemistry during the pandemic and found that access services such as interpreters

and captioners were vital in DHH education and making sufficient accommodations to ensure

inclusion. Another research by Swanwick et al. [290] was conducted in Ghana to determine

how the pandemic had affected deaf education and found that exclusion for DHH students

was different in various cultural contexts and developmental areas. Research by Paatsch

and Toe [237] utilized a literature review methodology and indicated that DHH students in

typical classrooms developed pragmatic skills and proposed using the conversation model to

deal with the challenges faced by such students. Finally, Tomasuolo et al. [297] conducted

exploratory research in Italy and found that initiatives at the political and informal levels

promoted sign language and assisted in DHH education during the pandemic.

3.2. E-Learning System for Deaf Students

Previous studies have suggested the importance of introducing e-learning systems for

deaf students. For example, a study by Alcazar et al. [15] found that introducing a speech-

to-visual approach e-learning system had a great advantage when teaching deaf students

because it enabled their comprehension of material and addressed their individual needs.

Furthermore, a study by Batanero et al. [60] found that adopting an improved Moodle

learning platform improved the academic performance of deaf and deaf-blind students by

46.25% and deaf-blind students by 87.5%. In addition, Batanero-Ochaita et al. [61] found

that deaf students had a positive attitude towards the Moodle Learning Platform, although

their perceptions differed on the ease-of-use and difficulty when using the platform.

3.3. Deaf Students in Online Learning

Several studies have looked at the subject of online learning for deaf students. For

example, a study by Long et al. [188] focused on blended learning for deaf and hard-of-
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hearing students and found that the inclusion of online learning aspects improved their

interactions with their teachers and other students. Another study by Slike et al. [279]

found that, although there are many successes in teaching deaf students using online means,

there are also challenges related to system ‘glitches’, lack of captions, teachers who are not

used to handling deaf students in virtual classrooms, among others. In addition, a study

by Yoon and Kim [325] suggested the need to improve learning materials in the classroom

because it established that captions have a significant effect on the content comprehension

of deaf students taking online courses.

A study by Burgstahler [82] was conducted to identify the online learning practices

that are most suitable for students with disabilities and found the “Universal Design” (UD)

strategy to be very effective in inclusive educational practices. Research by McKeown [206]

found three types of challenges that faced deaf students when accessing online learning:

course content and material challenges, learning management system (LMS) challenges, and

course content and material challenges. A study by Carpenter et al. [99] established that

online technology had improved deaf education and made communication easier and proposes

the use of best practices that can boost the utilization of online learning. Another research by

Mohammed [212] found that deaf students participating in online education faced problems

related to institutional support, social inequalities, and inappropriate sociolinguistic history.

Another study by Musyoka and Smith [223] found that, since online deaf learning involves

the use of English and American Sign Language (ASL), language barriers were considered as

a challenge. A study by Long et al. [187][12] reported that online learning for deaf students

provides special benefits that were realized through academic achievement and the quality

of interaction in online learning platforms greatly determined the success of the students.

Additionally, a study by Caupayan and Pogoy [85] established that, although deaf students

faced challenges in online learning, the support they received from various stakeholders

helped them to overcome them. From the related work, there is no study addressing online

learning for deaf students in Saudi Arabia, which is the focus of the current study.
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Table 3.1. Summary of systematic analysis studies in the related work for

deaf and hard of hearing students sorted by the year.

Study Year Purpose Method Source of Info Participants Sample Size Study Location

Long et al. [188] 2007 Understanding student perceptions of communication in Survey NTID Students 908 United States

blended learning courses

Investigating successes and challenges in offering

Slike et al. [279] 2008 online courses in a “virtual classroom” format to deaf Online Synchronous University of Students 26 United States

hard of hearing Tool Pennsylvania

Yoon and Kim [325] 2011 Capturing the effects of captions on deaf students’ content Comprehension test Korean Nazarene Students 62 South Korea

comprehension, cognitive load and motivation in online learning & survey University

Burgstahler [82] 2015 Identifying online learning practices make social inclusion Literature review N/A N/A N/A N/A

possible for individuals with disabilities

Alcazar et al. [15] 2016 Creating a supplementary English elearning system made Survey Philippine Institute Students, N/A Philippines

for the Deaf of the Deaf Teachers

McKeown [206] 2019 Proposing a model which describes the three barriers deaf Literature review N/A N/A N/A N/A

students might encounter in an online learning situation

Batanero et al. [60] 2019 Testing a redesign of the Moodle platform on deaf and Empirical study Moodle platform Students 23 N/A

deaf-blind students

Exploring current trends in online higher education, data on

Counselman et al. [99] 2020 the experience of Deaf/deaf/Hard of Hearing students and Literature review N/A N/A N/A N/A

current options for improving inclusively in the online classroom

Fernandes et al. [119] 2020 Examining how the education of voters for deaf people Interview GERKATIN Students 33 Indonesia

Lynn et al. [191] 2020 Identifying Successes and challenges in teaching chemistry Author’s insights NTID N/A N/A United States

Tomasuolo et al. [297] 2020 Exploring the impacts of the recent pandemic crisis Exploratory research Literature review N/A N/A Italy

Smith and Colton [280] 2020 Developing a YouTube channel that focuses on providing Literature review Author’s experience N/A N/A United States

Alsadoon and Turkestani [46] 2020 Identifying the lecturers’ obstacles during virtual classroom Interview King Saud University lecturers 11 Saudi Arabia

Kritzer and Smith [169] 2020 Recommending parents about educating DHH children Survey United States Parents 133 United States

Swanwick et al. [290] 2020 Investigating the impact on deaf adults, children and their Interview Ghana Teachers, leaders, 6 Ghana

families, focusing on issues of inclusion Students

Lazzari and Baroni [171] 2020 Presenting the remote teaching experience Survey Scuola Audiofonetica Students 233 Italy

Paatsch and Toe [237] 2020 Investigating pragmatic skills among deaf children Literature review Existing evidence N/A N/A Australia

Krishnan et al. [168] 2020 Identify the Challenges Faced by hearing impairment Survey MySkill Foundation Students 10 Malaysia

Halley Sutton [289] 2020 Suggesting best practices if courses shift to online learning Literature review Existing evidence N/A N/A United States

Kylie Sommer [284] 2020 Identify the Effect on deaf and hard of hearing Survey Lee University Students 36 United States

Mantzikos and Lappa [196] 2020 Analyzing the difficulties and barriers individuals deaf Literature review Existing evidence N/A N/A Greece

Mohammed [212] 2021 Investigating how an emergent system of e-learning that started Interview Primary school Students, teachers, N/A Trinidad and

during crisis conditions affects the linguistic access of deaf students & secondary school interpreters, parents Tobago

Batanero-Ocha et al. [61] 2021 Analyzing the difficulties and barriers individuals deaf Empirical study Moodle platform Students 23 N/A

Musyoka and Smith [223] 2021 Identifying language barriers and academic performance when Literature review Existing evidence N/A N/A United States

discussing mainstreamed D/HH students’ online teaching

Long et al. [187] 2021 Understanding the factors contributing to the academic achievement Survey RIT Students 88 United States

and the interaction of students in online learning

Caupayan and Pogoy [85] 2021 examining and interpreting the lived experiences of 14 purposively Interview La Salle University Students 14 Philippines

selected deaf students who chose online modality for their education

This work 2021 Investigating the challenging and concerns of deaf students Interview & Survey TVTC Students 65 Saudi Arabia

3.4. Accessibility with Deaf Students Studies

Several studies have addressed the topic of accessibility with deaf students. For exam-

ple, a study by Sommer [284] in the US utilized a survey method to demonstrate how access

to information by DHH students has been hampered by the COVID-19 pandemic, which

has had emotional effects on them. Another study by Mantzikos and Lappa [196] reviewed

existing evidence on overcoming difficulties and barriers to deaf education. It established the
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use of media, such as educational TV programs, helped improve access to information, al-

though it was essential to improve new principles and approaches that helped DHH students.

Research by Krishnan et al. [168] in Malaysia used a survey method to investigate students’

challenges during Covid-19 and found that accessibility by DHH students was hindered by

lack of familiarity to online devices, hearing devices, emotional effects of the pandemic, and

disruptions to their education.

The current study deviates from those reviewed because it focuses on accessibility

by deaf students in Saudi Arabia. Specifically, it focuses on TVTC in Saudi Arabia which

any other study has not addressed. TVTC has adequate and trained faculty with a lot of

experience who offer more support for the deaf. This research also differs from the rest in

terms of the methodology and because this study is a larger scale research in terms of the

sample compared to the previous ones.

3.5. User Reviews

Many researchers concluded that reviews and ratings posted by users on app store

platforms could play an essential role in apps’ evolution since most developers consider users’

reviews when working on a new release [91, 181, 238, 245, 23, 264, 31, 229]. Maalej et al.

[192] proposed to consider user input as the first means of requirements elicitation in software

development. Similarly, Vu et al. [309] emphasized the role of users in the software lifecycle

by developing an approach to identify useful information from users’ reviews. Moreover,

Seyff et al. [271] suggested continuous requirements elicitation from end-users feedback

using mobile devices.

Considering the fact that user reviews can be a powerful driver of mobile app evolu-

tion, we are looking into whether we can effectively detect accessibility reviews from users’

feedback. This is important because in a highly competitive market, identifying accessibility

issues from users’ reviews can help developers improve their apps in order to attract more

customers and provide better services to users with different abilities.

It is crucial that mobile applications be accessible to allow all individuals with dif-

ferent abilities to have fair access and equal opportunities [144]. Prior studies investigated
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the accessibility issues raised in Android applications [48, 307], and others evaluated the

accessibility of various websites [9, 107, 158, 315, 126]. To the best of our knowledge, there

is no study that classifies user reviews in Android applications using machine learning.

3.6. Accessibility in User Reviews

Even though user reviews can be a robust tool for mobile apps evolution, and even

mature apps have many trivial accessibility issues [114, 319], only 1.24% of mobile app users

report accessibility issues to app stores [112]. In other words, 98.76% of mobile app users do

not post accessibility issues in the form of reviews on app stores. In an effort to find whether

mobile app users post accessibility-related issues to app stores, Eler et al. [112] investigated

214,053 mobile app reviews using a string-matching approach. They depend on a set of 213

keywords derived from 54 BBC recommendations [62] proposed for mobile accessibility. In

their work, they inspected 214,053 user reviews to identify reviews pertaining to accessibility.

Their approach classified a total of 5,076 reviews as accessibility reviews. However, through

a manual inspection later, the researchers found that only 2,663 of the reviews were really

about accessibility. We used these 2,663 identified accessibility reviews as one of the two

groups in our training set required for supervised machine learning. We created the second

group (i.e., non-accessibility reviews) from their total dataset (i.e., 214,053). So far, this is

one of the preliminary studies related to accessibility in mobile app user reviews.

3.7. Accessibility in Open-Source Applications

Many studies have conducted qualitative mobile-bug reports platform analysis [31]

[69] [194] and Android-related bug reporting tool [215]. Markus et al. [197] propose a

Braille interface platform named MOST with a wide range of applications. Al-Subaihin et

al. [12] presented an assessment of mobile web application accessibility. McIlroy et al. [204]

introduced an automatic labeling approach based on the types of user review issues. Liu et

al. [186] conducted a study on Android applications to detect performance bugs to identify

common patterns. Alshayban et al. [48] have analyzed 1,000 Android applications based

on three perspectives developers, users, and applications for accessibility issues. Panichella
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et al. [240] proposed an approach using machine learning, which incorporated three NLP,

sentiment, and text analysis techniques to introduce a taxonomy for classifying user reviews.

Vendome et al. [307] examined the Stack Overflow developer discussions of the An-

droid app’s accessibility. They have identified posts based on a list of keywords that have

been chosen from the accessibility guide for mobile applications. They analyzed all the

questions asked in the Stack Overflow and answers labeled Android and found 810 out of

1,442. In a study similar to ours, Eler et al. [113] performed an investigation on user reviews

related to mobile accessibility. The study applied to user reviews of 701 applications from

the Google Play Store. Their approach was to manually analyze the user reviews using a

list of more than 200 keywords that refer to mobile accessibility.

3.8. Classification of Text Documents

Many studies classify app reviews using different taxonomies [91, 105, 148, 203, 241,

245, 24, 26, 37, 25, 173], for various purposes: detection of potential feature requests, bug

reports, complaints, and praises, etc. Even though many of them identify reviews related to

app usability, there is no explicit mention of accessibility-related issues [112].

Recently, many researchers have been focusing on feature extraction from text docu-

ments such as user reviews, product descriptions, and user stories, as well as classifying the

features in one way or the other. For instance, Iacob and Harrison [148] mine app reviews

to extract feature requests. They also use linguistic rules and Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) to identify and group all common topics available in in-app reviews. Similarly, Galvis

and Winbladh [83] analyzed automated topic modeling techniques on user comments for mo-

bile applications. While Dumitru et al. [109] and Hariri et al. [136] extract features from

app descriptions in order to make recommendations for feature implementation, they group

the features using clustering algorithms. Similarly, Harman et al. [137] employ data mining

techniques to extract app features from official app descriptions. They used collocation and

greedy algorithms to extract app features and group them features.

Unlike automatic approaches, the classification of text documents using a set of pre-

defined keywords has been vastly performed across different domains in software engineer-
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ing. For instance, Eler et al. [112] relied on 213 keywords to identify accessibility-related

reviews. Strogylos and Spinelles [287] identified refactoring-related commits using one key-

word refactor. Similarly, Ratzinger et al. [253] used 13 keywords to detect refactoring in

commit messages. Later, Murphy-Hill et al. [221] replicated Ratzinger’s work in two open-

source software using the 13 keywords Ratzinger used. However, they disproved the previous

assumption that commits messages in the version history of programs are indicators of refac-

toring activities. The reasoning behind their findings is that developers do not always report

refactoring activities as they might associate refactoring activities with other activities, such

as adding a feature. AlOmar et al. [41] have also explored how developers document their

refactoring activities in commit messages using a variety of 87 textual patterns (i.e., key-

words and phrases). Similarly, we believe users can express accessibility concerns without

explicitly using any accessibility keywords from the BBC guidelines, as assumed by Eler et

al. [112].

In contrast to the keyword-based approaches, we used an automated machine learning

approach since learning approaches outperform the accuracy of the keyword-based approach

by at least 1.45 times [42, 195]. On the other hand, a keyword-based identification approach

(i.e., relying on an existing set of predefined keywords) could generally miss certain reviews,

not only because reviews left by users might not always use those keywords to express an

accessibility concern but also because a single word might not be enough to convey an ac-

cessibility message. For example, the review I hope someday we change the size of the fonts;

here the context provides an accessibility concern even though the user is not explicitly using

keywords such as disabled, blind or low vision.

3.9. Chapter Summary

: This chapter examined several studies that shaped our methodology. Even though

the chapter on the literature review has covered seven sections. The problems of online

learning for deaf and hard-of-hearing students remain understudied.
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In the next chapter, we examine the difficulties experienced by deaf and hearing-

impaired pupils during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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CHAPTER 4

IF ONLINE LEARNING WORKS FOR YOU, WHAT ABOUT DEAF STUDENTS?

EMERGING CHALLENGES OF ONLINE LEARNING FOR DEAF AND

HEARING-IMPAIRED STUDENTS DURING COVID-19: A LITERATURE REVIEW

4.1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has largely affected the education sector, particularly deaf

education. According to Krishnan et al. [168], various measures to reduce the spread of the

disease have led academic institutions to unprecedented changes to their academic activities.

For instance, to comply with the social distancing requirement, most schools transitioned to

online learning, while some have been forced to temporarily shut down if such technology

was unavailable [193]. Although these measures have significantly reduced the spread of

the virus, they have also introduced several challenges, severely impacting the educational

systems worldwide [27].

Deaf education has been facing a unique set of challenges during COVID-19. To start

with, distance learning platforms were quickly adopted mainly for non-disabled students

since they represent the mainstream [196]. Despite their absolute right to access information,

deaf students were initially left out of distance learning under the justification that them

constituting a hard-to-manage population, requiring more specialized educational approaches

[183]. In general, the social distancing measures have led to the exclusion and isolation of

deaf students from instructors who could not promptly respond to their educational needs

[168]. In addition, deaf students have experienced significant difficulties with information

sharing. These issues include inadequate access to sign interpreters, loss of visual cues,

auditory signal issues arising from the use of face masks, lack of transcripts or captions to

lectures, etc. [268]. As noted by Swanwick et al. [290], the United Nations [226] made a

This entire chapter is reproduced from Aljedaani, Wajdi, Rrezarta Krasniqi, Sanaa Aljedaani, Mo-
hamed Wiem Mkaouer, Stephanie Ludi, and Khaled Al-Raddah, ”If online learning works for you,
what about deaf students? Emerging challenges of online learning for deaf and hearing-impaired stu-
dents during COVID-19: a literature review,” Universal Access in the Information Society (2022): 1-20,
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10209-022-00897-5, with permission from Springer Nature.
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declaration titled ”Disability-Inclusive Response to COVID-19”, which acknowledged that

people with disabilities took the hardest hit during the pandemic and their education requires

immediate assistance.

While existing literature has focused on improving accessibility for disabled students

in higher education, the pandemic has exposed critical weaknesses of e-learning systems

for students with special needs that may need to be addressed. One way to strengthen

virtual education is to identify challenges and barriers that appeared during the COVID-19

pandemic. One of the major concerns that students with disabilities had to cope with was

adjusting to a completely new format of remote learning, and instructions [280, 236, ?, 102].

With the strict regulations that all students had to comply with, students with disabilities,

in general, and deaf students, in particular, were the most to suffer from them [193, 295,

208, 305]. The goal of this paper is to review and expose the major challenges that deaf

students faced during the pandemic. We start with reviewing all research papers that were

written as a response to these challenges. Then we analyze them to extract and categorize

all the highlighted problems. Given that several studies have identified those challenges, our

research aims to systematically collect and categorize them. This study reviews 34 papers

to extract challenges and their corresponding key mitigation plans.

Reviewing the literature on the challenges facing deaf education during the current

pandemic can provide solutions to e-learning beyond the pandemic. Previous studies have

focused on general e-learning experiences, such as Mseleku [216], while others have looked

at accessibility to online education by generally disabled students [261]. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first paper to review the literature related to accessibility challenges

in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The contributions of this chapter are:

• A literature review of 34, peer-reviewed deaf and hearing-impaired publications

related to deaf students’ education during the COVID-19 pandemic to provide a

catalog for future research in this area;

• An exploration of the challenges faced by deaf and hearing-impaired students during
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the COVID-19 pandemic;

• Key takeaways extracted from the reviewed studies for researchers and educators to

improve the learning experience of deaf students;

• A replication package of our survey for extension purposes [3].

4.2. Research Questions

This chapter aims to explore the barriers to deaf and hard-of-hearing students in ed-

ucation during the COVID-19 pandemic. The study may help identify and critically expose

the wide range of concerns and difficulties faced by deaf students during the pandemic. Fur-

thermore, our literature review findings may serve as a comprehensive source for improving

deaf education. Specifically, we investigate the following Research Questions (RQs):

RQ1: What challenges and concerns are deaf and hard-of-hearing students

in higher education facing with an online education during the COVID-19 pan-

demic?

RQ1 investigates a series of challenges and concerns during remote learning that deaf

and hard-of-hearing students had to endure on the rise of the COVID-19 pandemic. We will

explore more in-depth the findings related to recently published work in this domain and

discuss implications since COVID-19 emerged as a global humanitarian problem.

RQ2: What are emerging solutions to better handle challenges faced in

deaf education during the COVID-19 pandemic?

RQ2 investigates the extent to which emerging in-demand solutions can be proposed

to overcome some of the major barriers pinpointed in RQ1. At a larger schema, these

solutions can serve as a mediating, non-perfunctory source of information to cope better

with remote learning. It will shed light on alternating strategies and guidelines that could

facilitate deaf and hearing-impaired remote learning and methods that could be implemented

within institutions globally for more efficient remote learning.
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4.3. Methodology

This present research is a Literature Review. It explores the existing, most up-to-

date scholarly sources relating to the subject of the research to answer the research questions.

The objective is to explore the key challenges of the deaf and hearing-impaired in education

during the COVID-19 pandemic. This section is divided into the three phases followed when

selecting relevant publications: planning, execution, and synthesis. Each of these steps is

explained in the following sections.
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Figure 4.1. Overview of publications filtering process.

4.3.1. Planning

This step entailed refining our search strategy for literature. In line with the literature

review methodology, we formulated a set of keywords related to our study, which we searched

on various digital repositories.

Search Keywords We conducted a pilot search [97] to guide our formulation of

search keywords in two repositories: ACM and IEEE. We wanted to identify the synonyms

and words that are used when describing the barriers to deaf education during the COVID-19

period. Therefore, our search was restricted to the abstracts and titles only. Such a strategy

helped in avoiding false positives. The search string used is as follows:

Title:("covid*" AND "deaf*" OR "hard of hear*" OR "hearing-impaired" OR

"hearing loss") AND Abstract:("educat*" OR "covid*" OR "e-learning" OR

"elearning" OR "Distance Learning" OR "online" OR "remote")
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Table 4.1. Overview of targeted digital libraries used to collect published

work.

Digital Library Digital Library URL

ACM Digital Library https://dl.acm.org/

IEEE Xplore https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/

Science Direct https://www.sciencedirect.com/

Scopus https://www.scopus.com/

Springer Link https://link.springer.com/

Web of Science https://webofknowledge.com/

Wiley https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/

Virtual Health Library https://pesquisa.bvsalud.org/

Eric https://eric.ed.gov/

Digital Libraries A literature search was carried out in the following libraries: Sco-

pus, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Web of Science, Springer Link, Virtual Health

Library, Wiley, ERIC, and Science Direct. We selected the nine libraries in order to ensure

maximum coverage of the topic so that no important study was left out and utilized by sim-

ilar studies (e.g., [32]). The various libraries queried are provided in Table 4.1. The libraries

contained studies related to ours and in the fields of hearing-impaired education.

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria. These criteria were useful in filtering and pruning

our search results so that we were only left with those publications that were aligned with our

study. For example, it was essential to ensure that we got studies in the education context

and written in English while excluding those in the medical area and not peer-reviewed. We

also included papers that were available in digital format and published during the COVID-

19 period. The inclusion/ exclusion criteria are given in Table 4.2. Although we aimed at a

final pool of relevant papers, the initial search results helped in manual filtering to evaluate
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the appropriateness of the studies for our research. For example, it was crucial to know the

kind of obstacles they identified. Regarding the time frame, we restricted it to 2020, 2021,

and 2022, which are the years that have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Table 4.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Factors Exclusion Factors

Papers are in education area Websites, leaflets, and grey literature

Papers are written in English Full-text not available online

Papers available in digital format Published before 2020

Papers related to COVID-19 period Papers related to medical area

Backward/Forward Snowballing. We undertook to snowball to add valuable ar-

ticles to the ones we had obtained using automated search. According to Wohlin [317],

snowballing involves reviewing papers that have emerged for a literature search and iden-

tifying articles that have cited the given paper (forward snowballing) or those that have

been cited in the paper (backward snowballing). We conducted the snowballing in a closed

recursive manner to make it more effective. As a result, we got a total of 10 articles from

snowballing, from where we selected 7 that met our selection criteria. Finally, we included

the articles from the snowballing activity to make our final count of 34 articles.

Exclusion During Data Extraction. Researchers can still eliminate some of the

selected articles even at the data extraction stage. Such a situation occurs when the re-

searcher discovers that a paper is a duplicate of another or meets the exclusion criteria. For

example, we had an article that provided general information about communication obsta-

cles during COVID-19 without focusing on deaf students [84], while another took a medical

perspective instead of an educational one [122].

4.3.2. Execution

This section depicts the search results from the various digital libraries. The first

search in all nine repositories gave a total of 126 articles. After that, we used four stages

to evaluate the most relevant publications to our study. The first stage involved removing
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duplicate and retracted publications, where 6 articles were eliminated, and 120 publications

proceeded to the next phase. The second stage was the title and abstract filtering, where we

utilized our inclusion and exclusion criteria. In total, we removed 51 publications and allowed

69 to move to the next phase. For instance, the application of our inclusion and exclusion

criteria led to the elimination of grey literature, non-peer-reviewed materials, and articles

published before 2020, among others. The third stage was full-text filtering, which led to

the removal of 42 articles and allowed 27 to move to the next phase. The final stage involved

performing both forward and backward snowball sampling [317] that led to the addition of

7 articles. In total, 34 articles were selected for further analysis. Figure 4.1 shows the search

execution process. Finally, we presented the titles of the 34 papers illustrated in the form of

a word cloud as depicted in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Word cloud of the titles of the selected papers.

4.3.3. Synthesis

During the synthesis phase, we examined the collected data with regard to how they

could meet our research objectives. We classified the articles according to their country of

origin and year of publication in order to understand where and when the barriers to deaf

education were experienced. We ensured that every study was thoroughly scrutinized for
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concrete evidence and that all facts were provided. Careful examination was done to collect

all data related to deaf education obstacles during COVID-19. For each study, we extracted

the disability type such as deaf, hard-of-hearing, or hearing impairment, the year of publi-

cation, study methodology, source of information, approach of collecting data, participant

type (i.e., teachers, students, leaders), study sample size, and study location.

To reduce bias in our data, we utilized a peer-review strategy, where all researchers

reviewed the data, and any points of contention were discussed. The data was transferred to

a Google Spreadsheet to ensure the collaboration of all the authors was in sync during the

research. It is important to state that three of the authors were familiar with the scope of

studies and have made similar publications and contributions in the past [29, 270, 28, 33, 40].
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Figure 4.3. Overview of literature taxonomy of the selected research papers

in our dataset. It highlights the methodology used and the targeted user group.

4.4. Results

This section reports the findings that we obtained by synthesizing various articles

according to the scope of two research questions asked in this study. We analyzed a total

of 34 articles. We report the characteristics of this set of studies extensively in Table 4.3

and 4.4. The data collected from this set of studies ranged from 2020 to 2022. The types

of methods that these studies carried out are represented via a taxonomy as depicted in

Figure 4.3. The figure provides a grouping of all the studies according to the methodology

and methods used in the studies and the focus of the studies. From the figure, the most

notable and common studies were those conducted in the form of surveys, interviews, and

observational studies. The most common artifacts used to carry out those types of studies
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included social media, questionnaires, phone interviews, and other related documents such

as guidelines. Regarding the focus of the studies, the most popular target groups in the

surveys, interviews, and other studies were hard-of-hearing and deaf. Using the literature

taxonomy, we were able to overview the studies we selected.

In Figure 4.4, we wanted to establish the country of origin from which the studies were

done. According to the collected data, we notice that most of the studies were conducted

in the USA. The second-highest number of studies originated from Indonesia, Saudi Arabia,

the United Kingdom, Greece, Italy, and Malaysia, with all other countries having one study

each. Such findings can help motivate scholars from countries with few or no studies to

research deaf challenges in their locations. Figure 4.5 shows an overview of the types of the

dataset used across all 20 studies. It is evident from the figure that social media was the

most common and diverse data collection method that was used in the studies. It is possible

to speculate that most researchers used social media platforms because of their popularity

and because their use has not been affected by the social distancing measures implemented

during the COVID-19 pandemic. The extensive use of technology during the pandemic,

especially in education, also means that students with learning disabilities faced all kinds of

challenges of different ranges from the unsuitability of technologies to health matters. That

does not rule out the fact that similar challenges were not observed in other countries such as

Indonesia or Italy and other countries. In fact, we noticed that the types of challenges that

deaf students experienced were almost uniform across countries. It is important to place our

findings within the context of the two research questions that we developed in this study.

RQ1: What are the challenges and concerns that deaf and hard-of-hearing

students in higher education are having with an online education during COVID-

19 pandemic?

In this research question, we wanted to identify the issues that deaf students were

facing during the pandemic. From our findings, we categorized the challenges into four cat-

egories: technological; educational; accessibility; and usage issues, and health-related.
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Figure 4.4. Distribution of publications across countries.
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Figure 4.5. Overview of types of dataset used across 34 studies.

• Technology related challenges. Our main focus was to explore how technical

issues affected deaf education during the COVID-19 pandemic. Deaf education faced

four challenges: unavailability of hearing devices, disruptions during online lessons,

and lack of familiarity with the online devices [168, 295, 54, 232, 134]. It is noted that

the challenges in deaf education during COVID-19 can be grouped into three groups:
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technological, organizational, and methodical [171, 46]. Technological challenges are

those related to accessibility; organization depends on the collaboration between

teachers, while methodical indicates how the instructions were taught. Mohammed

[212] pointed out that video quality, internet stability, and language modality posed

major technological barriers to distance learning for deaf students. Aljedaani et al.

[21] presented the challenges faced by deaf students in distance learning and found

that among 8 of the participants, 96.9% faced issues with internet connectivity at

home, and 72% of the responses showed inaccessibility of the content.

Our interpretation of the aforementioned challenges is as follows. While stu-

dents in general picked up quickly using new technology [98], this was not regarded

as a doable option for students with disabilities [193]. On the contrary, they were

faced with a series of challenges with the setup of the technology. First, the stu-

dents with disabilities found it challenging to use the recommended technology.

That was primarily because the interfaces of the software and applications were not

designed to accommodate students with hearing disabilities [86, 233]. Second, stu-

dents experienced enormous challenges adapting the use of video conferencing for

synchronous lectures [46, 157]. Third, it was overwhelmingly difficult for students

with hearing needs to follow conversations with multiple signers communicating si-

multaneously [295, 296, 288]. The lack of simultaneous translation was also one

of the major obstacles to address [46]. Finally, delays in mainstream and remote

classroom setup while interacting with deaf students or asking questions were a sig-

nificant problem (since deaf students use sign language to ask questions), which the

translator then interprets to the instructor [237, 291]. The findings of Alqraini and

Alasim [44] highlighted deaf students’ lack of focus during classes, as they choose to

play games on their devices instead of paying attention to the ongoing lesson. We

believe that such issues require solutions to facilitate deaf education.

• Education system related challenges. We also aimed to identify those chal-

lenges that were related to learning and the educational system. We found that,
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while most of the students got adjusted fairly quickly to the remote online sys-

tem [55], this became a huge barrier, especially for deaf students [191, 44]. Even

in a typical classroom setting, D/DHH students generally attend classes with the

support of a special education team due to their special needs [201]. However, work-

ing from home, this new adjustment, in reality, created substantial barriers for deaf

and hard-of-hearing students [196]. Researchers [134, 265, 47] underscored that lack

of sign language interpreter hinders the understanding of deaf students with inade-

quate vocabulary knowledge. Even though the interpreters were present during the

online classes, however, due to small visuals, it became challenging for the students

to understand. Alsindi et al. [50] highlighted that in addition to miscommunication

between teacher and student, the lack of interpreter’s knowledge regarding art and

design hindered the performance of students.

Deaf students have also suffered from a lack of access to education and welfare

services, such as inadequate sign language interpreting avenues, the difficulty of lip-

reading when teachers are wearing masks, limited direct support by teachers, among

others [297, 285, 155, 232]. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic has worsened

social exclusion among deaf students, especially with the disruption of daily interac-

tions with other people, lack of access to information, and inadequate sign language

interpreters [290, 46]. The exclusion is caused by lack of internet access, poor infras-

tructure, poverty that impedes lack of access to high-quality educational materials,

barriers relating to lack of accessible learning management systems (LMSs), inabil-

ity to use the LMS to access the content, and LMS systems that do not cater for

the needs of deaf students [193].

Deaf education in some countries has been affected by a lack of resources in

public schools, unpreparedness among teachers of deaf children, greater exclusion,

and obstacles such as lack of real-time transcription services, technical issues, and

unavailability of subtitles on videos [196, 232, 44]. The suggested problems call for

improvement of the education system to make it more conducive for deaf education.
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• Physical accessibility challenges. Adequate, accessible experience for students

with hearing disabilities was an unattainable goal [152, 46, 134], even though dis-

tance learning equipment and technologies such as video-conference technologies,

different websites, electronic platforms, applications, and/or various databases be-

came available for most disabled students [236, 222]. This was not the case for

underdeveloped countries [207]. Furthermore, some students with hearing disabil-

ities lived in areas where there was hardly any access to the internet [305, 8]. To

add another layer of barriers, some students with disabilities did not possess even

basic technologies [285]. Hence, without physical attendance, remote learning for

students with auditory access needs became a huge struggle for students with dis-

abilities [152].

We also established that, during the current pandemic, wearing masks seemed

to have become the major impediment for students who were deaf or with hearing

impairments [281]. Indeed, face masks became the worst enemy for hard of hearing

and deaf students. Most importantly, a cloth face mask inhibited speech reading and

blocked muffling sound [152]. They even prevented students from reading lips. The

other concern pertained to both audibility and intelligibility of speech. Due to the

wearing of masks, students with hearing issues found the teachers voices completely

diminished through the use of masks and shields [205]. This made the student-

instructor communication poor and inaccessible. Physical distance also became a

significant obstacle between students and faculty only because this unconventional

communication reduced speech audibility and intelligibility [199, 208].

• Health related challenges. The other most critical challenge pertains to the

mental health of disability students [329]. Students with hearing disabilities showed

four times more than other students increased symptoms of anxiety, depression,

and emotional challenges compared with the general population [71]. We estab-

lished that some health-related issues that emerged during and before the pandemic

were affecting deaf education. For instance, deaf students have faced emotional
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challenges due to isolation from their classmates, and lack of access to important

information during the pandemic [284, 321]. The fact that most deaf students ex-

perience impractical delays has also led to emotional and social issues among them

[168, 237]. All these challenges have led to numerous mental health problems and

unforeseen psychological impacts [108].

RQ2: What are emerging solutions to better handle challenges faced in

deaf education during the COVID-19 pandemic?

In this section, we will discuss the proposed solutions to the most prominent issues

that have been identified in the previous section. The technology used in deaf education must

ensure that the audio is clear and with self-explanatory images, the activities taught should

be easy due to the online learning challenges, and there should be concerted efforts from

all stakeholders [171]. Furthermore, deaf students should be given mental health services,

training on pragmatic skills, be provided with hearing aids, be encouraged to read, and

also be facilitated to gain information during the pandemic [284, 321, 168, 237]. It is also

recommended that parents look for suitable online educational programs, find opportunities

for exposure to deaf students, communicate with deaf and hard-of-hearing students, enable

deaf and hard-of-hearing students to socialize, and assist them in getting the services they

need [169]. A combination of government-led and community-led responses has also provided

greater educational and social support for deaf students [297]. It is also proposed that

recognition of group rights will lead to greater inclusion for deaf students, so that cultural

and linguistic accessibility can be offered to the population [290]. For example, sign language

should be considered and recognized as a language like any other.

It is also important to develop videos with captions and interpretations, whether

offline, online through YouTube or cloud-based Zoom recordings, which are especially use-

ful to the deaf community [119, 280, 222, 289, 191, 232, 44]. An important aspect of the

videos is that they must be thoroughly tested for validity to ensure their effectiveness, and

revisions are done in order to improve the quality of the videos. Sutton [289] also notes

the importance of providing interpreters and speech-to-text capabilities for deaf students
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during the pandemic to aid their learning. It is suggested that governments should utilize

inclusive educational models, improve the accessibility of deaf students to various services,

provide deaf-friendly masks, expand television programming and hire more teachers in order

to have a favorable number of staff assisting deaf students [196, 285]. Low-income families

should be given financial assistance to purchase electronic equipment for their children as

recommended by Alqraini and Alasim [44]. The authors also proposed that a quiet environ-

ment should be created for the students during their lessons. [212] suggested the provision

of standard educational technologies to teachers and students, proper training of teachers

[8, 47, 54], hosting workshops concerning deaf culture, and video translation of textbooks in

sign language to ensure the effectiveness of distance learning.

Karampidis et al. [154] recommended that distance learning platforms should be

integrated with ”Hercules”, a bi-directional translator that translates five languages, includ-

ing Greek, Cypriot, British, German, Slovenian, and Portuguese, to their respective sign

languages and vice versa. Institutions must incorporate a better approach to provide ac-

cessible technology that individuals with diverse needs can adopt during the pandemic [21].

Another study [248] suggested the use of ICT (Information Communication Technology) to

conduct online classes during the pandemic. The uninterpreted-learning ICT models were

preferred by the participants of the case study [8] over Zoom classes. Mathews et al. [200]

stated that to address the communication gap in distance learning, interpreters have had

to employ a variety of specialized expertise, interact with one another, and actively involve

both their hearing clients and Deaf communities in diverse settings. The study also recom-

mended vocabulary development of the interpreters to convey the lessons more conveniently.

Alshawabkeh et al. [47] suggested that deaf students must be trained by an IT professional

with a sign language interpreter prior to the initiation of distance learning. Students, teach-

ers, and interpreters should collaborate in order to present material simultaneously. They

also proposed that teachers involve deaf students in planning the online class before it begins.

Institutions should continuously evaluate deaf student’s feedback to enhance the quality of

distance learning. Moreover, the existing LMSs must be provided with additional features
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for the DHH students [50].

Our study has also shown that governments should also put in place inclusive emer-

gency plans and improve access to telecommunication services such as the internet to deaf

students [193]. It is also proposed that policy changes should be made to enable deaf adults

to participate in early intervention teams and greater collaboration from multi-agency teams

in order to have professional teams working towards inclusion and education of deaf children

in the pandemic [236]. Deaf students should have a conducive environment at home, support

from parents, online instructional content, access to specialist support, and good access to

instructions to mitigate the connectivity challenges [152, 295]. It is evident that collabo-

rations from a wide range of stakeholders will provide the necessary support and resources

needed for improving deaf education.

4.5. Discussion

Our literature review provides an elaborate overview of the challenges that deaf stu-

dents have been facing in education during the course of the current pandemic. Furthermore,

we also reviewed potential solutions that can be enforced and incorporated by different au-

thors. In this section, we provide notable takeaways from our study.

Takeaway 1: Provide necessary equipment and technology. We have estab-

lished that a lack of equipment such as hearing aids and inaccessibility to the internet are

major obstacles impeding deaf education during the COVID-19 pandemic. The problem is

worse in rural areas and those with high levels of poverty [193]. As further indicated by

Paatsch and Toe [237], global research has shown that many deaf students attend main-

stream classes that do not have adequate support for the difficulties that such students face.

It has also been demonstrated that deaf students face challenges when using Zoom platforms,

especially given that the platform has a steep learning curve and its features are not easily

understood by all students [295]. One of the technologies lacking for many deaf students is

Remote microphone (RM) hearing assistive technology (HAT), which should be customized

to the needs of every student [152].
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Table 4.3. Detailed information regarding the 34 papers selected: These

publications report major challenges that students with special needs, specifi-

cally deaf and hard-of-hearing students faced in academic institutions during

the COVID-19 pandemic.

Studies Purpose Year Category Method Source of Info Method of Participants Sample Size Study Location

collecting Data

Provides alternative educational methods aimed Semi-Structured Ministry of WhatsApp, Audio

[193] for Deaf students 2021 Deaf Interview Education Records, Phone Call Teachers 18 Saudi Arabia

Interviews

[8] Exploring the emergency-remote teaching of 2022 Deaf & Semi-Structured Four schools in the Zoom Teachers 7 South Africa

natural sciences to deaf learners Hard-of-Hearing Interview of KwaZulu-Natal

[21] Investigating the e-learning experiences of deaf 2021 Deaf & Survey, Technical & Vocational Zoom Students 65 Saudi Arabia

students Hard-of-Hearing Interview Training Corporation(TVTC)

[44] Exploring the challenges and support methods for 2021 Deaf & Semi-Structured 20 Elementary Schools Phone Call Parents 37 Saudi Arabia

D/DHH students during their distance education Hard-of-Hearing Interview Interviews

[46] Challanges of teaching deaf students 2020 Hard-of-Hearing Interview King Saud Unstructured Lectures 11 Saudi Arabia

University (KSU) Phone Interviews

[47] Investigating the technological instruction 2021 Deaf Semi-Structured Al Ain University MS Teams Students, 15 Students United Arab

provided to deaf students in online learning Interview Teachers 3 Teachers Emirates

[50] Investigating the challenges of virtual learning 2021 Hearing Impairments Semi-Structured University of Bahrain MS Teams, Students 105 Males Bahrain

faced by art and design D/DHH students Interview, Observing WhatsApp 5 Females

[54] Challenges faced by the teachers while teaching 2021 Hard-of-Hearing Survey, Special and Inclusive Schools Social Media, Teachers 87 India

students with hearing impairment during a pandemic Interview of Punjab Google Forms

[152] Challenges and unexpected benefits with 2020 Deaf & Observational United States UNK Students UNK United States

remote learning Hard-of-Hearing Study

[103] Addressing the content of Organic Chemistry in a 2022 Deaf & Observational Federal Institute of Quiz Students 1 Deaf Brazil

contextualized for D/DHH Students Hard-of-Hearing Study Paraiba 8 Hard-of-Hearing

[119] Focuses on the development of voter education 2020 Deaf Interview GERKATIN WhatsApp Students 33 Indonesian

Videos

[289] Accommodation Strategies for Deaf Student 2020 Deaf & Guideline Centers for Disease Guideline Students UNK United States

Hard-of-Hearing Control & Prevention Documents

[134] Exploring the experiences and barriers by 2021 Deaf & Survey, UIN Sunan Kalijaga Phone Call Interviews, Students 34 Total Indonesia

students with disabilities in online learning Hard-of-Hearing Interview WhatsApp 15 Deaf Students

[154] Challenges and barriers in learning environment 2021 Deaf Observational Greece UNK Students UNK Greece

of deaf students Study

[168] Challenges affect the communication and 2020 Hearing Interview MySkill WhatsApp Students 3 Males Malaysia

mainstreaming process Impairment Foundation 7 Felmales
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Table 4.4. Continued detailed information regarding the 34 papers selected.

Studies Purpose Year Category Method Source of Info Method of Participants Sample Size Study Location

collecting Data

[169] Recommending parents about educating DHH 2020 Deaf & Survey United States UNK Parents 133 United States

children Hard-of-Hearing

[284] Barrier to access an appropriate information 2020 Deaf & Survey Lee University Social Media & Students 19 Deaf United States

Hard-of-Hearing Email 17 Hard-of-Hearing

[171] Presenting the remote teaching experience 2020 Deaf Survey Scuola UNK Students 233 Italy

Audiofonetica

[191] Challenges and success in Teaching Chemistry 2020 Deaf & Observational NTID Social Media Students UNK United States

for deaf students Hard-of-Hearing Study (Chat, Zoom)

[196] Difficulties and barriers deaf and hard of 2020 Deaf & Survey Greek Ministry Social Media UNK UNK Greece

hearing individuals Hard-of-Hearing of Education

[200] Examining the experiences of sign language 2022 Deaf Semi-Structured Council of Irish Sign UNK Interpreters 16 Ireland &

interpreters during the COVID-19 Interview Language Interpreters United Kingdom

Student, Teachers 4 Student, 4 Teachers

[212] Investigating how an emergent system of e-learning 2021 Deaf & Semi-Structured Two Deaf Primary UNK Interpreters 2 Interpreters, Trinidad and

affects the linguistic access of deaf students Hard-of-Hearing Interview Schools Parents 3 Parents Tobago

[119] Develops a Tech Media for Students with 2020 Hearing Exploratory GEKARTIN Social Media Students 8 Indonesia

Hearing Impairments Impairment Study (Videos)

[155] Implications of deaf students in medicine 2020 Hearing Observational United Kingdom UNK Students UNK United Kingdom

Impairment Study

[236] Provides sources of prevention of deafness to 2021 Deaf Survey United States Text Apps, UNK UNK United States

support services for deaf children Signed Languages

[232] Exploring the effectiveness of the assistive 2022 Deaf Semi-Structured Scottish Sensory Centre Zoom or Teams Students, Parents 3 Students, 13 Parents United Kingdom

istening device system in online learning contexts Interview Leaders 3 Leaders

[248] Exploring the online learning process using computer 2021 Deaf Survey Vocational Schools UNK Teachers 50 Indonesia &

information technology media Malaysia

Brawijaya University Malang,

[265] Investigating the accessibility of Deaf Students During 2021 Deaf Interview Dinamika University Surabaya, WhatsApp Video Call Students 4 Indonesia

Widya Mandala Catholic University

[280] YouTube Instructional Videos accessible to 2020 Deaf & User Study TWUFCL Social Media K-12 Students 4 United States

Deaf of Hearing (DHH students) Hard-of-Hearing YouTube Channel

[285] Adoption of video captions understandable 2020 Deaf Survey United States UNK Children UNK United States

for deaf viewers

[290] Impact on deaf adults, children, and their families 2020 Deaf Interview Ghana WhatsApp (Chat, Teachers, Leaders, 5 Males Ghana

in Ghana, focusing on issues of inclusion Call, Video) Students 1 Female

[295] Challenges and improvements to ASL online 2020 Deaf & Observational RIT Social Media Students 10 United States

teaching Hard-of-Hearing Study (Zoom)

[297] Exploring the impacts of the recent pandemic 2021 Deaf Exploratory Literature UNK UNK UNK Italy

crisis Study Review

[321] Observations on mental health for students with 2021 Hard-of-Hearing Survey Higher Education Questionnaires Students 1100 China

hearing loss Institutions & Special

Education Schools
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Takeaway 2: Improve accessibility and usage of learning materials. We have

noted that many institutions have digitized their content, however, it is still inaccessible due

to a lack of captioning and unclear audio, among other issues. Such a finding is consistent

with Fernandes et al. [119], who found that learning materials for deaf students should meet

the validity and effectiveness so that they can be of help to deaf students. However, it is

not translated even when such content is accessed, and there are no speech-to-text services.

Furthermore, deaf students find it hard to follow the teacher during virtual classes, when

several faces are appearing on the screen simultaneously, or when captions’ speed is fast [169].

The lack of self-explanatory images, the presence of background music, and the inclusion of

unnecessary decorative details also make the accessibility of learning materials difficult [171].

It is important to provide visual materials and techniques that will help deaf students learn

more effectively [46]. Another accessibility challenge during the COVID-19 pandemic is that

the use of face masks by teachers on online platforms makes it hard for deaf students to

read lips, which is a major challenge in their learning that should be overcome by using

clear masks [289]. The provision of accessible learning materials will be very important in

improving deaf education.

Takeaway 3: Improve collaboration and partnership. It has been clear that all stake-

holders should be involved in improving deaf education. The proposed solutions indicate

the important role played by the government, teachers, parents, and specialists in improving

education outcomes for deaf students. Using the example of Saudi Arabia [193], govern-

ments can play a crucial role to help in creating a conducive environment for deaf education.

Furthermore, in Italy, Tomasuolo et al. [297] explains the crucial role of stakeholder lobby-

ing by deaf organizations such as the World Federation of the deaf (WFD), and the Italian

National Deaf Association, among others. It is noted that collaboration between deaf com-

munity members, deaf organizations, scholars, and activists in many countries around the

world has led to greater access to education, improved use of captions, greater use of Text

apps, broadcasting of content that considers the deaf community, utilization of clear masks,

among others [285, 236]. Therefore, such collaborations and partnerships provide important
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opportunities for improving the quality of deaf education during the current pandemic.

Takeaway 4: Cater for the mental health needs of deaf and impaired stu-

dents. We have found that some students developed mental health issues during the pan-

demic, while others already had them prior. As explained by Krishnan et al. [168], such

a situation has been brought about by the social distancing and related protocols during

the COVID-19 pandemic, which has added to their isolation and lack of social interactions.

Swanwick et al. [290] indicate that deaf students faced social exclusion even before the pan-

demic, but the current situation has exposed and deepened the issue. The pandemic has also

led to negative emotional responses from deaf students because the pandemic has led to the

school closing, fear of illness, and social distancing, among other family problems [284]. It

has been noted that deaf students are psychologically resistant to the effects of the pandemic

but show less mental resilience compared to normal hearing students [321].

Takeaway 5: Simplify the LMS systems. Our study has shown that the mere

availability of the LMS systems does not guarantee quality online education for deaf students.

Indeed, the switch to online learning has been abrupt due to COVID-19, and most deaf

students faced tremendous challenges in accessing the content on LMS platforms [193]. It

has also been observed that there were predominant challenges in ensuring an uninterrupted-

learning environment via video conferencing, for example, whether Zoom could adequately

display LMS-located content or not [191]. Such systems need to be simplified and customized

to improve their usability features and look and feel for deaf students. LMS systems are

extremely important for remote access to materials and learning for deaf students.

4.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we conducted a comprehensive literature review with the aim to in-

vestigate the chief challenges that education has faced recently by deaf and hard-of-hearing

students during the COVID-19 pandemic. In summary, our research contributions provide

substantial evidence of the immediate need to investigate the barriers that we emphasized

in the previous section. Furthermore, this early contribution of the present work opens an

opportunity for the research community and the educational sector to address these needs
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broadly and globally with similar interest and care. Additionally, our work directly con-

tributes to the literature by providing a detailed analysis of online learning challenges for

deaf and hard-of-hearing students. Most critically, it brings forward attention to recom-

mending educational systems to be more accessible during pandemic crises and leverage

teaching strategies that can be easily incorporated even in the face of environmental crisis.

In addition, we have also disseminated our data as a supplementary electronic file for the

research community to engage more extensively in a similar line of research and replicate

our work for further advancement of SLR research.

4.7. Chapter Summary

: This chapter analyzed the challenges deaf and hearing-impaired students had during

the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, we provide critical findings from the reviewed study.

As a result, our comprehensive literature study revealed that online education for deaf and

hard-of-hearing students was not universally available. It revealed a lack of comprehension

in the middle-eastern nation regarding the obstacles experienced by deaf students.

In the next chapter, we investigate the e-learning experiences of deaf students dur-

ing the COVID-19 era, with a particular focus on the Technical and Vocational Training

Corporation (TVTC) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA).
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CHAPTER 5

I CANNOT SEE YOUTHE PERSPECTIVES OF DEAF STUDENTS TO ONLINE

LEARNING DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC: SAUDI ARABIA CASE STUDY

5.1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated the introduction of various public health

measures to control its spread, including social distance measures. Such policies have affected

nearly every sector of the economy, including education. Unfortunately, Gleason et al. [128]

indicated that People With Disabilities (PWD) are often disproportionately affected in times

of drastic and unintended changes. In the case of COVID-19, PWD is facing challenges in

education because social distance measures have forced education institutions to shift from

face-to-face learning to e-learning. As noted by Hanjarwati and Suprihatiningrum [134], some

of the challenges faced include a lack of support, expensive internet access, and the inability

to work with the e-learning system, among others. It is important to raise awareness of how

inclusivity in education can be achieved during the COVID-19 era, such as by promoting the

use of blended learning, providing sign language options, and improving support for disabled

persons [301]. It is also important to resolve barriers to education for disabled students,

which include technical problems, time, and absence of simultaneous translation, among

others [46, 21].

In the last few years, studies on challenges associated with e-learning depended on

the evolution as well the development of the e-learning system [312, 13]. There are usually

three types of interactions in e-learning systems, i.e., teacher-to-learner, learner-to-course

contents, and learner-to-learner interaction [283]. Several studies have been conducted in

Saudi Arabia to analyze the impact of COVID-19 on multiple factors, such as financial,

psychological, political, and societal attitudes [324, 252, 19, 110]. Furthermore, a number

This entire chapter is reproduced from Aljedaani, Wajdi, Mona Aljedaani, Eman Abdullah AlOmar, Mo-
hamed Wiem Mkaouer, Stephanie Ludi, and Yousef Bani Khalaf, ”I cannot see you—the perspectives of
deaf students to online learning during COVID-19 pandemic: Saudi Arabia case study,” Education Sciences
11, no. 11 (2021): 712, https://www.mdpi.com/2227-7102/11/11/712. Originally published under CC-BY;
authors retain copyright.
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of studies investigated the use of online learning within Saudi Arabia during the COVID-

19 period. For instance, research by Almekhlafy [38] focused on online learning of English

courses using blackboard, and [118] examined the student satisfaction with the teaching

quality of case-based discussion (CBD) sessions. Another study by Alshehri et al. [49]

investigated the online learning facilitated syllabus delivery and assessments during COVID-

19 and found that it was important to improve IT infrastructure, teacher training on online

education, and student engagement, whereas [45] found that it was challenging to teach

complex scientific concepts through online means, and there was low interaction between

students.

However, studies performed in Saudi Arabia on disability, specifically with deaf stu-

dents, are limited. There are only two studies that investigated deaf education during the

pandemic. Madhesh [193] investigated deaf students’ situations through 20 ministries of

education channels that were utilized during the locked-down period. The goal of the study

is to provide an alternative educational method aimed at Deaf students. The second study

was conducted by Alsadoon and Turkestani [46], where they investigated the obstacles that

the instructors faced while they were teaching online classes. Both studies were conducted

on teachers of deaf students, but they did not examine the deaf students’ challenges and

concerns during the sudden shift to online learning. Our study is the first to focus on the

challenges deaf students have faced when transitioning to online learning during the pan-

demic. More specifically, this study is unique since, compared to other countries, online

learning is not very established in Saudi Arabia, and its implementation has mostly been

heightened by COVID-19. Saudi society is also traditional and conservative, wherein the

deaf culture is still new and not well-established [39]. Thus, such students may have low

self-esteem in communication [10], which may affect how they learn using the e-learning

platforms. Furthermore, the context of this research is unique in terms of its gender focus,

given that the Technical and Vocational Training Corporation (TVTC) only admits male

students, unlike the participants in other studies that were both male and female. Therefore,

the context of this study is very unique and its findings will be a great contribution to the
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body of research on the subject.

The aim of the current study is to explore the e-learning experiences of deaf students

during the COVID-19 period, focusing on the Technical and Vocational Training Corpora-

tion (TVTC) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). To explore the e-Learning experiences

of deaf students during the COVID-19 era at TVTC, a mixed-methods approach was used.

First, we conducted an interview to collect preliminary insights. The interviews were per-

formed with eight deaf students who voluntarily involved in the study. Then, we perform a

survey in order to obtain the views of deaf students whose education had been disrupted by

the pandemic. The survey helped in discovering new insights and estimating the prevalence

of some aspects using a larger population, as well as providing explanations for support or

opposition to some questions. Since the education of deaf students via online learning has

not been previously investigated, this study will shed light on issues and challenges that

can occur for deaf students while learning online. In this study, we investigate the following

research question:

RQ1: What are the challenges and concerns that deaf and hard-of-hearing

students are having with an online education during COVID-19 pandemic?

This RQ will guide this research by investigating the difficulties, challenges, and con-

cerns of deaf students during the pandemic period. We will answer this question by exploring

the students’ perspectives of TVTC college through interviews and surveys investigating the

learning processes during COVID-19.

The contributions of this chapter are:

• To explore the challenges faced by deaf students during the pandemic.

• To identify how issues faced by deaf students during the COVID-19 pandemic can

be solved.

5.2. Materials and Methods

This section presents the approach of our study, information about the participants

engaged in the study, the data collection process, details about the procedures that were

followed in interviews and surveys, and analyzes the data to address our research question.
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5.2.1. Study Approach

This research was carried out in several stages as follows. Firstly, the survey and

interview guides were created based on the research questions and a preliminary review of

the literature on the subject. Secondly, the survey was administered, and interviews were

conducted by the researcher. Thirdly, the survey was analyzed, and transcripts were coded.

Finally, thematic analysis was used to create a theme map, which was followed by the analysis

of results.

To explore the e-Learning experiences of deaf students during the COVID-19 era

at TVTC, a mixed-methods approach was taken. The specific methodologies used were

case study and survey [64]. We considered two approaches to be appropriate for this study

because of several reasons. The first reason is that the case study methodology allows us to

investigate a particular phenomenon in its natural environment [328], which also applies to

deaf students in the TVTC. Given that the COVID-19 situation is of a worldwide nature, we

deemed it fit to use a survey in order to obtain the views of deaf students whose education

had been disrupted by the pandemic. The survey technique was conducted using two data

collection methods, namely surveys, and interviews.

The nature of the current study is that it is both descriptive and exploratory qualita-

tive. The descriptive aspect provided observations on how deaf students are e-learning in the

current pandemic, while the exploratory qualitative aspect sought to identify their experi-

ences in the COVID-19 era [130, 259]. In this study, we followed the case study guidelines by

Runeson and Höst [259] and survey guidelines by Kitchenham and Pfleeger [162]. To analyze

qualitative data, we combined our methods with a deductive thematic analysis [74, 258, 75].

The thematic analysis was selected for this research [75]. The reason for selecting thematic

analysis was to enable the researcher to identify themes in the study that could help interpret

interviews and derive meanings. Various prior studies conducted on deaf and hard of hearing

have found this method to be adequate [93, 66].

One of the advantages of thematic analysis is flexibility, and it was selected in this

study because it can follow a given theoretical framework, unlike grounded theory [228]. The
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theoretical framework [75] employed in this research is deaf and hard of hearing challenging

(described in detail in Section 10.3) stages, meaning that the thematic analysis approach

used will be deductive. The researchers assumed a connection between the respondents’

replies and the meanings. Hence, the essentialist/realist thematic analysis approach was

adopted [304]. The directions given by Braun and Clarke [75] guided the thematic analysis

technique in this paper.

5.2.2. Data Collection

This study’s data were collected in two steps. First, we conducted interviews to

collect preliminary insights, similar to the empirical approach of collecting evidence through

surveys. The interview responses’ patterns gave crucial insights into e-learning experiences

for deaf students. Secondly, from the findings of the interviews, we designed a survey and

distributed it to deaf students. The reason for using the survey was to corroborate the data

from the interviews with a higher sample size. We conducted a survey of deaf students in the

TVTC. By conducting the survey, an in-depth investigation of the research question could

be explored comprehensively and systematically.

5.2.3. Interviews

The researcher conducted interviews to explore the general experiences of deaf stu-

dents learning at the TVTC during the pandemic. The following sections provide the inter-

view protocol, participants, and analysis of the interview data.

Protocol

To ensure that researchers received both structured and unstructured responses, a

semi-structured format was used in creating the interview schedules. The interviewer used

the funnel method so that the interviews would look like conversations [76], as opposed to a

question-and-answer format. Such an approach encouraged the interviewees to speak their

minds freely, although the researcher ensured that the topics of interest in the discussion

were addressed. The mentioned approach allowed the researcher to meet the exploratory

and observational objectives of the study. To ensure the validity of the interviews, investiga-
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tor triangulation was conducted [146], where the questions were thoroughly discussed, and

interviews were conducted by three researchers. It was generally agreed that the questions

were sufficient in collecting information about the experiences of deaf students during the

COVID-19 pandemic.

The interview consisted of 25 questions that asked various aspects that were in line

with the objectives of this study. Given that a semi-structured approach was used, the inter-

view questions acted as a guide for the researcher. The questions were used as conversation

starters, after which the conversations flowed without disruptions. Table 6.2 presents the set

of interview questions. Interviews were conducted by the researcher via the Zoom platform

using the Arabic language. All the respondents were native Arabic speakers; hence, the

choice of the interviewing language was made. Given that Arabic is the first language in

Saudi Arabia, it enabled the researcher to easily interact with the interviewees and obtain

more insight from them. It is crucial to mention that the students were speaking sign lan-

guage, and an interpreter translated the signed language into the Arabic spoken language.

We considered this accommodation vital for the smooth running of the interviews, and since

none of the researchers was conversant with sign language, we hired an interpreter.

Table 5.1. Present the participants Demographics information. Each par-

ticipant (P#) answered the interview questions.

Participant Age Major Year Derive Used Received Support Prefer Learning Online

Yes/No Yes/No

P1 23 Computer Technology 3 Laptop Yes No

P2 22 Computer Technology 2 Laptop No No

P3 22 Business 2 Laptop No No

P4 21 Business 4 Mobile Phone No No

P5 24 Business 1 Mobile Phone Yes No

P6 20 Computer Technology 3 Desktop Computer No Yes

P7 22 Business 3 Mobile Phone No Yes

P8 23 Computer Technology 4 Desktop Computer No No

Participants The voluntary response sampling method explained by Murairwa [220]

was used because the researcher wanted to include only those deaf students that were willing

to share their experiences. Therefore, out of all the participants that were willing to take
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part in the research, only those who volunteered were interviewed. The interview stage was

exploratory, and therefore, the researcher was not concerned about non-generalizability of

results because of using the voluntary response sampling method.

The number of interviewees that agreed to take part were 8, out of a population of

80 deaf students that had been contacted. The interviewed students were all male because

the college admits male students only. The individuals were contacted via the students’

emails, and their responses towards the participation request were noted down. All of the

8 students were male, 4 in each of the 2 majors at TVTC (computer technology and busi-

ness). Table 6.1 presents the demographic summary of the participants. The equal splitting

between the two majors was conducted in order to have a good overview of each category.

The interview duration was between 20 and 30 min. We compensated all participants with

a $25 prepaid gift card.

Table 5.2. Presents the set of interviews questions.

First Background and Demographics Fourth Challenges and Concerns

Years of age, and study major What was your distractions while you learning online?

Do you have access to a device for learning online? What was your most challenges during online learning?

What device did you use for online learning? How was your learning environment at home?

Second Generic Views How did you communicate with your teachers?

How would you describe your experience in learning online? Were you able to access the class materials via Blackboard?

What type of device did you use for online learning? How you ever encounter any barrier or issue communicating your teachers or department?

How did you study the class that are needed hardware equipment? Did all videos support the subtitles?

Based on your experience in online learning, what do you prefer now? Do you have a printed text transcript of audio content on the website?

Third E-learning Tool Fifth Students recommendations

What is your perspective on Blackboard platforms? What do you feel are the benefits of online courses, such as those provided during Covid?

Did you used any other e-learning tools? why? What are the things that you would like to change in online learning?

Did you train on Blackboard? if not, did teachers and department

shared with you resources?

Data Analysis The interviews were transcribed, which prepared them for the data

analysis stage that was conducted through thematic analysis. The first stage of the thematic

analysis method is reading the scripts in detail to facilitate coding the interviews in line

with the research questions. In this study, codes were used to categorize the responses of

the participants according to the selected topics. Subsequently, the codes were utilized in

creating a theme map, which would illustrate the results of the study.
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Transcript Coding

The interview responses given in the interviews were scanned in order to facilitate

the coding process. The researcher assigned codes according to topics that expressed certain

opinions, attitudes, and experiences that related to the research question. Given that the

interviews were long, the researcher identified only the relevant responses to the current

study. In the initial step, the researcher scrutinized the interview scripts and created a

list of codes that emerged from the responses. The second step involved evaluating and

investigating the codes to ensure that they were representative of the research questions. In

the third step, the researcher revised the codes, which involved merging or dividing some of

them.

Deducing Themes

The researcher categorized the generated codes into various themes. In this research, a

theme is considered a pattern of responses that relate to a given research question. Thematic

analysis involves constant revision of themes as the researcher investigates the interview

text, which ultimately leads to the creation of a theme map [75]. In this study, a theme

map demonstrated the insights derived from the interviews and their relationships. Such

an approach ensured that detailed and in-depth descriptions of the research subject was

conducted without interference from irrelevant data. Theme mapping was conducted and

revised three times by the researcher. An illustration of the research findings of the theme

map is given in Figure 5.1.

Deaf Students to 
Online Learning 
During COVID-19

Accessibility

Learning

E-learning Tool

Support

Technology

Distraction & Time 
Management

Challenges & Concerns Opportunity for 
Enhancement

E-learning Limitations

Lack of Experience

Improve accessibility & usage 
of learning materials

Simplify LMS systems

Provide necessary 
equipment and technology

Figure 5.1. Thematic analysis findings in the form of a theme map.
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5.2.4. Survey

After identifying the relevant topics from the interviews and considering the research

questions, the survey was designed. The survey was created to corroborate the interview

findings, discover new insights, and estimate the prevalence of some aspects using a larger

population.

Design The designing of the survey began with generating 100 questions and state-

ments that were developed by the author. The survey was divided into four sections ac-

cording to the themes that had been generated in the interviews section. Time was taken

to revise the questions in order to remove those that were considered ambiguous, irrelevant,

repeated, or of a personal nature. The revision of the questions paved the way for reducing

the questions from 100 to 72. To evaluate the survey’s effectiveness and overall experience,

a pilot study was conducted with five deaf students. The feedback was that the survey was

very long, some of the questions were repeated, and that it was important to arrange the

questions in a logical manner.

Based on that information, we reduced the number of questions from 72 to 42 and

grouped them into 3 sections. Easier questions were given first to encourage the respondents

to answer the questions. Demographic questions were also placed at the end of the paper

so that they do not lead to no-response if placed at the beginning. The researcher included

both closed-ended and open-ended questions in order to provide a chance for the respondents

to give their personal insights without restrictions. For our final survey, we included 42

questions that can be broken down as follows: 18 Likert questions, 19 multi-choice questions,

and 5 that were open-ended. The Likert questions used a 5-point scale that indicated the

extent of interest, concurrence, or importance of an aspect. It was also deemed appropriate to

make some of the questions optional so that the respondents do not feel pressure to answer

them just for the sake of completing the survey. The survey were designed using Google

Forms, which also helped in collecting the data. It is also important to state that the survey

was created in the Arabic language, which is the first language in Saudi Arabia, to enable

the respondents to understand the questions easily [224]. The survey and interviews were
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carefully translated into English by three authors. Subsequently, a three-stage process was

conducted to check the translated responses for their correctness. In the three-stage process,

each of the three authors reviewed the translations and certified that they were accurate.

Our survey questions are available in both Arabic and English in [2].

Participants The survey link was shared through the students’ emails. Out of the

initial targeted number of 80 respondents, the researcher received 65 responses (response

rate = 81.25%), which is considered high [282]. All the respondents were male because the

college has only male students. From the total number of participants, 26.2% majored in

computer technology, while 73.8% majored in business. The respondents were in their first,

second, and third years of study.

Data Analysis The results of the survey were analyzed by first merging some of

the responses. For instance, strongly agree and agree were combined to give the general

agreement rate. A weighted average response was developed to simplify the recording and

analysis of the responses. For example, the disagreement percentage was the proportion

of the responses that strongly disagreed or disagreed with a certain question. Analysis of

quantitative data was conducted using R Language, which is a statistical computing package.

To facilitate the understanding of the quantitative data, it was corroborated with

qualitative data. Such an approach helped in providing explanations for support or opposi-

tion to some questions. Several quotes were also provided, which were retrieved by reviewing

the themes and codes that had been generated in the thematic analysis stage.

Privacy and Data Protection We considered several privacy and data protection

aspects. For instance, we anonymized all responses in order to hide the identity of the

respondents that participated in the study. Furthermore, all the research materials, including

responses received from participants, were secured in the researcher’s laptop using passwords.

Prior to participation, we requested consent from all potential respondents, who allowed us

to use their information for the research.

Rationale behind the Interview and Survey Questions

We grouped our questions into five sections, as follows: background and demograph-
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ics, generic views, e-learning tools, challenges and concerns, and students’ recommendations.

We created the questions based on the insights that had been gained from the related studies

on the perspectives of deaf students in various other places. The rationale of creating and

framing the questions the way we did was to obtain a broad picture of the challenges of

online students within our research context.

5.3. Study Results

This section presents the findings of our study.

RQ1: What are the challenges and concerns that deaf and hard-of-hearing

students are having with an online education during COVID-19 pandemic?

A survey and interviews were conducted in order to obtain both quantitative and

qualitative data. We have grouped our findings into seven challenges that will be discussed

in this section.

As shown in Figure 5.2, we report the main challenges faced by deaf and hard-of-

hearing students with an online learning education. The majority of the students (62 respondents

(96.9%)) communicated that they were having network issues or unreliable internet access

at home. Forty-two students (75.4%) revealed that they have no access to tools to help

facilitating the study and the many type distractions at home, such as the distraction of

smartphones and televisions in the same room. A moderate subset of 34 students (52.3%)

were concerned about the difficulty of communicating with the instructors and the interac-

tions were not feasible, whereas two students (3.1%) were concerned about the collaboration

with their fellow students. Twenty-five students (38.5%) found that COVID-19 makes fast

internet connections more critical. Twelve students (18.5 %) mentioned that the develop-

ment of the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in life-altering employment shifts across Saudi

Arabia. Five students (7.7%) found that maintaining an unstructured work schedule can be

difficult and hard to adjust to, whereas one of the students (1.5%) found that the challenge

is centered around the lack of interactions and feelings of isolation.

In the rest of this subsection, we provide more in-depth analysis of these challenges.
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Select the top three most significant challenges you face while learning from

home?

96.9%Internet connectivity at the home

75.4%Do not have access to tools to study

75.4%Too many distractions at home

52.3%Communicating with the faculty

38.5%Internet speed

18.5%Impact on my career

7.7%Maintaining a regular schedule

3.1%Collaborating with fellow students

1.5%Social Isolation
0.0%Getting enough food

0% 20%40%60%80%100%

Figure 5.2. Presents the most challenges deaf students faced.

(1) Issues associated with accessibility:

In this section, we wanted to know whether students were accessing all the information

on Blackboard, and our results are given in Figure 5.3. It was apparent that 47 students

(72%) faced challenges in accessing information on the platform. P8 noted that:

at first, using Blackboard was extremely difficult and causing problems for

getting course material and navigating the platform. Furthermore, there

were different opinions because the department encourages us to use Black-

board, whereas the teachers encourage us to use different sites, so sharing

class materials were very hard between the teacher and students. We ended

up using social media application ‘WhatsApp’ to share the class materials.

Percentage

 

100 50 0 50 100

72% 25% 3%

a) Are you able to access all the contents of your classes on Blackboard at any time?

Responses: 65

Response No Sometime Yes

Figure 5.3. Accessibility of coursework materials.
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We also wanted to know whether the coursework materials were accessible, and our

results are given in Figure 5.4. We determined that most of the students indicated that the

materials were not easily accessible. P5 explained that:

Blackboard was not friendly interface. I had an issue locating the exam

component since there are a lot of headers and sub-headers in the navigation

bar, and the font was very small hard to read.

Percentage

 

54% 3% 43%

100 50 0 50 100

b) The materials that have been given as part of my coursework are accessible to me (for 
example, captions, clearly described).

Responses: 65

Response Agree Disagree Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree Undecided

Figure 5.4. Accessibility of materials on Blackboard.

We also asked students whether the blackboard pages were easy to navigate, whether

the videos had subtitles, whether they had enough time to complete the assignments, and

whether the text sizes were easily seen. Our results are given in Figure 5.5, where a majority

of the students indicated a lack of accessibility in all four aspects mentioned. P3 explained

that:

Blackboard was in English interface, and it was hard for me to switch it to

the Arabic language without any assistance. I missed many classes for this

reason, and teachers were not recording the classes.

2%

2%

8%

3%

3%

8%

8%

6%

5%

5%

91%

91%

86%

92%

92%

Percentage

 

100 50 0 50 100

Is the Blackboard/web pages are always 
using title and heading? I.e., the teachers
 provide titles on all the contents in web 
pages, documents, or PDFs.

Do all videos support the subtitles?

Do  you  have  much  time  as  needed  to 
complete  assignments  that  required  human 
computer interaction? For example, you have 
an exam that requires using Word or Excel

Do all the text portions in sizes large enough to
be easily seen and distinguished?

Is the Blackboard/web pages are easy to 
navigate? I.e., the teachers make it easier 
for you to finding your desire documents, 
exams, or resources.

Responses: 65

Response          I do not know No Yes

Figure 5.5. Responses to questions regarding to accessibility aspect.

(2) Learning problems:
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In this sub-section, we wanted to identify the kind of learning challenges that the

students faced during the pandemic. One of the questions we asked the respondents was

whether the online learning was stressful during the pandemic, where 54 students (83%)

noted that it was extremely stressful. The results are given in Figure 5.6.

Percentage

 

83% 11% 6%

100 50 0 50 100

d) How stressful is online learning for you during the COVID−19 pandemic?

Response Extremely stressful Moderately stressful Not at all stressful Slightly stressful Very stressful

Responses: 65

Figure 5.6. Stress in online learning during COVID-19 pandemic.

We also wanted to know whether online learning has been effective during COVID-

19, and our results are presented in Figure 5.7. It was unfortunate that 40 (62%) of the

respondents indicated that their learning was not effective at all during the pandemic.

Percentage

 

25% 62% 14%

100 50 0 50 100

e) How effective has online learning been for you?

Responses: 65

Response Extremely effective Moderately effective Not at all effective Slightly effective Very effective

Figure 5.7. Effectiveness of online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic.

We also wanted to know how the educational performance of deaf students had been

affected during COVID-19, and our results are given in Figure 5.8. Approximately 60 (92%)

of the respondents were very worried about their performance during the period. Such

outcomes were caused by teaching and learning challenges in learning that deaf students

have faced in the pandemic. P4 said that:
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Less than half of the materials were covered because the time was short,

and we faced difficulties understanding the material. It has to be recorded

for us to see it again, but there was nothing recorded.

Such situations affected the educational performance of students.

Percentage

 

91% 5% 5%

100 50 0 50 100

f) The impact of the coronavirus on your educational performance?

Response          Barely worried        Extremely worried Neutral        Not worried at all Worried

Responses: 65

Figure 5.8. Impact of COVID-19 on educational performance.

(3) Challenges associated with e-learning tools:

Using online e-learning as a tool for teaching is one of the challenges and factors

influencing the acceptance and use of e-learning tools, and these tools have become a key

part of pandemic life. The rate of participants agreement on the usage of Google Meet, Zoom,

and Backboard was 49 (75.4%), 13 (20%), and 3 (4.6%), respectively. From Figure 5.9, it

is evident that Google Meet was the most preferred platform, followed by Zoom. A closer

introspection reveals a shortcoming of Zoom and Blackboard over Google Meet that is the

limitation of the visibility of the camera. We report samples of the participants’ comments

(P2) below to illustrate this challenge:

What is the most suitable e-learning platforms for you?

75.4%Google Meet

20%Zoom
4.6%Blackboard

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 5.9. Presents the most suitable e-learning platforms students expe-

rienced.
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Zoom and google meet. Google meet was the best because all cameras were

visible to us, whereas in Blackboard, we can only see four cameras.

(4) Problems with communication:

In this section, we wanted to know how helpful deaf teachers were to their students.

Most of the students indicated that the teachers have not been helpful. Our results are

presented in Figure 5.10. For those students that found their teachers not very helpful, they

gave their reasons. For example, P3 said that:

Communicate was my biggest issue, and there were difficulties in commu-

nicating with our teachers and the department. Some teachers take a while

to respond, where others not responded at all.

Other challenges were related to the congruence of the technology used on both the

students and teachers. P1 noted that:

The teacher would call the student and sometimes presses on the name of

the student or calls their name or waive at the student but in this case,

the student cannot see, because the picture would be apparent only to the

teacher but from the student view it was only visible for four students’

camera, not all the class. So, the teacher would waive, but the student did

not know because of the other four students, so it is always very late for the

student to ask, and the teacher would answer: hold on, let me see which

student needs me so I can show their camera.

Hence, the communication challenge greatly affected the helpfulness of the teacher to-

wards the students. We also wanted to identify the communication means that students used

to communicate with their teachers, and our results are in Figure 5.11. It was established

that 60 (93.8%) of the students used WhatsApp, while 13 (20.2%) used Zoom.
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Percentage

 

69% 14% 17%

100 50 0 50 100

g) How helpful are your teachers while studying online?

Responses: 65

Response          Extremely helpful        Moderately helpful        Not at all helpful Slightly helpful Very helpful

Figure 5.10. Teachers’ helpfulness during the COVID-19 pandemic.

During your remote training, do you use any communication means, such as

social media, video chat, etc. to help you communicate with your teachers or

classmates? If yes, what is it?

93.8%WhatsApp

20.2%Zoom
3.1%Video call

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 5.11. The communication means that students used to communicate

with teachers and classmates.

(5) Inadequate support:

In most cases, deaf students require support in order to assist them in interpreting and

understanding content from their teachers. Figure 5.12 shows the results that we obtained.

A large majority of the students indicated that the level and kind of support that they

received was not helpful. To interpret their suggestions, P4 said that:
We do not have an interpreter during COVID-19 as we used before the

pandemic. The teacher should have a strong sign language for us to under-

stand them. That is the most crucial thing the deaf needs in learning. The

problem we encounter that some teachers sign language is weak. So as a

deaf student, if the sign languages were inadequate, there isn’t any benefit

because the information isn’t received correctly and isn’t fair.
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Support for deaf students is critical in the classroom and indispensable in virtual

learning. Such students require a lot of assistance, which has not been forthcoming during

the COVID-19 pandemic. Even when offered, it has not been adequate.

Percentage

 

5% 68% 28%

100 50 0 50 100

 helpful   your    College/University  has  been  in  offering  you How h)
         

  the resources
 
from home?

Response          Extremely helpful        Moderately helpful        Not at all helpful Slightly helpful Very helpful

Responses: 65

Figure 5.12. Institute support provided to deaf students.

(6) Technology problems:

We also wanted to know whether students were satisfied with the software that they

were using for learning. Figure 5.13 shows the results that we obtained. We were surprised

that 59 (91%) of the respondents were not satisfied with their online learning, while only 3%

expressed satisfaction. To explain the situation, P2 said that:

When I encounter problems with the laptop, I switch to access the class

through the phone because the internet signal was stronger on my phone

than the laptop. When a teacher sends a file during the class, it was not

easy to see it through a phone, so I switched back to the laptop. Then, I

still struggle to get the file due to the weak internet signal.

The COVID-19 pandemic has created a sudden shift from face-to-face learning to

virtual learning, and it seems that many institutions, teachers, and their students were not

ready for the change. The challenges have been especially worse for deaf students who

require a lot of instructional support in their learning. Such a situation may explain the

technological difficulties that they have faced.
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Percentage

 

91% 3% 6%

100 50 0 50 100

i) Are you satisfied with the Blackboard and software you are using for online learning?

Response Dissatisfied       Extremely dissatisfied       Extremely satisfied Okay Satisfied

Responses: 65

Figure 5.13. Students satisfaction on Blackboard platform.

(7) Distractions and Time Management Challenge:

Most of the respondents suggested that their learning during the COVID-19 period

was greatly affected by the environment at home. As shown in Figure 5.14, approximately

51 (78%) of the respondents did not have a peaceful time when studying, and the majority

of them faced distractions. Such an inconducive environment greatly affected the learning

of the respondents at home.

Percentage

 

91% 3% 6%

100 50 0 50 100

j) How peaceful is the environment at home while learning online?

Response Dissatisfied       Extremely dissatisfied       Extremely satisfied Okay Satisfied

Responses: 65

Figure 5.14. Students environment at home during COVID-19.

Having established that most of the students were distracted while studying from

home due to the pandemic, we wanted to find out the types of distractions that they faced. In

Figure 5.15, 56 (86.2%) of the students were distracted by social media, which is a common

issue that affects students’ learning in the modern world. Another significant issue was

disruption due to the people at home, which was reported by 47 (72.3%) of the respondents.

Similar sentiments were also given by the other interviewees, who confirmed that fam-

ily commitments, as well as disturbance from parents and siblings, also disrupted learning.
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It was evident that distractions and time management challenges greatly affected the respon-

dents during their studies at home, as Figure 5.16 indicated 36 (55.40%) of the students had

poor time management. We established that the environment was not conducive for them.

What distractions do you face at home?

86.2%Social Media
72.3%The people at home

55.4%Video games

43.1%Surfing the internet

26.2%Sleep

3.1%Other

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 5.15. The distractions the deaf students faced.
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Percentage

 

91% 3% 6%

100 50 0 50 100

j) How peaceful is the environment at home while learning online?

Response Dissatisfied       Extremely dissatisfied       Extremely satisfied Okay Satisfied

Responses: 65

Figure 14. Students environment at home during COVID-19.

“It was difficult to manage time at home, and I was anxious. I remember that there were
problems between my dad and me, where he kept asking me to do stuff at home while I
was trying to study for college. Another issue is that many children were playing around,
so half of the time focused on lectures where the other half was being busy with family.”

Similar sentiments were also given by the other interviewees, who confirmed that
family commitments, as well as disturbance from parents and siblings, also disrupted
learning. It was evident that distractions and time management challenges greatly affected
the respondents during their studies at home as Figure 15 indicated 36 (55.40%) of the
students had poor time management. We established that the environment was not
conducive for them.

How well could you manage time while learning online?

Poor

55.40%

Very Poor

13.90%

Average

13.80%
Good

12.30%
Excellent

4.60%

Figure 15. Distribution of student’s time management during COVID-9.

6. Study Discussion

In this section, we provide the most important takeaways from our study. In total, five
takeaways are discussed in the sub-sections below.

Takeaway 1: E-learning limitation. We found that inadequacy of tools with limited
cameras that can be visible to teachers and students posed great challenges to deaf edu-
cation. The tools do not provide subtitles, and for Zoom, they provide a caption for the
stream class, without supporting languages such as Arabic. Such a finding greatly affected
deaf students’ learning because they cannot hear what is being said but depend on what
they see on the screens. The importance of visual media in education is also indicated by
Fernandes et al. [27] in Indonesia, who found that effective use of videos greatly promoted
education. Improvement of such aspects could greatly help in improving deaf education.

Figure 5.16. Distribution of student’s time management during COVID-9.

5.4. Study Discussion

In this section, we provide the most important takeaways from our study. In total,

five takeaways are discussed in the sub-sections below.

Takeaway 1: E-learning limitation. We found that the inadequacy of tools

with limited cameras that can be visible to teachers and students posed great challenges to

deaf education. The tools do not provide subtitles, and Zoom, provide a caption for the
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stream class, without supporting languages, such as Arabic. Such a finding greatly affected

deaf students’ learning because they cannot hear what is being said but depend on what

they see on the screens. The importance of visual media in education is also indicated

by Fernandes et al. [119] in Indonesia, who found that the effective use of videos greatly

promoted education. Improvement of such aspects could greatly help in improving deaf

education. Future researchers can compare the effectiveness of various e-learning tools to

suggest which are more appropriate for deaf students.

Takeaway 2: Lack of experience. It was clear that teachers and students are

not trained on the tools or do not even have good documentation to follow. Without such

training, there were problems in how both students and teachers used the technology, leading

to challenges in education. Deaf students, in particular, have not been trained to use the

special tools needed to facilitate their education. Such findings corroborate a similar study

by Krishnan et al. [168] in Malaysia that demonstrated issues in e-learning due to a lack of

familiarity with technology. Other scholars can investigate the range of training programs,

methods, and guidelines that would be useful in enlightening the population on how to

undertake online education effectively.

Takeaway 3: Improve the accessibility and usage of learning materials.

We noted that there were significant problems in the accessibility and usage of learning

materials due to reasons such as a lack of subtitles and captions on videos. The importance

of improving accessibility for deaf students is confirmed by studies such as Sommer [284] in

the US and Mantzikos and Lappa [196] in Greece. It is important to state that deaf students

need such assistance in order to understand the content in videos. More research is needed on

these accessibility issues in distance/remote education for deaf students to minimize access

challenges in similar contexts.

Takeaway 4: Simplify LMS systems. Our findings showed that most students

were facing problems navigating through the LMS systems, the blackboard in particular.

For instance, they did not know how to change languages, switch between content, or obtain

course materials, among others. The problem is worse for deaf students, who cannot follow
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audio directions on the systems. Such technical issues were also identified by Alsadoon and

Turkestani [46] as significant barriers to e-learning for deaf students. It will be important

for software engineers to investigate how LMS systems can be simplified for deaf students.

Takeaway 5: Provide necessary equipment and technology. We established

that a lot of equipment was needed for students to communicate with their teachers and

access materials from the online platforms. For instance, it is important for students to

have computers, fast internet access, among other things. The need to provide such tools

and technologies was emphasized in a previous study by Krishnan et al. [168]. It will be

important to identify how such software and devices can be availed to students.

5.5. Conclusion

Understanding the challenges that deaf students faced during the COVID-19 period

are of paramount importance to the deaf community. In this chapter, we aimed to investi-

gate the e-learning experience of 65 deaf students at the Technical and Vocational Training

Corporation (TVTC) in Saudi Arabia. Due to the closure of physical classes, online learning

using several devices in synchronous (live) and asynchronous (pre-recorded) environments

has become an alternative learning method. However, this alternative learning method be-

comes challenging to deaf students due to the limited resources and accessibility to online

learning.

5.6. Chapter Summary

: This chapter examined the e-learning experiences of deaf students during the

COVID-19 era, with a particular focus on the Technical and Vocational Training Corpo-

ration (TVTC) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). Students who are deaf or hard

of hearing have reported that the backboard platform and course materials are not easily

accessible.

In the next chapter, we analyze students’ perceptions of the Blackboard mobile ap-

plication’s compliance with LMS accessibility guidelines.
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CHAPTER 6

THE STATE OF ACCESSIBILITY IN BLACKBOARD: SURVEY AND USER

REVIEWS CASE STUDY

6.1. Introduction

The use of mobile devices, and particularly smartphones, has risen in the last few

years, with an estimated 3.6 billion smartphones in the world in 2020 [89]. As of 2021, the

number of mobile cellular network subscribers was 8.6 billion and has risen in subsequent

years [286]. With the increase of mobile devices, there has also been a rise in the number

of mobile apps, which are defined as “application software designed to run on perspicacious

phones, tablet computers, and other mobile devices” [149]. Accessibility in such mobile

applications has gained a lot of attention in the last few years [202, 106, 59]. According

to Mayordomo-Martinez et al., accessibility is defined as “the extent to which products,

systems, services, environments, and facilities can be used by people from a population with

the widest range of characteristics and capabilities to achieve a specified goal in a specified

context of use” [202, 68]. Accessibility for mobile computing is an important topic, especially

for persons with disabilities, given that there are approximately 650 million disabled people

globally, representing nearly 10-15% of the world’s total population [202, 214, 11]. The need

to ensure accessibility in mobile applications has even led to the adoption of the Web Content

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 guidelines, which are used as benchmarks to evaluate

how well users can seamlessly utilize a given system or application [101, 59, 230]. Therefore,

it has been crucial to collect user reviews and feedback in order to improve the accessibility

of mobile applications.

Various studies investigated the accessibility of LMS tools. For example, research

by Li [180] assessed students’ acceptance of the Blackboard LMS platform in the United

States. They found a need for more compatible content and activities to be introduced for

mobile learning. Another study by Alkhaldi et al. [36] extracted the benefits of making

the Blackboard more accessible to students. Furthermore, a study by Kinash et al. found
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that students expressed positivity towards Blackboard mobile learning [159]. Yet, little is

known about the extent to which Blackboard is successful in meeting the expectations of

students with disabilities. With the pandemic constraints, LMS general, and Blackboard,

in particular, became a unique medium for students to interact with their learning materi-

als. Therefore, their non-compliance with accessibility guidelines can potentially hinder the

learning rate of students in need of such services.

To perform the above-mentioned investigation, the goal of this paper is to gather

students’ perceptions of LMS compliance with accessibility guidelines, by considering Black-

board as a case study. Our study findings will highlight the unanswered accessibility issues

that are being currently faced by users. To do so, we leverage recent Blackboard public

user reviews, the official medium for any mobile users to share their feedback with the app

maintainers. User reviews represent the wisdom of the crowd [40], and various successful

apps have been known to interactively respond to their user’s feedback, by addressing their

concerns in the app’s newer releases [306, 58, 209]. To the best of our knowledge, none of

the previous studies assessed the accessibility of the Blackboard mobile app platform using

user reviews. The research questions that we seek the answer in this study are as follows:

RQ1: To what extent do students find the Blackboard mobile application

easy to use? This research question discovers the extent to which students are able to use

the Blackboard application. To do so, we performed a large-scale survey with 1,373 students,

among them 65 were deaf. This 4-questions survey targets the usability of blackboard, es-

pecially when being the main learning medium, given that most universities are currently

offering online courses due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We also conducted follow-up inter-

views with 8 students to reflect on the findings of the survey.

RQ2: What accessibility issues are reported by the users of the Blackboard

app? Since the findings of our previous research question cannot be generalized, we also

decided to explore user reviews for further analysis. To address this research question, we

crawled and analyzed 15,478 user reviews, which as publicly posted by Blackboard users on

the Google Play Store. We used quantitative and qualitative procedures to filter out these
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reviews and extract only accessibility-related ones. Our findings will inform app developers

of the most common accessibility issues so that they can be resolved in current and future

applications. Also, our curated set of reviews is available, as part of our replication package,

for reproducibility and extension purposes1.

TVTC College

Survey
Participants

(65)

Participants
(1,308)

Results Analysis

Hearing Students

Deaf Students

RQ1

15,478

Google Play 
Store

Blackboard User Reviews
Data 

Preprocessing

Step 2

Discard 
Emojis & Lang

Step 3

Discard Noise 
in Reviews

Remove Duplicated 
Reviews

Step 1

7,534

ML ToolFinal 
Reviews

Non-Accessibility

Accessibility

Manual 
labelling

Results 
Analysis

RQ2

Figure 6.1. Approach Overview.

6.2. Study Design

This section presents the details of our approach used in this study, as provided in

Figure 6.1. The information covered in this section contains the survey details, interview

procedures, and user reviews.

In this section, we provide the details of our survey with 1,373 students. Then we

elaborate on the follow-up interviews with 8 students. To get more insight into the users’

reports about accessibility-related, we collected all the user reviews related to the Black-

board app. We detail our filtration process to identify if the user reviews were accessible

or non-accessibility. We explain our manual analysis to label the user reviews based on the

accessibility guidelines.

1https://sites.google.com/view/a11yofblackboardapp/home
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Table 6.1. Participants demographics information. Each participant (P#)

answered the interview questions.

Participant Age Major Year Student Type

P1 22 Electronic Engineering 2 Hearing

P2 24 Mechanical Engineering 4 Hearing

P3 22 Computer Networking 3 Hearing

P4 20 Electronic Engineering 1 Hearing

P5 23 Computer Technology 3 Deaf/Hard-of-hearing

P6 22 Business 2 Deaf/Hard-of-hearing

P7 21 Business 3 Deaf/Hard-of-hearing

P8 23 Computer Technology 4 Deaf/Hard-of-hearing

Table 6.2. Set of interviews questions.

First- Background and Demographics

Years of age, and study major

Do you use the Blackboard mobile application on your phone?

Second- Generic Views

How would you describe your experience while using the Blackboard mobile application?

Were you able to access the class materials via the Blackboard mobile application?

How often would you use the Blackboard mobile application?

Third- Accessibility Challenges

How easy was the application to use?

How is the navigation of the Blackboard mobile application?

Fourth- Students Recommendations

Are there any features that you think you need but are missing in the mobile application?

What do you think the Blackboard mobile application should improve on?

6.2.1. Survey

To get an overview of the issues surrounding the accessibility of the Blackboard

LMS platform, we conducted the survey at Technical and Vocational Training Corporation

(TVTC) college2, which was the study’s location and focus. Our participants were divided

into hearing students (1,308 participants) and deaf students (65 participants). The ques-

tionnaire was in the Arabic language, which was the native language of the respondents. We

asked four questions in the survey, which are given in Table 6.3. We sent the questionnaire

using Google forms3, which made it easier and more convenient to reach the respondents by

sending them a link to the form. The analysis of the results was crucial in elaborating the

2https://www.tvtc.gov.sa/index-en.html

3https://www.google.com/forms/about/
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perception of students towards the accessibility of the Blackboard platform.

Table 6.3. Set of survey questions.

Q1- What is your Gender?

 Male

 Female

 Other

Q1- What is your major?

 Computer technology and related fields

 Business and related fields

 Mechanical and related fields

 Electronic and related fields

 Electrical and related fields

 Telecommunication and related fields

 Food Processing Technology and Related to It (Food Processing)

 Chemical and related fields

 Tourism and Hospitality and related fields

 Civil, Architectural and related fields

 Other

Q3- How satisfied are you with using the Blackboard platform on

your mobile phone?

 Extremely satisfied

 Satisfied

 Neutral

 Dissatisfied

 Extremely dissatisfied

Q4- Based on your experience using the Blackboard application on

your mobile phone, how easy and user-friendly is the app for you?

 Extremely easy

 Easy

 Neutral

 Difficult

 Extremely difficult

6.2.2. Interview

To complement the survey data, we conducted interviews so that respondents would

give us their views and opinions. Given the importance of validity in interviews, we uti-

lized investigator triangulation. We used a voluntary sample of 8 students, four deaf and

four hearing students. We created an interview schedule with open-ended and closed-ended

questions that were focused on the research questions. The semi-structured nature of the

interviews gave us a chance for respondents to give explanations about the questions they
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provided, giving more in-depth information. We asked nine questions in the interview, which

are given in Table 6.2. We conducted the interviews using the Zoom platform4 and used the

Arabic language, which was the native language of the respondents. We offered a $25 prepaid

gift card to motivate the interviewees to participate. It is important to mention that, during

the interviews with deaf students, we hired a sign language interpreter as an accommoda-

tion for the students because none of us was competent in sign language. The demographic

information of the interviewees is given in Table 6.1.

Following the interviews, we transcribed the data and translated it from Arabic to

English. The accuracy of the translation was ensured by all the authors separately as follows:

when the first author translated the work from English to Arabic, it was passed on to the

second author and later to the third author, who separately compared the translated scripts

to the original Arabic ones. We utilized thematic analysis to analyze the qualitative data.

We perused through the interview transcripts, created codes, revised them, and deduced the

themes from the pattern of answers given.

6.2.3. User Reviews Collection and Preprocessing

The first stage in this section was to get user reviews on the accessibility of the

Blackboard platform, where we collected the reviews from the Google Play Store [131]. We

collected all the reviews relating to Blackboard, and a total of 15,478 reviews were received.

The next step was data preprocessing which involved three steps:

• Step (1)- Discard Emojis & Languages: We removed any reviews that only

contained emojis or images, such as thumbs up and others. These reviews that

contain only emojis are not useful and assist us in understanding the accessibility

issues in the reviews. We also removed any reviews that were written in any other

languages other than English, such as Chinese or Arabic, since our study was in

the English language. After mined the collected data, we eliminated 292 reviews

containing only emojis or written in a different language than English.

4https://zoom.us/
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Table 6.4. Present an example of the eliminated reviews.

Step Example

Emojis

language Algunas veces las videoconferencias no se conectan

Noise Love it!!

• Step (2)- Remove Duplicated Reviews: We removed any reviews that were

posted twice or severally by the same user. We eliminated such duplicate reviews

because they were only repeating themselves and adding no value to the dataset.

In this Step, we eliminated 1,670 reviews, and we only kept the unique reviews in

the dataset.

• Step (3)- Discard Noise in Reviews: We discarded noise by removing all re-

views that were in less than five words format, such as ’super’ or ’awesome’ or

’great’ or ’good app’ etc., which were not useful in getting user feedback. This step

involved removing 5,982 reviews. Table 6.4 presents an example of three steps of

data preprocessing.

User Reviews Filtering

After the data preprocessing, we remained with 7,534 reviews subjected to ma-

chine learning to know whether the user reviews were related to either accessibility or non-

accessibility. To do so, we used our previous model [40] to help us automatically identify

the type of user reviews. This means we put all the Blackboard user reviews as an input of

the model, and the model identifies the two subsets of the dataset, accessibility, and non-

accessibility as an output. We used this model to reduce the human effort that is needed to

filter the user reviews manually. After we utilized the ML model, the model’s output was

distinguished from 3,813 reviews (50.61%) out of the 7,534 reviews as accessibility.

User Reviews Labeling

Since we are using machine learning to identify accessibility user reviews, there could

be user reviews that are not related to accessibility, which can be a false positive of automated

detection. Therefore, to address this issue, we performed a manual analysis intended at
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filtering the false positive reviews and also classifying the reviews based on the accessibility

guideline given in Table 8.1. More precisely, we employed three-step iterations, which are

described in content analysis method [227, 243] involving two of the authors of this paper,

who have complementary expertise in line with the goal of our analysis. The first author

is a software engineer with four years working on mining software repositories for mobile

and publishing more than two papers in the accessibility field; the second researcher is a

bachelor student in computer engineering and has two years of experience in NLP related to

the mobile domain.

From this point forward: we introduce both of them as inspectors; they label a total

of 3,813 user reviews, each using the approach outlined below:

Iteration (1): In the first stage: the inspectors analyze the 3,813 user reviews

individually. The inspectors read all the user reviews during the analysis process and strive

to identify any non-accessibility user reviews labeled as accessibility (false positive). After

each inspector completed the labeling, the inspectors opened a discussion about the false

positive user reviews. In the discussion, the two inspectors intend to stimulate a consensus.

Afterward, the inspectors decided to eliminate 1,498 reviews. Thus, the inspectors ended up

with 2,315 user reviews.

Iteration (2): In the second stage: the inspectors categorize the 2,315 accessibility

user review proceeded from the first iteration. Both of the inspectors aimed to categorize

based on the guidelines of the BBC standards and guidelines for mobile accessibility [63] and

described in Table 8.1. During the categorizing process, the inspectors allow categorizing the

user review and labeling them with one or more guidelines. After each inspector completed

the labeling, the inspectors opened a discussion about the process of categorizing reviews.

While discussing, the inspectors identified an issue during this iteration.

Review 1. I can’t review some content. That’s kind of important in school.

Review 2. It doesn’t load anything anymore on my phone ever so disap-
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pointed

Review 3. The app is really easy and accessible but it doesn’t always load

the pages that I need

The above examples demonstrate one thing in common: they do not elaborate enough

to make them seem like accessibility reviews. Afterward, the inspectors decided these false

positives are still non-accessible, even though they are worded in an accessible way. Hence,

the inspectors eliminated 13 reviews. So, the inspectors ended up with its iteration with

2,302 accessibility user reviews.

Iteration (3): After the second iteration, where the inspectors categorized 2,302

accessibility user reviews based on the guidelines, they concentrated on dealing with the

multi-guideline reviews. There were 164 accessibility user reviews belonging to two guide-

lines. The inspectors have to decide for each review what is the deciding factor in labeling

each guideline. The inspectors opened a discussion about the multi-guideline reviews. The

following is an example of one of the user reviews that was labeled as multi-guidelines.

This app is awful, the last one wasn’t great but it was still better than this

one. It sends me notifications for the same grade like 10 times, and half of

the links don’t work, and it’s always glitching.

The review listed above has a couple of problems, yet some do not take precedence over

others, as this example was labeled notifications and links guidelines. After the discussion,

the inspectors decided to label the review to the primary concern of the review, which is link

guidelines.

Additional validation: To extend inspection and validate the procedures executed

by the inspectors, who individually examined and labeled all the accessibility user reviews

relating to Blackboard reviews, the directions of Levin et al. [178] were followed by picking

a 9% sample of the entire data set (239 out of 2,302 reviews). The selected sample satisfied

the 95% confidence level, while the confidence interval was 6. Then, we randomly selected

239 reviews out of the 2,302 reviews. Afterward, the selected sample was given to two of the
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authors for labeling them. The selected data were not previously disclosed to the authors.

The review procedure lasted for seven days to avoid fatigue. During the labeling process, the

authors had the ability to look for terms/keywords online that they could not understand.

The labeling of the data was followed by a comparison with the labeled reviews from the

original dataset. We investigated the inter-rater agreement level between the two datasets

using Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient [94], which gave us an agreement level of 0.87. As noted

by Fleiss et al. [121], an agreement level between (i.e., 0.81–1.00) implies almost perfect

agreement.

6.3. Study Results and Discussion

RQ1: To what extent do students find the Blackboard mobile application

easy-to-use? In this question, we wanted to find out how easily the students were finding

the Blackboard mobile application when using it. Figure 6.3 provides the responses of deaf

students.

As shown in the figure, a majority (85%) of the deaf students found Blackboard to be

extremely difficult. We found the high rate of dissatisfaction with Blackboard among deaf

students to be a major source of concern and sought more explanation from the students.

This is particularly interesting since only 12.1% of hearing students have found it to be

extremely difficult. One of the most important features of an LMS system is having a

proper interface that supports the needs of deaf students. Compared to hearing students,

deaf students have e-learning challenges that require LMS systems to have complicity, and

consistency, be navigable and have proper typography. This finding has driven our interview

to seek more insights about why deaf students experience difficulties when using Blackboard.

For instance, participant P6 had a problem with the Blackboard interface and explained that:

Blackboard was not a friendly interface. I had an issue locating the exam

component since there are a lot of headers and sub-headers in the navigation

bar, and the font was very small and hard to read. (P6)

Deaf students rely on videos that have been uploaded on Blackboard to learn. There-
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fore, the system should make it easy for them not only to access but also to download, videos

and materials for later studies. In our study, some students could not access the materials.

P8 who faced such a challenge said that:

I usually like education apps so that it can be more convenient to learn

from my phone. However, in the blackboard app, I Can’t watch videos or

download files. Then, I stopped using the app and switched to the web

version. (P8)

Deaf students have issues when videos do not have captions. It is important to note

that deaf students cannot hear what the teacher is saying and solely rely on captions and, or,

the guidelines that they have been given for the lecture. Captions increase the cognitive load

of deaf students, their comprehension of the content they are learning, and their motivation

in the subject. It is unfortunate that some of the videos on Blackboard did not have captions.

P5 noted that:

Because I am deaf and rely on visualization, I cannot have the video caption

in the app for videos. (P5)

The use of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) in LMS systems is particularly important

for deaf students because it enables them to visualize what they are learning. It is important

to have high-quality images that are informative to students. In our study, deaf students

had problems when doing exams due to a lack of pictures, and P7 said:

I liked the app, and it was easy to use. My issue always was in the exam

where the picture is not shown in the exams, and I missed a few questions

for that reason. (P7)

Although previous studies indicated that deaf students had positive perceptions to-

wards learning management systems [115], the accessibility problems in Blackboard that

have been uncovered in this study may change such a perception. We compared the results

of accessibility of the Blackboard application among deaf students with hearing students,

and the results are given in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. Percentage of the hearing Students (no. 1308) participated in

the survey.
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Figure 6.3. Percentage of the deaf Students (no. 65) participated in the

survey.

Figure 6.2 provides the responses of hearing students. Compared to deaf students,

the majority of the hearing students (39%) found it extremely easy to use the Blackboard

LMS application, 20% found it natural, and only 10% and 12% found the platform difficult

and extremely difficult respectively.

We wanted to identify the reviews of those students who found it difficult to use

the platform. It is important to mention that students should be able to see all files that

have been uploaded and be able to download them, provide alternative access to learning

materials, and use the right format that can be opened using common programs. In our

study, some students complained that materials were inaccessible. P2 said that:

When we locked out in COVID-19 pandemic, I used the application because
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I have no laptop to access. I tried to access the classes material via the

Blackboard app, but it is not opening documents. So, I have to ask my

colleagues to share me the class materials. (P2)

The user-friendliness of an education app is very important because it indicates the

ease of use of the application by students. Students should be able to efficiently and effectively

utilize the app, attend lessons, take assignments, and even download materials. The site

layout of the app, navigation labels, and overall design of the app should make it appealing

to users, which was not the case for Blackboard according to the respondents. P1 noted

that:

I used several education apps to teach my younger brothers, and they were

easy and simple to use. For my studies, I used the blackboard. I found it

a highly complex app to navigate if you don’t know what you’re doing. It

needs to be more user-friendly since it is an educational app. (P1)

P3 also highlighted that some links were not working:

I love the app, and I used to study my class materials on it. Sometimes

links in the app are not working, and the show me page was not found.

(P3)

It would be plausible to suggest that the app was not user-friendly and easy to use.

In a bilingual or multilingual learning environment, app users should be able to switch

between languages. For instance, in Saudi Arabia, Arabic and English are often used, even

though some people only understand one of the languages. For the case of the students we

interviewed, their native language was Arabic and they indicated that changing language in

Blackboard was a problem. According to P4 :

When I downloaded the app, it was in the English language. I tried to

change the language to Arabic, but I could not. I asked my father to

change the language for me, but I realized that with the Arabic language

the layout of the application was weird and hard to read or navigate. (P4)
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Table 6.5. Present the results of the accessibility reviews after labeling.

Guideline # of Reviews % Percentage

Principle 1062 46.13%

Focus 556 24.15%

Notifications 267 11.60%

Design 145 6.30%

Forms 93 4.04%

Audio/video 69 3.00%

Links 59 2.56%

Dyn.content 38 1.65%

Images 10 0.43%

Editorial 3 0.14%

Structure 0 0.00%

Text equivalent 0 0.00%

These results are consistent with previous studies [5] that have found Blackboard

LMS usable and accessible, although improvements to the platform could make it easier to

use. Indeed, although the majority of the students are finding it easy to use Blackboard,

others have issues relating to navigation, accessibility of materials, and changing language,

among others.

RQ2: What accessibility issues are reported by the users of Blackboard

app? In this second research question, we were looking at the user reviews given about

Blackboard on Google Play Store. Table 6.5 shows the number of reviews and their percent-

ages in relation to the various guidelines.

From the Table 6.5, the majority of the reviews (1062 representing 46.13%) related

to Principle, followed by Focus (24.15%), and Notifications (11.60%). Table 6.6 presents an

example of accessibility reviews relating to each guideline. The principle guideline requires

that apps be easy to operate, accessible to all users, robust in use, and understandable. For

students with disabilities and those without, it requires that every user be able to navigate

through the platform, know the information that is presented, understand it, and frequent

upgrades are made to improve app accessibility. From the reviews we analyzed, the principle

guideline was not met, and one of the reviews indicated that:
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Table 6.6. An example of the accessibility reviews in each guideline.

Guideline Example

for a student who that is Blind that uses accessibility software,JAWS,a screen reader that the Blind uses to operate on a

computer,the Blackboard application does not function correctly when jaws requires that some activation requires the user

Principle to do a double tap to activate some functionctions of radio dialogues especialy when taking an exam to open the test and

when navigating to the next test question the application did not move to the next question but went and submitted the

exam test.no be.

Design Please add dark mode, plus the feature to customize, organize and categorize modules, really need it. And I need to

relogin almost every day, please make the login stick.

Notifications What’s the point if it doesn’t even have notifications to remind you of anything? You might as well just use the browser

version and auto sign in everytime.

Focus Hard to navigate and often causes glitches in test submission. Difficult to find what you need.

Forms After so many updated and this app still has the same problem. It does it open all the files (PDF, PowerPoint) they does

not load.

I downloaded this app in the hopes that the inset videos would be easier to watch on my phone, the web browser doesn’t

Audio/video allow you to see the whole video, just a cropped amount. Unfortunately, the app does not allow for videos and I just see

code instead. But I would really like to see video capability added to this app. I do like that it has due dates listed for

assignments, and for that alone, I am happy to keep the app for now. Overall though, it is somewhat unsatisfying.

Links Absolutely awful. App is entirely unusable. Every link opens in an embedded browser and results in an error.

Dyn.content Some of the worst ui design I’ve ever seen in an app. There are so many unnecessary animations tied to small actions;

you can’t click on a link without something wobbling or showing a folder opening up and papers falling out. The worst

part is, the animations clearly take up a huge amount of resources because the app will actually lag before they show,

which makes the whole app feel clunky and slow. If they got rid of all of these things the app would at least feel useable.

Images Unable to view any images sent by the instructor (sent individually or inside a quiz).

Editorial Activity steam updates after a very long time. Also when opening a new announcement it opens old announcements, not

the recent one. The push notifications come on after more than 24 hours. Definitely not pleased about the app and how

slow it responds to everything. Also, I can’t hear my collaborate sessions although all my microphone settings have bee

activated to be on and can be accessed by blackboard.

For a student who is Blind that uses accessibility software, JAWS, a screen

reader that the Blind uses to operate on a computer, the Blackboard appli-

cation does not function correctly when jaws require that some activation

requires the user to do a double tap to activate some functions of radio

dialogues, especially when taking an exam to open the test and when nav-

igating to the next test question the application did not move to the next

question but went and submitted the exam test.no be.

The focus guideline requires that the page be navigable, focusable, and the input
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type be compatible with the users. All content should be sufficiently described with unique

labels, and there should be logical and intuitive navigation order of focusable elements. In

relation to the Focus principle, one of the reviews suggested that:

Not user friendly. Especially disappointed that the word ”organization” is

spelled incorrectly throughout the app. How can one take an app like this

seriously if the designer can’t spell, and nobody else corrects them???

On the Notifications principle, students should be able to get notifications on updates

in the courses, and upload materials, among other things even without their laptops. If the

app does not provide notifications, students may miss important communication from the

university or lecturers, which means missed learning opportunities. For an application such

as Blackboard, which is used by many universities, it was unfortunate that some users said

it lacked notifications. One of the reviews said:

Fix the goddamn notifications I missed requirements because of this!

For the design guideline, a learning app should have proper interactive elements,

consistent navigation options, an appropriate background color, provide light/dark models,

reduce eye strain on the users, and have a good font size. There should also be visual

cues, as well as form elements that have clearly associated labels. For students with visual

impairments, there should be accommodations made for them so that they are able to access

the materials. Some users did not find Blackboard to have a good design, and one of the

reviews indicated that:

It works, but what’s with the zany button click animations etc? They’re

really distracting, I’d like to see them toned down a good bit.

It is important to note that the issues we found affecting accessibility from the user

reviews have been reported in previous studies [313, 18]. Grouping them in terms of the

guidelines helped us to classify them for easier identification. Even though Blackboard is

a very common application, previous studies have shown that even such applications can

benefit from improvement if people give feedback on their accessibility [113, 320]. Therefore,
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it would be important for developers to address the accessibility issues indicated for a better

user experience.

6.4. Conclusion

In this study, we explored the student perceptive and user reviews of the Blackboard

app, a common education application utilized during the COVID-19 period. We believe that

our research would contribute towards the existing literature on the ease of use of educa-

tional applications and be the first study to utilize Blackboard user reviews from the Google

Play Store to analyze the accessibility of the application. We established that most of the

students, especially the deaf ones (85%), found it extremely difficult to use the Blackboard

application. Similar results were established when we analyzed user reviews from the Google

Play Store, where (31%) of the user reviews were related to accessibility. Some of the reasons

that made the Blackboard application inaccessible were the lack of notifications, unavailabil-

ity of captions, distracting animations, difficulty in changing language, and lack of captions

on videos. Our results provide valuable insights for educational application developers on

improving the accessibility and usability of the applications.

6.5. Chapter Summary

: This chapter examined how students perceive the compliance of the Blackboard

mobile application with LMS accessibility standards. In recent years, the usage of mobile

devices, notably smartphones, has increased. This indicates that the mobile application will

obtain a large number of reviews. With manual analysis, it becomes exceedingly difficult for

engineers to carefully examine every user feedback.

In the next chapter, we use supervised learning to formulate the identification of

accessibility reviews as a binary classification issue.
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CHAPTER 7

FINDING THE NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK: ON THE AUTOMATIC

IDENTIFICATION OF ACCESSIBILITY USER REVIEWS

7.1. Introduction

Many mobile applications (apps) have poor accessibility which makes it difficult for

people with disabilities to use such apps [319, 48, 257, 255]. Researchers presented sev-

eral methods, tools, frameworks, and guidelines to support developers in creating accessible

mobile applications [242, 88, 256, 59, 114, 294, 127, 260, 174]. However, many software de-

velopers and designers still do not incorporate accessibility into their software development

process due to lack of awareness or lack of resources, e.g., budget and time, [244, 100, 250]. In

this paper, we present a method that can help software developers to quickly become aware

of specific accessibility problems with their apps that the users encountered. Our method

is based on automatically identifying app reviews that users write on app stores, e.g., App

Store1, Google Play2 and Amazon Appstore3, where these reviews express an accessibility-

related feedback [40].

Analyzing app reviews was used by technology professionals to identify issues with

their mobile apps [192, 91, 181]. However, accessibility in user reviews is rarely studied

especially for mobile applications [112].

Identifying accessibility-related reviews is currently done using two main methods:

manual identification and automatic detection [112]. The manual identification approach is

time consuming especially with the vast number of reviews that users upload to the app

1https://www.apple.com/ios/app-store/

2https://play.google.com/store

3https://www.amazon.com/mobile-apps/b?ie=UTF8&node=2350149011

This entire chapter is reproduced from AlOmar, Eman Abdullah, Wajdi Aljedaani, Murtaza Tamjeed, Mo-
hamed Wiem Mkaouer, and Yasmine N. El-Glaly, ”Finding the needle in a haystack: On the automatic
identification of accessibility user reviews,” in Proceedings of the 2021 CHI conference on human factors
in computing systems, (2021), 1-15, https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3411764.3445281, with permission
from the Association for Computing Machinery.
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stores, and so it becomes impractical. The automated detection method employs a string-

matching technique as a predefined set of keywords are searched for in the app reviews

[112]. These keywords were extracted from the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)

recommendations for mobile accessibility [62]. While this method sounds more practical

than the manual one, it has its own drawbacks: the string-matching technique ignores that

keywords derived from guidelines do not necessarily match the words expressed in reviews

posted by users. This mismatch includes but not limited to situations when the keywords

are incorrectly spelled by users.

More importantly, the presence of certain keywords in a review does not necessarily

mean that the review is about accessibility. For example, consider the following reviews from

Eler et al. dataset [112]:

This is the closest game to my old 2001 Kyocera 2235’s inbuilt game ’Cavern

crawler’. Everything is so simple and easy to comprehend but that doesn’t

mean that it is easy to complete right off of the bat. Going into the sewers

almost literally blind (sight and knowledge of goods in inventory) is a great

touch too. Keep at it. I’ll support you at least in donations.

This review contains a set of keywords that could indicate accessibility (e.g., old, blind

and sight) but it is not an accessibility review. In this review, the word old refers to a device

rather than a person. The words blind and sight refer to knowledge of goods in the game

rather than describing a player’s vision. Therefore, the discovery of accessibility reviews

heavily relies on the context, and so, simply searching for their existence in the review text is

inefficient. Due to the overhead of the manual identification, and the high false-positiveness

of the automated detection, these two methods remain impractical for developers to use, and

so, accessibility reviews remain hard to identify and to prioritize for correction. To address

this challenge, it is critical to design a solution with learning capabilities, which can take

a set of examples that are known to be accessibility reviews, and another set of examples

that are not about accessibility but do contain accessibility-related keywords, and learn how

to distinguish between them. Therefore, in this paper, we use supervised learning to
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formulate the identification of accessibility reviews as a binary classification

problem. This model takes a set of accessibility reviews, obtained by manual inspection, in

a previous study [112] as input, we deploy state-of-the-art, machine learning models to learn

the features, i.e., textual patterns that are representative of accessibility reviews. In contrast

to relying on words derived from guidelines, our solution extracts features (i.e., words and

patterns) from actual user reviews and learns from them. This is critical because there is a

semantic gap between the guidelines, formally written on an abstract level, and technology-

specific keywords. By features, we refer to a keyword or a set of keywords extracted from

accessibility-related reviews that are not only important for classification algorithms, but

they can also be useful for developers to understand accessibility-related issues and features

in their apps. The patterns can be about an app feature that supports accessibility (e.g.,

font customization, page zooming or speed control); about assistive technology (e.g., word

prediction, text to speech or voice over) as well as about disability comments (e.g., low

vision, handicapped, deaf or blind). Particularly, we addressed the following three research

questions in our study:

RQ1: To what extent machine learning models can accurately distinguish accessibility

reviews from non-accessibility reviews?

To answer this research question, we rely on a manually curated dataset of

2,663 accessibility reviews, which we augment with another 2,663 non-accessibility

reviews. Then we perform a comparative study between state-of-the-art binary

classification models, to identify the best model that can properly detect accessibility

reviews, from non-accessibility reviews.

RQ2: How effective is our machine learning approach in identifying accessibility re-

views?

Opting for a complex solution, i.e., supervised learning, has its own challenges,

as models need to be trained, parameter tuned, and maintained, etc. To justify our

choice of such solution, we compare the best performing model, from the previous

research question, with two baselines: the string-matching method, and the random
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classifier. This research question verifies whether a simpler solution can convey

competitive results.

RQ3: What is the size of the training dataset needed for the classification to effectively

identify accessibility reviews?

In this research question, we empirically extract the minimum number of training

instances, i.e., accessibility reviews, needed for our best performing model, to achieve

its best performance. Such information is useful for practitioners, to estimate the

amount of manual work needs to be done (i.e., preparation of training data) to

design this solution.

We performed our experiments using a dataset of 5,326 user reviews, provided by

a previous study [112]. Our comparative study has shown that the Boosted Decision Trees

model (BDTs-model) has the best performance among other 8 state-of-the-art models. Then,

we compared our BDTs-model, against two baselines: (1) string-matching algorithm and (2)

a random classifier. Our approach provided a significant improvement in the identification of

accessibility reviews, outperforming the baseline-1 (keyword-based detector) by 1.574 times,

and surpassing the baseline-2 (random classifier) by 39.434 times.

The contributions of this chapter are:

(1) We present an action research contribution that privileges societal benefit through

helping developers automatically detect accessibility-related reviews and filter out

irrelevant reviews. We make our model and datasets publicly available 4 for re-

searchers to replicate and extend, and for practitioners to use our web service and

filter down their user reviews.

(2) We show that we need a relatively small dataset (i.e., 1500 reviews) for training to

achieve 85% or higher F1-Measure, outperforming state-of-the-art string-matching

methods. However, the F1-measure score improves as we add to the training dataset.

4https://smilevo.github.io/access/
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Figure 7.1. Accessibility app review classification process.

7.2. Accessibility App Review Classification

The main goal of this work is to automatically identify accessibility-related reviews

in a large dataset of app reviews. Our approach takes a set of reviews as input and makes

a binary decision on whether the review is accessibility pertaining or not, i.e., classifying

app reviews (for simplicity we refer to them as accessibility reviews and non-accessibility

reviews). To be able to do so, we built a classification model using a corpus of reviews and

current classification techniques. We then used the classification model to predict types of

new app reviews. Figure 10.1 provides an overview of the process used in the detection of

accessibility reviews. Our approach follows five main steps:

(1) Data Collection: We used a dataset of app reviews along with their ground truth

categories previously identified through manual inspection [112] as input for training

purposes.

(2) Data Preparation: We applied data cleansing and text preprocessing on this set to

improve the reviews text for the learning algorithms. Some of the text preprocessing

procedures we used are namely, tokenizing, lemmatizing, removing stop words, and

removing capitalization.

(3) Feature Extraction: We used Feature Hashing [314] to extract features (i.e.,
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words) from the preprocessed review text to create a structured feature space.

(4) Model Selection and Tuning: We examined a total of nine classification algo-

rithms to evaluate the performance of the model for prediction. These classifiers

were chosen because they are commonly used for classification of text such as app re-

views [148, 163]. After training and evaluating the model, we used a testing dataset

to challenge the performance of the model. Since the model has already learned

from the N-Gram vocabulary and their weights discussed in Section 7.2.3 from the

training dataset, the classifier output predicted-labels and probability-scores for the

testing dataset. Since an app review is a plain text in our case, we follow the

approach provided by Kowsari et al. [165] that discusses trending techniques and

algorithms for text classification, similar to [42, 43].

(5) Model Evaluation: We built a training set using the extracted features for the

model to learn from.

7.2.1. Data Collection

The dataset, used for this study, and shown in Table 7.1, is a collection of these

2,663 accessibility reviews, manually validated by Eler et al. [112]. The collected reviews

are extracted from across 701 apps, belonging to 15 different categories, as shown in Figure

??. This dataset excluded all apps under the Theming and System categories, since they

usually do not have any interface associated with them. Eler et al. [112] started with

collecting 214,053 reviews, then they performed the string-matching using 213 keywords to

filter down reviews and keep only those who potentially may contains information related to

accessibility. These keywords are derived from 54 BBC recommendations proposed for mobile

accessibility. The string-matching reduced the reviews from 214,053 to 5,076 candidate

accessibility reviews. However, the manual inspection of these candidate reviews found that

only 2,663 were true positives.

In order for us to verify the previous manual labeling of the reviews, we followed the

process of Levin et al. [179] and randomly selected a 9% sample of reviews, i.e., 243 out of

the 2,663 reviews. This quantity roughly equates to a sample size with a confidence level of
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95% and a confidence interval of 6. Then we randomly added another 243 non-accessibility

reviews, to end up with a total of 486 reviews. Afterward, one researcher labeled them.

The selected data was not exposed to the researcher before. The review process was given a

period of 7 days, to avoid fatigue, and the researcher had the opportunity to search online

for any keywords they could not understand, during the labeling process. Once the data

was labeled, we positioned our labeling against the original labeling of the reviews, from the

dataset. We used Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [94] to evaluate the inter-rater agreement level

for the categorical classes. We achieved an agreement level of 0.82. According to Fleiss et

al. [121], these agreement values are considered to have an almost perfect agreement (i.e.,

0.81–1.00).

Table 7.1. Statistics of the dataset.

Number of Apps 701

App Categories 15

All Reviews 214,053

Accessibility Reviews 2,663

To prepare training data for the binary classification of app reviews we created two

groups of app reviews: (1) reviews indicating accessibility and (2) reviews not related to ac-

cessibility. For the accessibility reviews, we used the set of 2,663 reviews previously identified

and validated as accessibility reviews through manual inspection by Eler et al. [112]. Since

class starvation or an imbalanced training set (i.e., not having equal size of both groups)

could decrease the performance of a classification model [176, 179], we need to select an

equal number of non-accessibility reviews for the training.

To efficiently train a classifier, it is important for the negative set to be as close as

possible to the positive set. Therefore, we chose the negative set to be populated using

the discarded reviews of the original authors, during their manual process. These discarded

reviews tend to contain some keywords that are relevant to accessibility, but they were found

to be conveying another meaning, and that is what we want our model to learn. Since the
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subset of discarded reviews was 2,413, we randomly selected reviews from the Eler et al. [112]

remaining reviews dataset, so that these reviews are also extracted from the same apps, and

most likely to contain some keywords that overlap with our true positive set.

To decide on the number of reviews necessary for training purposes, we reviewed the

thresholds used in several text classification studies. The highest number of text documents

used in comparable studies [179, 176, 42] was around 2000 text documents. Since our goal

was to provide the model with sufficient reviews that could represent all possible accessibility

topics, unlike existing works we chose a total of 5,326 reviews for the model creation and

validation. However, we did evaluate our model with different sizes of training sets to

understand the size of the training set that yields the best results. We report the results of

our evaluations with regard to the testing of different training sizes in Section 7.3.

7.2.2. Data Preparation

Upon completion of the data collection phase, we applied a common approach ex-

plained in [165] for text preprocessing, similar to [42, 43]. For a model to classify text

documents correctly, the text needs to be cleaned and preprocessed. To preprocess the app

reviews text, we used natural language processing techniques, built-in the Microsoft Azure

[56], such as tokenizing, lemmatizing, removing stop words, and removing capitalization.

Tokenization: is the process of splitting natural text data into tokens, or meaningful

elements, that contain no white space. We tokenized app reviews by breaking them into their

constituent set of words.

Lemmatization: is the process of getting the basic form of a word by either removing

the suffix of a word or replacing the suffix of a word with a different one. It is also the process

of reducing the number of unique occurrences of similar words. We used this preprocessing

technique to represent words in their canonical form in order to reduce the number of unique

occurrences of similar text tokens.

Stop-Word Removal: We removed words such as (is, am, are, if, for, the, etc.)

that do not play any good role in classification.

Case Normalization: Since we wanted the same words with different font cases
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(e.g., Accessibility and accessibility) to be treated as the same word, we converted original

review texts to lower case. This type of text cleansing helps us avoid having repeated

features differing only in the letter case. We realize that in some cases a user can identify

themselves as ‘Deaf’ with uppercase ‘D’ to express their cultural identity in their review

which is different from ‘deaf’. However, as our classifier is a binary classifier that only

distinguishes accessibility reviews from the rest, the words ‘Deaf’ and ‘deaf’ will yield the

same classification result. Hence, case normalization in this context is safe and will not

overrule users’ expressions.

Noise Removal: We removed any noise that could deteriorate classification perfor-

mance and confuse the model when learning. Examples of the noise we removed include

removing special characters, numbers, symbols, email addresses and URLs.

7.2.3. Feature Extraction

Hash Function

Blind Full Feature Set

XXXX XXIdentify Useful 
Features

Selected Feature 
Set

Filter-Based Feature Selection
Keys Hashes

Deaf

Flicker

Impaired

01

02

03

04

05

06

Feature Hashing

Figure 7.2. An example of feature hashing and feature selection process in

feature extraction stage.

After cleansing and preprocessing the reviews text, we extracted features from the

preprocessed text that matter the most in distinguishing between the two classes in clas-

sification. Particularly, we used the Feature Hashing technique for feature extraction.

Feature Hashing is a technique that operates on high-dimensional text documents used as

input in a machine learning model, to map string values directly into encoded features and

represent them as integers [274, 314]. This technique helps to reduce dimensionality and to
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make the feature weights lookup more efficient. Internally, the Feature Hashing technique

creates a dictionary of N-Grams. We used bigrams in our classification since it greatly im-

proves the performance of text classification [292]. Generally, N-Grams have more meaning

and semantic than isolated words. For example, the word font does not provide enough

information by itself. However, when N-Gram features extracted from reviews, e.g., small

font, font customization, font size, etc., the word font can indicate accessibility reviews. We

discuss in details the features of our model (i.e., keywords and bigrams) in Section 7.3. We

used Mutual Information filter-based feature selection. Mutual Information is a technique

that measure how much a variable contributes towards reducing uncertainty about the value

of another variable in order to identify features with the greatest predictive power. In fact,

this feature set is the training set that the model learns from. In Figure 7.2, we illustrate

how Feature Hashing applied to the text which was being transformed to a dictionary, as

well as the process of the filter-based feature selection.

7.2.4. Model Selection and Tuning

Selecting an appropriate classifier for optimal classification is a challenging task by

itself [120]. In this study, we are tackling a two-class classification problem as we are cate-

gorizing app reviews into two groups, accessibility and non-accessibility. Because we already

have a predefined set of classes, our approach relies on supervised machine learning algo-

rithms to assign each review into one of the two categories. We tested nine different classifi-

cation algorithms as to see which one provides the best results in the context of accessibility

and app reviews classification. The tested classifiers are: Logistic Regression (LR), Decision

Forest (DF), Boosted Decision Tree (BDT), Neural Network (NN), Support Vector Machine

(SVM), Averaged Perceptron (AP), Bayes Point Machine (BPM), Decision Jungle (DJ), and

Locally Deep SVM (LD-SVM). We adopted these classifier algorithms because they are com-

monly utilized in the literature of software-related text classification [175, 132, 184, 234, 42].

Below is a brief description of each of the classification algorithms used in this study.

• Logistic Regression (LR)[53] is a linear classifiers that predicts the probability

of an outcome by fitting data to a logistic function.
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• Decision Forest (DF)[249]: is a tree-based learner that builds many classification

trees. A specific classification is associated with each tree produces. To classify

a new object, DF chooses the classification that has the most votes over all other

trees.

• Boosting Decision Tree (BDT)[123]: is an ensemble learning method in which

the second tree corrects for the errors of the first tree, the third tree corrects for

the errors of the first and second trees, and so forth. Predictions are based on the

entire ensemble of trees together that makes the prediction.

• Neural Network (NN)[135]: is a set of interconnected layers. The inputs are the

first layer that are connected to an output layer by an acyclic graph.

• Support Vector Machine (SVM) [318]: is a learner that constructs hyper-

plane(s) in n-dimensional space.

• Averaged Perceptron (AP)[95] is a simple version of Neural Network. The inputs

are classified into several outputs based on a linear function, and then combined with

a set of weights that are derived from the feature vector.

• Bayes Point Machine (BPM)[143]: is an algorithm that uses a Bayesian ap-

proach to linear classification called the Bayes Point Machine. This algorithm ap-

proximates the optimal Bayesian average by choosing one average classifier, the

Bayes Point.

• Decision Jungle (DJ)[276]: is a recent extension to decision forests. It consists

of an ensemble of decision directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).

• Locally Deep SVM (LD-SVM)[153]: is a classifier that has been developed for

an effencient non-linear SVM prediction.

We compared all the nine classifiers based on their common statistical measures such

as precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-measure. These experiments were performed on the

Azure ML platform because it provides a built-in web service once the classification model

is deployed. We report the results of our classifier comparison and evaluation in Section 7.3.

We use grid search cross validation [269], a tuning method that performs exhaustive
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search over specified parameter values for an estimator, for tuning of our selected ML models.

In order to facilitate the replication of our results, we provide the selected main parameters

for ML techniques as shown in Table 10.3.

7.2.5. Model Evaluation

We assess the performance of our selected models based on the following four mea-

surement aspects:

• Precision = tp
tp+fp

: is a statistic that calculates the accurate number of correct

predictions out of all the input sample.

• Recall = tp
tp+fn

: is a statistic that calculates the accurate number of positive pre-

dictions that was actually observed in the actual class.

• Accuracy = TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

: is a statistic that calculates the accurate number of

• F1-measure = 2·P ·R
P+R

: is a a statistic that calculates the accuracy from the precision

and recall.

Here TP denotes True Positive, TN denotes True Negative, FP denotes False Positive,

and FN denotes False Negative. These metrics participation in measurement for a classifier’s

output.

• True Positive (TP): This parameter determines the predictions labeled correctly

by the classifier as positive.

• True Negative (TN): This parameter determines the correct number of negative

predictions.

• False Positive (FP): This parameter determines the number of instances (nega-

tives) that were presumed as positive instances by the classifier by mistake.

• False Negative (FN): This parameter determines the number of positive instances

that were falsely assumed to be as negative instances by the classifier.
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Table 7.2. Summary of the hyperparameter in machine learning algorithm.

Classifier Hyperparameter Default Description

optimiz˙tol 1E-07 Optimization tolerance

LR 1˙weight 1 L1 regularization weight

L2˙weight 1 L2 regularization weight

memory˙L˙BFGS 20 Memory size for L-BFGS

n˙estimators 8 Number of decision trees

DF max˙depth 32 Maximum depth of the decision trees

n˙samples˙leaf 125 Number of random splits per node

min˙samples˙split 1 Minimum number of samples per leaf node

max˙n˙leaf 20 Maximum number of leaves per tree

BDT min˙samples˙leaf 10 Minimum number of samples per leaf node

learning˙rate 0.2 Learning rate

n˙tree 100 Number of trees constructed

n˙nodes 100 Number of hidden nodes

learning˙rate 0.1 Learning rate

NN n˙learning˙rate 100 Number of learning iterations

learning˙rate˙weights 0.1 Initial learning weights diameter

momentum 0 Momentum

n˙iter 1 Number of iterations

SVM Lambda 0.001 Lambda

learning˙rate 1 Learning rate

AP m˙iter 10 Maximum number of iterations

BPM n˙training˙iter 30 Number of training iterations

n˙estimators 8 Number of decision directed acyclic graphs

DJ max˙depth 32 Maximum depth of the decision directed acyclic graphs

max˙width 128 Maximum of the decision directed acyclic graphs

n˙optimiz 2048 Number of optimization steps per decision directed acyclic graphs layer

max˙depth 3 Depth of the tree

lam˙weight 0.1 Lambda weight

LD-SVM n˙theta 0.01 Lambda Theta

n˙theta˙Prime 0.01 Lambda Theta Prime

n˙sigmoid 1 Sigmoid sharpness

n˙iter 15000 Number of iterations
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Cross-Validation. We applied a 10-fold cross-validation technique to evaluate the

variability and reliability of our models. For each model, we split our dataset into 10 folds

containing the equal size of app reviews. Then, we performed 10 evaluations with various

testing datasets wherein each evaluation 9 folds were used as a training dataset and the other

fold was used as a testing dataset. Put differently, unlike other approach that is dependent on

just one train-test split, when evaluating our model using 10-fold cross-validation, we train

on multiple train-test splits in which one fold is left as a holdout data set, so it is unseen

during the training. This approach is considered the preferred method as it gives us a better

indication of how well our model performs on unseen data. We aggregated the results of the

10 evaluations and reported the average performance tested with multiple models.

7.3. Experimental Results and Evaluation

In this section, we review the results of our experiments to evaluate the performance

of our approach. For evaluating various accessibility classification models, we used standard

statistical measures (Precision, Recall, Accuracy, F1-measure). Using the evaluation results,

we provide answers to our research questions.

RQ1. To what extent machine learning models can accurately distinguish

accessibility reviews from non-accessibility reviews?

We conducted an experiment to determine if the automatic classification of user re-

views using machine learning techniques can be performed with high accuracy. We wanted

to understand the opportunities and limitations of the machine learning technique in auto-

matically detecting accessibility reviews.

We compared the nine classification algorithms tested in this study with respect to

precision, recall, accuracy and F1-measure and reported the results as shown in Figure 7.3.

The accuracy and F1-measure of the Boosted Decision Trees model (BDTs-model) is clearly

higher than its competitors for the classification of accessibility reviews. The BDTs-model

with the accuracy of 90.6% and F1-measure of 90.7%, outperformed other classification

algorithms. Figure 7.3 also shows that the Bayes Point Machine (BPM) and Averaged

Perceptron (AP) with F1-measure of 88.7% and 88.3% respectively, yielded higher predictive
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power after the Boosted Decision Trees.

The fact that BDTs-model achieved top performance rate can be explained by the

fact that a boosted decision tree aggregates several learnings since it is an ensemble learning

method. In the ensemble method, the errors of the first tree are fixed by the second tree,

and the errors of the second tree are fixed by the third, and so on. In this method, the entire

ensemble trees together form the prediction.
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Figure 7.3. Comparison between binary classifiers, in terms of precision,

recall, accuracy, and F1-measure.

To further understand how these models distilled the text of the reviews into features,

we extract keywords that were trending in our dataset, that we enumerate in Table 7.4.

It is important to note that the majority of these keywords were identified by the BBC

recommendations for mobile accessibility, however, not all of these keywords were found to

be useful for our best performing classifier, i.e., BDTs-model. In Table 7.4, we report in bold,

the features that were influential in increasing the accuracy of the trained Boosted Decision

Trees. Such finding does not necessarily deny the relevance of the remaining keywords in

describing accessibility related issues, but the fact that they were not selected, indicates their
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existence in non-accessibility related reviews. Keywords such as dark mode or mute, while

being used in the BBC guidelines, are also known to be used in general usability contexts.

For example, the keyword mute tends to be frequently used in reviews related to media and

video players, where sound is one of the main features of the app.

Further, on a more qualitative sense, we examine the set of frequently occurring bi-

grams for the keywords (reported in Table 7.4) that are strongly correlated to the accessibility

review . Bigram corresponds to a sequence of two adjacent words in a sentence to help better

understanding the context for the given terms. By analyzing the natural language in the

accessibility review, we obtain more specific accessibility review-related terminology. Table

7.3 presents the frequently occurring bigrams in the review. Looking at these terms, we see

that developers are either commenting on the features of the apps (e.g., easily accessibile,

good text reflow, great for visually impaired), or they are discussing accessibility issues with

their products pointing out that the apps need to be improved (e.g., terribly hard to see, no

visual cue, cant read).

The findings, illustrated in Tables 7.4 and 7.3 indicate a potential variation of how

users typically state their accessibility needs. While it seems intuitive, there are no stud-

ies that focused on extracting such information in a structured manner to facilitate the

identification of such accessibility problems by the app maintainers.

Although a high classification performance of our BDTs-model has been demonstrated

in Figure 7.3, there are some limitations that lead BDTs-model to output some misclassified

reviews as illustrated in Table 7.5. According to our thorough analysis, we notice that the

misclassification of our model can be related to:

• False positive instances caused by the format of reporting user perspective of the

apps. The examples in the table show that different expression about the apps like

simple or headache can be confusing to the classifier and hence it misclassified these

reviews.

• False negative instances caused by the format of reporting a specific feature of the

apps. As shown in the table, the users commented on a specific feature such as
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functioning reader and caller ID. The BDTs-model will wrongly classify it because

these could be seen as an accessibility-related features.

It is worth noting that the above misclassifications do not have a large influence on the overall

performance of the BDTs model. Only a small number of reviews are wrongly classified by

our model.

Table 7.3. A sample of frequently occuring bigrams for the keywords that

are strongly correlated to accessibilty review by our model.

Bigram

cannot see accessibility readable hard to see

cannot see anything easily accessible readable text very hard to see

cannot see worksheet more accessible document reader too hard to see

cannot see number great accessibility easier reading really hard to see

cannot see status accessibility suite can read terribly hard to see

still cannot see accessibility screen cant read hard to see theme

blind header flicker voice command

blind user theme header screen flicker voice command search

color blind custom header flicker taskbar use voice command

supports blind size header flicker background voice commands works

impaired / blind adjust header heavy flickering simple voice command

totally blind transparent header constant flickering custom voice command

text-to-speech screen reader impaired text reflow

verbose text-to-speech screen reader accessibility visually impaired text reflow feature

text-to-speech works accessibility screen reader vision impairment activate text reflow

text-to-speech feature talkback screenreader visual impairment good text reflow

text-to-speech news small-screen reader great for visually impaired has text reflow

transcript visual cue navigable audio description

transcript title no visual cue navigable bar turns on audio description

recording / transcription some visual cue navigable button

zooming and transcript provide a visual cue navigable app

transcription not found easily navigation
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Table 7.4. List of keywords trending in the 5326 reviews. Keywords in bold

are found to be strongly correlated to accessibility reviews by our model.

Keywords

(1) dark mode (16) adjustable (31) voice command (46) colour coding (61) captcha

(2) zoom (17) blind (32) text-to-speech (47) transcript (62) audio description

(3) customization (18) header (33) eyestrain (48) default language (63) container

(4) font size (19) overlap (34) strain (49) older device (64) distinguishable

(5) volume (20) pause button (35) background image (50) visual cue (65) input type

(6) cannot see (21) flicker (36) screen reader (51) grouped (66) keyboard language

(7) accessibility (22) spacing (37) change language (52) seizures (67) page refresh

(8) readable (23) migraine (38) small widget (53) select language (68) page title

(9) change font (24) input method (39) stop button (54) understandable (69) sign language

(10) hard to see (25) autoplay (40) impaired (55) vibration feedback (70) svg image

(11) background color (26) metadata (41) text reflow (56) actionable (71) switch device

(12) light mode (27) too bright (42) timeout (57) audio cue (72) touch target

(13) mute (28) haptic (43) consistency (58) missing label (73) adjust size

(14) contrast (29) scaling (44) epilepsy (59) navigable (74) adjust colour

(15) subtitle (30) control key (45) assistance (60) verbose

Summary. The Boosted Decision Trees model, with an accuracy of 90.6% and an

F1-measure of 90.7%, is the best performing model in the binary classification of

accessibility reviews.

RQ2. How effective is our machine learning approach in identifying

accessibility reviews?

The main goal of this study is to propose an automatic approach for identification

of accessibility reviews that can effectively outperform current state-of-the-art baselines:

Keyword-based (i.e., also called pattern-based or string-matching) [112] and Random classi-

fier [195]. Existing studies that have applied machine learning techniques in similar contexts

(i.e., text classification) usually evaluate their approach using different classifiers. To com-

pare their approach against others, they consider the keyword-based approach. To our knowl-
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edge, the only study that considers additional approach (i.e., random classifier) is the study

by Da Silva et al. [195]. Thus, we consider keyword-based and random classifier to compare

against our approach. Answering this question is important to understand if the detection

of accessibility reviews is a learning problem. We hypothesize that learning algorithms can

outperform string-matching algorithms. To examine if the hypothesis holds true, we chose

to investigate the following two baselines, and compared them with our BDTs-model.

Table 7.5. Examples of the misclassification case of our BDTs-model.

Type Example

False Positive

Simple and easy to use

This app works well - especially lucid dream - i still remember my dream last week.

Amazing! But i dont like the side effects - like headache and other emotional thing.

False Negative

Beautiful Functioning Reader

Thank you for all your hard work in making this app for us to use. And to offer it to us for free

is amazing. I use this app everyday, I got all my friends and family using it too. Thank you so

much! I can only think of one thing that could make this app better, if you could add caller ID

with name, and make it so users could turn it on or off, this would be great. Even without that,

this app is great.

Baseline 1. Keyword-based Approach. The keyword-based (string-matching)

approach for identifying accessibility reviews is suggested by Eler et al. [112]. In their

work, they inspected 214,053 user reviews to identify the reviews pertaining to accessibility.

Their string-matching approach classified a total of 5,076 reviews as accessibility reviews.

However, manual verification of the 5,076 reviews later found that only 2,663 of the reviews

were correctly identified [112].

To calculate statistical metrics for baseline 1, we used a set of 5,326 reviews (cf., set

of 2,663 accessibility reviews, from Table 7.1, and another 2,663 non-accessibility reviews,

selected from the same apps). Then, we manually inspected these reviews to determine true

positives (TP), true negatives (TN ), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN ). True
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positives are when the keyword-based approach correctly detected accessibility reviews, and

true negatives are when non-accessibility reviews are correctly identified.

False positives are the reviews identified as accessibility reviews while they are not;

and false negatives are the reviews identified as non-accessibility reviews while they are

accessibility reviews. Since we already had the reviews labelled, we were able to count TP,

TN, FP and FN.

Baseline 2. Random Classifier. Similar to Da Maldonado et al. [195], we consider

Random classifier as one of the baselines to compare our approach to. The precision of the

random classifier technique is calculated by dividing the number of accessibility reviews by

the total number of user reviews (i.e., 2663
214053

= 0.012). When it comes to recall, there is

only 50% probability for a review to be classified as an accessibility review since there are

two possible classifications available. Finally, the F1-measure of baseline 2 is calculated as

2 ∗ 0.012∗0.5
0.012+0.5

= 0.023.

Using the values of TP, TN, FP and FN, we calculated the Precision, Recall, and F1-

measure, for both baselines. Table 7.6 shows the standard statistical measures of the three

approaches, also the performance improvements achieved by our BDTs-model compared to

the other two methods.

As can be seen from Table 7.6, F1-measure obtained by the machine learning approach

is much higher than the other methods. F1-measure achieved by the machine learning ap-

proach is 0.90, while F1-measure values using keywords and random classifier are 0.576

and 0.023 respectively. Table 7.6 shows that our approach outperforms the keyword-based

approach by 1.574 times and the random classifier by 39.434 times when identifying acces-

sibility reviews. To better understand the performance of the string-matching method, we

have extracted examples reviews that were wrongly classified, as accessibility:

Review 1. Good to have your files easily accessible. Would like integration

of caldav/ carddav

Review 2. Very useful application. Gmail users must go for it blind eyes

The existence of keywords such as accessible and blind eyes, are string-matched to the
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keywords considered as accessibility by the guidelines, and so, the keyword-based approach

will flag their corresponding reviews as accessibility. However, the first review (i.e., Review 1)

refers to the new feature that allows user files to be accessible more efficiently and requests

the integration of a protocol for the synchronization of calendars. Similarly, the second

review (i.e., Review 2), is praising an app that synchronizes Gmail calendar with Outlook

calendar, and the user’s expression of ”going with blind eyes”, refers to their satisfaction,

and not to what would be considered by the string-matching method as an accessibility issue.

To determine the different cases of when the keyword-based approach fails, we eval-

uated 592 reviews, a statistically significant sample with a confidence level of 99% and a

confidence interval of 5%. By analyzing the selected reviews, we identified the following

reasons behind the failure cases of the string-matching approach:

• Keyword Misspelling. This category depicts the case when accessibility aspects

of the mobile application are addressed by the users using misspelled keywords.

This case can be illustrated in the following example: Font size of lowercase letters

is sooosmall! How to change it? It should be like on google keybord when you change

capital/lowercase mode - lowercase letters have almost the same size as capital. It’s

much easier for your eyes!. The keyword matching approach can miss any word

with a typo or with inproper spacing, such as keybord or sooosmall. Misspellings

are frequent in app user reviews, since mobile writing is known to be more prone to

typos.

• Keyword Variation. This category shows the case in which users use different

part-of-speech (POS) of the accessibility-related keywords reported in Table 7.4. As

shown in the following review: very accessible as a blind user thank you, the user

used the adjective form (accessible) of the word accessibility.

• Expression Variation. This category represents cases in which users use different

expressions of the keywords listed in Table 7.4 to address accessibility aspects of the

apps. This case is best illustrated in the following accessibility review: still getting

responses from the wrong people and noticed that when in night mode with pure
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black background - when you try to delete a message the yes option is completely

black so impossible to see. As can be seen, the expression impossible to see is used

instead of the keyword cannot see to represent the user perspective on the problem.

Summary. The Boosted Decision Trees model outperforms the current state-of-the-art

approaches in the classification of accessibility reviews. We obtained an F1-measure

score of 90.7% with an improvement of 1.574x and 39.434x over the keyword-based

and random classifier approaches respectively.

Table 7.6. Comparison in approaches used to the baselines in our study.

Our approach Keyword-based Random classifier

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Classification 0.898 0.916 0.907 0.996 0.405 0.576 0.012 0.500 0.023

Improvement – – – 0.901 x 2.261 x 1.574 x 74.833 x 1.832 x 39.434 x

RQ3: What is the size of the training dataset needed for the classification

to effectively identify accessibility reviews?

So far, we showed that our machine learning approach can accurately identify user

reviews that pertain to accessibility. However, the performance of a classifier relies on the

size of the training data. At the same time, creating a training dataset is a challenging and

time-consuming task. Thus, the question is: What is the size of the training dataset needed

to effectively classify user reviews? If an approach requires a very large training dataset

than it will require a considerable time and effort to be applied to other similar contexts.

However, if less training dataset is required to effectively classify accessibility reviews, then

our approach can be applied and extended with little efforts.

To answer this research question, we incrementally added reviews to the training

dataset and evaluated the performance of the classification. We began by creating a large

training dataset that contains equal size of accessibility reviews and non-accessibility reviews.
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Then, we used cross validation technique, which is a technique that partitions the original

dataset into a training set to train the model, and a test set to evaluate it using number of

folds [164]. In this study, we divided the dataset into 10 folds making sure they contain equal

size of both classes. Next, we tested our approach using a 10-fold cross-validation technique

using 9 folds for training and 1 fold for testing. Since we wanted to monitor the performance

of our classifier as the training dataset size increased, we incrementally added batches of 100

reviews until we used all of our training data (e.g., 5,326 reviews). It is important to note

that we considered the equal size of accessibility reviews and non-accessibility reviews with

batches incrementally added to the training dataset. We computed the F1-measure value for

each iteration (e.g., after adding batches of new reviews to the training set). We recorded

the number of reviews needed to achieve at least an F1-measure of 80% to 90%.

Figure 7.4 shows F1-measures calculated when detecting accessibility reviews, while

incrementally adding batches of reviews to the training dataset. Our results show that the

highest F1-measure (i.e., 0.907) was achieved with 5,326 reviews (our total training dataset)

and the lowest F1-measure value (i.e., 0.630) was achieved with 100 reviews. Our results

also show that 80 to 90 percent F1-measure is achieved with 400 to 5000 reviews in the

training dataset. Such that, we need only 400 reviews to get around 80% F1-measure and

we need at least 1500 reviews to get 85% or higher, while with 5000 reviews we got around

90% F1-measure. Finally, we found that the F1-measure score improves as we add to the

training dataset.

Summary. We find that we need a relatively smaller training dataset (i.e., 1500 re-

views) to get 85% or higher F1-measure. The F1-measure score improves as we add

to the training dataset.

7.4. Discussion

We presented a new approach that identifies app reviews with accessibility concerns.

We compared our new approach to the current state-of-the-art methods. Based on these

findings we discuss implications that can be theory-based and practice-based. Theory-based
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implications show how this study can further advance the research on accessibility reviews.

Practice-based implications show how our model supports our community in building and

maintaining accessible mobile apps.
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Figure 7.4. F1-measure achieved by incrementally adding training data size

for binary classification.

Implication 1: App reviews are rich source of information that can be

mined to identify specific accessibility problems with the mobile app. There

are so many accessibility guidelines that developers and designers can find it difficult to test

for all of these guidelines. Additionally, adhering to these guidelines does not necessarily

guarantee the accessibility of the said app. Also, usability testing with different groups

of people with disabilities, e.g., blind or deaf, can be infeasible especially for medium and

small-scale companies. One way to discover accessibility problems which prior testing did

not reveal is to listen to the users and learn from the reviews they wrote. Our approach can
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aid technology professionals to quickly spot accessibility problems with their app.

Implication 2: Accessibility as part of mobile apps maintenance and evo-

lution. There exist accessibility testing tools and methods that are designed to support

the implementation and testing phases of the software. However, there are no tools, to the

best of our knowledge, that supports software accessibility in the maintenance phase. With

changes made to an app, either for adding a feature or fixing a bug, accessibility can be

at risk. Also, with updates made to the phone’s operating system or the installed assistive

technology, the accessibility of an app may deteriorate. We call for innovative methods that

can support technology professionals in maintaining the accessibility of their app after its

release. Our approach in analyzing app reviews offers an opportunity for developers and

designers in detecting accessibility pitfalls based on their users’ written feedback. However,

with the tremendous number of reviews developers receive on a daily basis, it becomes im-

practical to manually read through them and identify potential issues related to their new

release. Adding our model to the pipeline, will alleviate the manual overhead of looking up

accessibility related reviews, and so developers can quickly locate their corresponding issues,

and add them to their maintenance pipeline.

Implication 3: Understanding users’ language in expressing their accessi-

bility concerns. When we compared our BDTs-model to the keyword-based detector, we

found that some accessibility reviews did not contain the accessibility keywords that were

driven from accessibility guidelines [112]. This indicates that users voice their accessibility

feedback using user taxonomy which may or may not echo the technical and professional

terms used in accessibility standards. Further research is needed to understand how users

describe mobile accessibility issues. By learning the accessibility user taxonomy, we can

improve our BDTs-model, which will lead to enhanced discovery of accessibility reviews.

Implication 4: The interplay between developers and designers, accessibil-

ity experts, and users. Accessibility experts establish guidelines and design methods in

support of creating accessible software. Technology professionals often are not able to digest

all these guidelines and often find existing resources lacking. This situation yielded to the
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existence of software products that are inaccessible to people with disabilities. The effective

involvement of people with disabilities in this process can help bridging the communication

gap between accessibility experts and developers and designers. By giving users the opportu-

nity to lead the prioritization of accessibility issues based on their usage experience, mobile

apps accessibility can be improved in a more meaningful way for people with disabilities.

Analyzing app reviews is one way to give users the lead in determining which accessibility

issue should be fixed in the next release. Analyzing app reviews can also offer insights to

accessibility experts on users’ accessibility needs right from the field, which will be more

realistic than results collected from controlled lab studies.

Implication 5: Direct and immediate apps filtering benefit for end users.

People find online reviews helpful in making purchase decisions [57]. Peer comments help

users become aware of the limitations of reviewed products [217]. Currently, on mobile

applications stores, e.g., App Store and Google Play, users can read all reviews, sort them by

most helpful or most recent. However, mobile application stores provide no means to filtering

reviews based on relevance to specific quality metrics, e.g., accessibility. This lack of filtering

pushes users to download the app first and then experience its accessibility, leaving no room

for benefiting from peer comments. Sometimes, apps suffer from accessibility regression

giving users an unpleasant surprise with an updated app that is less accessible than its

former version [299]. We call on mobile application stores to take action and allow users to

filter reviews based on relevance to accessibility.

Implication 6: Pushing the boundaries of Accessibility testing. Current

accessibility testing strategies are human intensive, and therefore become expensive and

impractical, as most developers struggle to find the appropriate testers who can evaluate

the compliance of their apps to accessibility guidelines. Existing accessibility scanners are

tailored for the web, and they cannot be applied to the mobile environment. In this context,

online user reviews, offer a rich source of scenarios, which can be coupled with the app’s

current version, to create test cases of practically captured anomalies.
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7.5. Conclusion

This chapter presents an approach that automates the classification of app reviews

as accessibility-related or not so developers can easily detect accessibility issues with their

products and improve them to more accessible and inclusive apps utilizing the users’ input.

As Hayes pointed out:In Action Research, the goal is ultimately to create sustainable change.

That is to say, once the research facilitators leave, the community partners should be able to

maintain the positive changes that have been made. [139]. Our goal is to create a sustainable

change, by including a model in the developer’s software maintenance pipeline and raising

awareness of existing errors that hinder the accessibility of mobile apps, which is a pressing

need [244].

As we develop our model, we conducted an evaluation of nine different classifiers using

an existing dataset of manually validated accessibility reviews. Our evaluation shows that

the Boosted Decision Tree classifier offers higher accuracy than the other approaches in the

classification of app reviews. Additionally, we compared our approach with two baselines,

namely a keyword-based approach, and a random classifier. The results indicate that our

approach outperforms the two state-of-the-art approaches with the F1-measure of 90.7%.

Finally, we conduct an experiment to evaluate the impact of training data sizes on our clas-

sifier’s accuracy.

7.6. Chapter Summary

: This chapter developed a supervised learning classifier to formulate the identification

of accessibility reviews as a binary classification issue. Although automatic identification is

convenient, its major disadvantage is that it does not capture words in user reviews that are

not in the accessibility guidelines.

In the next chapter, we propose a classifier that automatically classifies user reviews,

into what type of accessibility guidelines they are referring to (Principles, Audio/Video, De-

sign, Focus, Forms, Images, Links, Notifications, Dyn.content, Structure, and Text Equiva-

lent). This will allow developers to easily identify accessibility-related issues.
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CHAPTER 8

AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION OF ACCESSIBILITY USER REVIEWS IN ANDROID

APPS

8.1. Introduction

Many users find it challenging to get complete benefits from mobile applications

(apps) having poor accessibility [319, 48, 257, 255, 4]. To address this challenge, researchers

have offered a variety of methodologies, techniques, frameworks, tools, and guidelines to

guide the development of building mobile applications with better accessibility[242]. It is

unfortunate that due to a lack of understanding or resources (e.g., funding and time), many

mobile application developers and designers continue to neglect to include accessibility in

their mobile app development process [244]. In this chapter, we seek to develop a multi-class

method that can help app developers to distinguish between the type of accessibility user

reviews easily. The proposed method will automatically classify user reviews derived from

app stores, such as Google Play1, and Apple Appstore2, into the accessibility type based on

the accessibility guideline [62, 28].

There are many challenges with detecting accessibility related to user reviews. One of

the most common ways of improving applications is by analyzing the feedback given by the

users [91, 23, 181, 31]. In many cases, accessibility user reviews for mobile applications are

overlooked [113]. It is vital to mention that accessibility user reviews can either be detected

automatically or manually [113]. Given a large number of app users’ reviews, manual identi-

fication becomes more tedious and time-consuming, meaning that automatic identification is

often preferred. Automatic identification of reviews means that the system looks for certain

keywords in the user reviews that relate to accessibility [113]. The British Broadcasting

1https://play.google.com/store

2https://www.apple.com/ios/app-store/

This entire chapter is reproduced from Aljedaani, Wajdi, Mohamed Wiem Mkaouer, Stephanie Ludi, and
Yasir Javed, ”Automatic classification of accessibility user reviews in Android apps,” in 2022 7th Interna-
tional Conference on Data Science and Machine Learning Applications (CDMA), pp. 133-138. IEEE, 2022,
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9736367, with permission from IEEE.
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Network (BBC) accessibility guidelines provide the keywords used for automatic identifica-

tion [62]. Although automatic identification is convenient, its major disadvantage is that

it does not capture words in user reviews that are not in the accessibility guidelines. In

addition, even when the keywords are in a certain user review, it is not a guarantee that the

review concerns accessibility. In past studies [113], researchers found phrases in user reviews

with keywords from the guidelines, which were not necessarily about accessibility. Hence,

researchers should be careful to consider the context of the review so that identification will

be effective. Such a challenge can be overcome by introducing learning capabilities, which

are trained to know the difference between accessible user reviews and those that are not,

even if they seem similar. Furthermore, not all accessibility problems uniformly occur, and

therefore, some accessibility violations tend to be more frequent than others. This can po-

tentially be another challenge for any automated solution that tries to identify them since

one category will be more popular (better represented by data) than another.
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Figure 8.1. Overview approach of our study.

To address the above-mentioned challenges, the goal of this paper is to help devel-

opers automatically classify user reviews, into what type of accessibility guidelines they are

referring to (Principles, Audio/Video, Design, Focus, Forms, Images, Links, Notifications,

Dyn.content, Structure, and Text Equivalent). This will help developers quickly distinguish
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accessibility-related problems, and address them in a timely manner.

To design our solution, we rely on supervised learning techniques to effectively en-

able app developers to correctly identify the underlying accessibility problem in the user

reviews. We analyze a corpus of user reviews, extracted from open-source apps [113] to ex-

tract accessibility problems. Since our goal is to design a model that distinguished between

types of accessibility issues, we manually categorized the user reviews based on accessibility

guidelines [62]. Then, we employ emerging machine learning techniques, known to perform

best in text classification [166], to know the features of the reviews that can help in their

identification. Our proposed approach gets acquainted with the keywords and patterns that

are unique to a given type of accessibility guideline, and transforms them into features to

identify a given class (type of accessibility guideline). Determining unique features is crucial

for classification algorithms. The outcome of the algorithm (labeled review) is important for

app developers to understand accessibility issues and improve on them.

The following are the key contributions of our research:

• We tackle the identification of accessibility user reviews as a multi-class classifica-

tion problem, where we analyze the extent to which, machine learning models can

accurately distinguish between types of accessibility reviews.

• To handle the unbalance between the number of reviews belonging to each cate-

gory, we adopt the state-of-the-art re-sampling technique SMOTE. This chapter

also showcases the potential of class re-balancing on supporting the representation

if minority classes (i.e., categories with fewer reviews).

8.2. Study Design

This section describes the proposed method to classify the type of accessibility in

review on the selected dataset. Figure 9.1 presents an overview approach of our study.

8.2.1. Step (1): User Reviews Collection

In this study, we used a corpus of user reviews, collected from various popular open-

source projects [113]. These reviews are collected from thousands of users from all over the
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globe. The dataset contains 2,663 reviews that have been manually inspected for containing

a problem related to accessibility. The reviews were gathered from 701 Android applications,

belonging to 15 different categories, as shown in Table 9.1.

Table 8.1. Summary of accessibility guidelines with corresponding descrip-

tion, relevant keywords, and the number of labeled reviews. We followed the

BBC standards and guidelines for mobile accessibility [62].

Guideline Description Relevant Keywords # of Labelled Reviews

These guidelines require a focus on three principles of developing usable and inclusive applications. Accessibility, disability, operable,

Principles First, developers should utilize all web standards as required. Secondly, there should be the utilization of screen reader, blind 664

interact controls. Thirdly, content and functionality in the app should support native features of the app. talkback, , impaired, impairment

Applications should provide alternative formats such as transcripts, sign language, or subtitles. Autoplay Subtitle, sign language, transcript,

Audio/video should be disabled, and the user should be provided with play/pause/stop or mute buttons to control audio description, autoplay, mute, 311

audio. There should be no conflict between audio in application media of native assistive technology. volume, can’t hear

The color in the app background should have appropriate contrast, and touch targets must be large Contrast, background color, flicker,

Design enough to be touched effectively. Visible state change should be experienced in every item in the app font size, visual cue, dark/light mode, 1,328

that has been focused on. Unnecessary or frequent flickering of content must be avoided. eyestrain, seizure, can’t see, overlap

There should be a logical organization of items, and users should be offered alternative input methods. Focusable, control focus, focus,

Focus Interactive and inactive elements should be focusable and non-focusable, respectively. Keyboard traps keyboard trap, navigable, order, 122

should be eliminated, and focus should not change suddenly when the app is utilized. input/type

Forms Every form of control must have a label. All labels must have a logical grouping, and a default input Unique label, missing label,

format must be given. Labels should be close to their form controls. layout, voice-over, visible label 53

Images Text images should not be included. Any background images that have content should have another Image of text, hidden text,

accessible alternative. background image, text alternative 86

Any navigation links must indicate the function of the link. If a link to an alternative format is clicked, Link description, unique desc.,

Links the user should be notified of the redirection to the alternative. Several links that redirect to the same duplicate link, alternative format 35

sourceshould be put together in one link.

Notifications Error messages should be clear. Any notifications given must be easily seen or heard. There should be Operating inclusive, vibration, feedback,

standard system notifications where necessary. alert dialog, understandable, unfamiliar 49

Applications should be made in a progressive manner that enables every user to benefit from them. Animated content, page refresh,

Dyn. content Appropriate notifications should be given for automatic page refreshes. Flexible interaction input automatic, refresh, timeout, 15

control must be given. adaptable, input sign

Every page on the application should be uniquely identified. Content should be arranged in a Page title, screen title, heading,

Structure hierarchical and logical manner with appropriate headings. One accessible component should be used header, unique descriptive 0

to group interface objects, controls or elements.

Applications should give the objective of a specific image or its editorial aim. Also, visual formatting Alternative text, non-visual,

Text must be complemented by other ways to give meaning. There should be no conflict between decorative content description, decorative 0

equivalent images with assistive technology. Every element must have well-placed and effective a11y properties. content, no-text-content

8.2.2. Step (2): User Reviews Labeling

We need to categorize the dataset based on the mobile accessibility guideline [62]. To

do so, two authors performed the manual categorization of all user reviews in the dataset.

The process of categorizing was spread across seven days to prevent human fatigue. The
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authors were also provided with the chance to search online for unfamiliar keywords during

labeling. After the authors finished the manual categorizing procedure, the dataset was

validated using the process of Levin et al. [178] by randomly choosing a 9% sample of

accessibility reviews. The sample size was 243 out of the 2,663 accessibility reviews. This

number is about equivalent to the size of the sample based on a 95% confidence level with a

6 confidence interval. Following that, the third author categorized them. The chosen reviews

were not exposed to the author before. Then, the categorical reviews were evaluated using

Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [94] with respect to inter-rater agreement level, and the “0.87”

agreement level was attained. As per Fleiss et al. [121], (i.e., 0.87–1.00) are perfect values

for agreement, and our agreement values are considered nearly perfect agreement. Table 8.1

presents the accessibility guidelines and the distribution of the categorized user reviews per

guideline.

Table 8.2. Statistics of the dataset.

Number of Apps 701

App Categories 15

All Reviews 214,053

Accessibility Reviews 2,663

8.2.3. Step (3): Data Preprocessing

We used a textual preprocessing strategy after finishing the process of collecting

data. It is vital to preprocess and clean the document adequately so a model can execute

text categorization successfully. In our method, we combined NLP methods employing the

NLTK python (Natural Language Toolkit) to preprocess the reviews of the app. Among the

techniques based on NLP are:

• Tokenization: This technique involves splitting natural texts into tokens with-

out any white space throughout this procedure. Tokenizing app reviews involves

breaking them down into constituent words set.
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• Lemmatization: Throughout this procedure, a word’s suffix is replaced or removed

so its basic form can be obtained. It also lowers the unique occurrence’s’ count of

words that are similar. This approach is used in the suggested strategy for word

pre-processing in their canonical format in order to limit the unique occurrences

count of identical text tokens.

• Stop-Word Exclusion: Stop-words are words that do not assist to the process of

classification, such as the, am, and so on.

• Case Normalization: Because precise words having various font cases must be

treated in a similar way, such as ”accessibility” & ”Accessibility,” the entire text

must be converted to lowercase letters. It is commonly referred to as data cleansing

because it aids in minimizing the repetition of similar features that vary only in

regards to case sensitivity. A person might identify himself as ”Deaf” using a capital

letter ’D’ with in setting of reviews related to accessibility to convey his cultural

background within reviews. Because we have multi-class classifier, the classification

outcome for ”deaf” and ”Deaf would be identical, and case normalization would be

secure, there would be no overruling of expressions by the user.

• Noise Removal: This stage removes any noise that could degrade the performance

of the classification or cause the model to become confused during learning. Special

characters, numeric data, email id, are examples of noise types deleted in this phase.

8.2.4. Step (4): Feature Engineering

Feature engineering helps the model learn patterns for each class it is trying to dis-

tinguish, through allocating appropriate unique key words that appear specifically for one

category. We intend to train our model and find these unique keywords and use them as

features to properly distinguish between classes. The following is feature engineering method

that was employed in this study:

TF-IDF is among the most commonly employed scoring metrics for summarization

and information retrieval. It is utilized to convey the significance of the term within each

text. The TF-IDF extraction function takes two inputs: IDF and TF. TF-IDF provides
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tokens that seem to be uncommon within the dataset. When uncommon words appear in

multiple documents, their relevance grows.

(8.1) tfidft,d,D = tft,d · idft,D

where t denotes terms, d denotes each document, and D is the documents set. The

parameter, n-gram range, is used in conjunction with TF-IDF. TF-IDF is used to compute

word weights, which offer corpus weights for any given the word. The weighted word matrix

is the output. Using TF-IDF vectorizer, an increase within meaning is proportionate of the

count, although word frequency in the corpus assists in controlling it. The TF approach is

frequently explored for extracting features and therefore is widely utilized for text categoriza-

tion. During classifier training, the incidence frequency of terms’ is used as a parameter. TF

function doesn’t quite take into account the popularity of a word, contrasting the TF-IDF,

which gives less weight to more frequent terms.

8.2.5. Step (5): Data Re-Sampling

Imbalanced dataset issues and problems can be resolved through methods of data

re-sampling. The problem that can arise in an imbalanced dataset is that it has an uneven

ratio of the target classes, which results in the models over-fitting on the majority class

during classification [231]. For this, the technique and strategy for re-sampling the dataset

have been proposed. Throughout this study, the technique on re-sampling that has been

utilized is over-sampling.

Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique (SMOTE) In over-sampling,

the sample of the class that is a minority increased in the ratio of the majority class. This

enlarges the size of the dataset and provides more features that can train the model and

improve its accuracy. Over-sampling is implemented in this research using SMOTE, known

as the synthetic minority over-sampling technique. SMOTE is a modern approach and was

presented in [87] to figure out how over-fitting in the imbalanced dataset could be overcome.

It selects the smaller class at random and locates the K-nearest neighbors for each of these
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classes. The K-nearest neighbor is used to analyze the samples that are chosen to create a

new minority class. Figure 8.2 shows the distribution of the accessibility reviews before and

after using SMOTE.

Principles Audio/Video Design Focus

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

662

311

1,328

122

1,328 1,328 1,328 1,328

Before After

Figure 8.2. Distribution of reviews before and after SMOTE.

8.2.6. Step (6): Model Selection

In order to build our model, we used the following six learning algorithms:

• Random Forest (RF): is a tree-based classifier that constructs a large number

of classification trees. Each tree gives a distinct classification [52]. RF selects the

classification with the most votes out of all possible trees to classify a new item.

• Support Vector Classification (SVC): is a well-known machine learning clas-

sifier for tackling linear & non-linear issues. It’s suitable for a variety of practical

applications [264]. SVC generates a hyperplane or line that splits the data in the

section. Higher-dimensional space is obtained by transforming low dimensional in-

put space using the Kernel function; this process changes non-separable problems

into separable problems. It primarily aids in the resolving of non-linear differential

issues. SVC divides the data into categories according to labels.

• Decision Tree (DT): learns basic decision rules to forecast the class. DT uti-

lized node and leaf by descending from the root and utilizing the sum of product

representation [77].
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Table 8.3. Detailed classification metrics (Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and

F1-Score) of each classifier with TF-IDF feature.

Random Forest (RF) Support Vector Classification (SVC) Decision Tree (DT)

Category Precision Recall F1 Category Precision Recall F1 Category Precision Recall F1

Principle 0.89 0.88 0.89 Principle 0.88 0.86 0.87 Principle 0.90 0.69 0.78

Audio/Video 0.94 0.97 0.96 Audio/Video 0.95 0.98 0.96 Audio/Video 0.94 0.91 0.92

Design 0.87 0.84 0.85 Design 0.85 0.82 0.84 Design 0.63 0.85 0.72

Focus 0.97 0.98 0.97 Focus 0.95 0.98 0.96 Focus 0.89 0.83 0.86

Average F1 0.92 0.92 0.92 Average F1 0.91 0.91 0.91 Average F1 0.84 0.82 0.82

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) Logistic Regression (LR) Extra Tree Classifier (ETC)

Category Precision Recall F1 Category Precision Recall F1 Category Precision Recall F1

Principle 0.50 0.99 0.66 Principle 0.88 0.86 0.87 Principle 0.92 0.89 0.90

Audio/Video 0.98 0.92 0.95 Audio/Video 0.94 0.98 0.96 Audio/Video 0.94 1.00 0.97

Design 1.00 0.03 0.05 Design 0.84 0.82 0.83 Design 0.89 0.85 0.87

Focus 0.97 0.97 0.97 Focus 0.95 0.97 0.96 Focus 0.97 0.99 0.98

Average F1 0.86 0.73 0.66 Average F1 0.90 0.91 0.90 Average F1 0.93 0.93 0.93

• K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN): Identifies the similarities between new and exist-

ing samples and assigns the new data to a group with a high degree of similarity

[104]. The similarity between both the new data and the existing classifications is

determined by computing the distance between the two sets of data.

• Logistic Regression (LR): is a statistical model which is similar to linear re-

gression and based on the probability concept. By fitting data to something like a

logistic function, LR predicts the likelihood of the events.

• Extra Tree Classifier (ETC): is a collection of classification algorithms teaching

method in which the results of numerous de-correlated random forests gathered

within a ”forest” gets merged to provide identifications’ outcomes.

We chose these algorithms because they are commonly used for a variety of classification

issues [234], and they are able to operate effectively with imbalance datasets and NLP in the

literature [125, 167].
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Table 8.4. Summary of performance measures, formulas, and definitions.

Measures Formula Definition

Accuracy TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

Calculates the closeness of a measured value to the

standard value.

Recall TP
TP+FN

Calculates the exact number of positive predictions

that are actually observed in the actual class.

Precision TP
TP+FP

Calculates the exact no. of correct predictions

out of all the input sample.

F1-score 2·P ·R
P+R

Calculates the accuracy from the precision and recall.

8.2.7. Step (7): Model Evaluation

The four assessment aspects indicated in Table 9.4 below are used to evaluate the

performance of our chosen models:

• True Positive (TP): Parameter determines positive predictions identified accu-

rately using the classifier.

• True Negative (TN): Parameter determines whether or not the classifier accu-

rately labels negative predictions.

• False Positive (FP): Parameter determines the quantity of negative cases incor-

rectly assumed to be positive via the classifier.

• False Negative (FN): Parameter determines the quantity of positive instances

that the classifier incorrectly interprets as the negative instances.

8.3. Study Results

RQ1: To what extent can machine learning models accurately distinguish

different types of accessibility reviews?

In this study, we have used six models, namely, Extra Tree Classifier (ETC), Random

Forest (RF), Support Vector Classification (SVC), Decision Tree (DT), K-Nearest Neighbors

(KNN), and Logistic Regression (LR) for automated classification of accessibility app reviews

in four different categories. These categories include Principle, Audi/Video, Design, and
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Focus. Four metrics, i.e., Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score, along with TF-IDF

features, are employed for each classifier. The results of detailed classification metrics of

each classifier with TF-IDF features are presented in Table 8.3.

In the case of RF and ETC, the Focus category achieves the highest recall, accuracy,

and F1-Score. In the case of RF and ETC, the highest recall, precision, and F1-Score are

obtained in the Focus category. SVC classifier exhibits the same trend in Audio/Video and

Focus category while DT classifier performs the best result in Audi/Video category. KNN

classifier outputs the highest precision in the Design category, while the Focus category

produces the highest recall and F1-score. Lastly, LR gives the highest precision in the

Focus category, recall in Audio/Video, and the same F1-score in the Audio/Video and Focus

category. Overall, the highest precision (1.00) is achieved by KNN in the Design category,

and the highest recall (1.00) in the Audio/Video category and F1-Score (0.98) in the Focus

category is achieved by ETC. The ETC classifier obtained the highest average F1-score

(0.93), while KNN showed the lowest average F1-score (0.66). It can be seen that classifiers

have performed well in the Audio/Video, Design, and Focus categories, whereas the lowest

results are obtained in the Principle category.

8.4. Discussion

We chose the four categories/guidelines (principles, audio/video, design, and focus)

because they are well-represented, and we know that choosing the others would result in

under-representation and an inability to categorize them accurately. At the same time, this

is acceptable since the four chosen categories are popular categories that most accessibility

user reviews will fit. As a result, the fact that we did not categorize all categories is a

limitation. However, we believe that we have captured the primary categories of interest to

developers. From the findings of this research, this section presents a discussion of the study

takeaways.

Takeaway 1- App reviews represent a valuable source of information which

once gathered can give detailed problems related to the accessibility of the mobile

app: Accessibility guidelines are numerous, and mobile app designers and developers are in
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Figure 8.3. Comparison of accuracy of all models.

shortage of tools to prevent their appearance. In addition, observing all these guidelines does

not always warrant accessibility to the app. Moreover, it is often impractical to undertake

usability testing with users with disabilities, e.g., deaf or blind users. A key gap that is

not addressed by existing research and testing approaches is listening to user reviews and

evaluating them. This new approach is valuable and practical as it allows developers to

identify accessibility problems with the app in question.

Takeaway 2- Improving accessibility testing: The current approaches and strate-

gies for accessibility testing are mainly manual. As a result, developers spend a considerable

amount of time and cost in identifying the most appropriate people to test their apps on

how well they adhere to accessibility guidelines. Accessibility scanners are already available

in the market. However, they are only fit for the web and not the mobile environment. In

light of this challenge, online user reviews offer new possibilities in capturing anomalies with

the app from a more practical perspective. Using the reviews enables developers to identify

test cases they wish to undertake in case of app upgrades. In addition, given the dynamic

nature of the mobile environment, recent user reviews can indicate any new anomalies in the

recently released apps.
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8.5. Conclusion

This chapter presented an automated approach for classifying accessibility app re-

views in four categories, i.e., Principles, Audio/Video, Design, and Focus, for helping the

developers detect app issues and performance improvement by considering user reviews. An

existing dataset that comprises manually validated accessibility app reviews has been em-

ployed in our work. We employed six classification models, namely Extra Tree Classifier,

Random Forest, Support Vector Classification, Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbors, and Lo-

gistic Regression. To evaluate their performance, we used four classification metrics, i.e.,

Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score for measuring their performance. Evaluation re-

sults have shown that KNN exhibits the least accuracy while the ETC model outperformed

other models in overall accuracy with TF-IDF features. In the future, we intend to increase

the keywords and sample size to improve the selection and analysis process of accessibility

reviews and provide a mechanism to check whether the developers have addressed the users’

concerns in the subsequent releases by implementing the required features.

8.6. Chapter Summary

: This chapter proposed a classifier that automatically classifies user reviews into what

type of accessibility guidelines they are referring to (Principles, Audio/Video, Design, Focus,

Forms, Images, Links, Notifications, Dyn.content, Structure, and Text Equivalent). The

significance of mobile app development raises several challenges for a deeper understanding

of user reviews that are focused on accessibility concerns.

In the next chapter, we propose an approach based on machine learning and NLP

methods for Emotion detection automatically tag user reviews as positive, negative, or neu-

tral. The supervised learning method is employed for the annotation of the corpus.
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CHAPTER 9

LEARNING SENTIMENT ANALYSIS FOR ACCESSIBILITY USER REVIEWS

9.1. Introduction

Web and mobile applications are common means of engaging with information and

services. It is also crucial for these technologies to be accessible to have equal access to people

with different abilities. However, in most mobile applications, there is little attention given

to accessibility which results into several difficulties to appropriately utilize such applications

by people with disabilities [48, 40, 35, 254]. Software application stores like Google Play,

App Store and Amazon are available for searching and downloading mobile apps. Most of

these platforms freely provide features for user reviews where users can write a review and/or

give a star rating. Users’ experience provides a valuable knowledge and can be studied by

developers, designers, and analysts for the identification of issues in the applications with

the help of user reviews [192, 92]. User reviews can be related to requests for features,

troubleshooting, compliments, complaints, and dissatisfaction. Reviews can be categorized

at higher levels, e.g., how good or bad a feature is. In addition, this division of the high level

of app reviews can also be related to the design and usability aspects. Reviews comment

on accessibility as well, i.e., the accessibility of apps to the disabled people on their mobile

devices [311, 33].

While several studies have addressed various problems related to user reviews [192,

272, 310, 239, 246, 182], user reviews related to accessibility in mobile applications are

under-studied [113]. Although the growth of mobile app development is substantial, there

is still a lack of mobile-based accessibility-related research, and associated guidelines as

compared to web-based accessibility [247]. The significance of mobile app development

raises several challenges for a deeper understanding of user reviews that are focused on

This entire chapter is reproduced from Aljedaani, Wajdi, Furqan Rustam, Stephanie Ludi, Ali Ouni, and Mo-
hamed Wiem Mkaouer, ”Learning sentiment analysis for accessibility user reviews,” in 2021 36th IEEE/ACM
International Conference on Automated Software Engineering Workshops (ASEW), pp. 239-246, with per-
mission from IEEE.
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accessibility concerns. Multiple challenges are associated with the study of user reviews

related to accessibility. Prior work has analyzed an enormous amount of reviews and analysts

with little impact on the field. For example, there is the possibility of bias in manually

identifying the accessibility reviews.

The Internet has become an effective tool through which people communicate their

feelings, emotions, and ideas [124]. Business analysts use this data for monitoring people’s

perceptions and opinions about their products. Natural Language Processing (NLP) based

methods have been widely used for the automatic detection of data contents from the text

[90]. Artificial Intelligence (AI) based approaches have gained prominence for the develop-

ment of sentiments or emotion-based systems [198]. In state-of-the-art Sentiment Analysis

techniques, the issue is that they access the response in the context of positive or negative as-

pects but not the specific feelings of the customer and the intensity of their response. To deal

with these issues, we present a sentiment analysis based method for identifying accessibility-

related problems in mobile apps. The proposed approach is based on machine learning and

NLP methods for Emotion detection and automatically tags user reviews as positive, nega-

tive, or neutral. A supervised learning method is employed for the annotation of the corpus.

After performing annotation of the corpus, the labeled corpus is fed into the model for de-

tecting emotions/sentiments from the user reviews. The proposed system comprises different

stages, including data pre-processing, extraction of features, and the prediction model.

Following are the key contributions of our research:

• Use of sentiment analysis for tagging the accessibility-related user reviews.

• Improvement of prediction accuracy of user-reviews tagging.

• We perform a comparison of TextBlob and VADER sentiment analyzers.

• A replication package of the dataset for extension purposes [1].

9.2. Study Design

The main goal of our study is to automatically identify user reviews related to ac-

cessibility from the application reviews dataset. Reviews are provided as an input to our

proposed approach, and then it performs sentiment analysis on the reviews, i.e., whether
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the review is positive, neutral, or negative. For this purpose, we generate the classification

features using bag of words, extracted using TF-IDF, similarly to previous studies processing

user reviews [190, 138]. We build our classification model using corpus reviews and current

classification techniques. We then utilized the classification model to predict the types of

new app reviews. The overview of the whole process is depicted in Figure 9.1. The key steps

of our proposed approach are as follows:

Step (1) - Data Collection: For training, the dataset including the app reviews and their

categories are identified through manual inspection [113].

Step (2) - Data Preprocessing: To improve the reviews of the proposed learning algo-

rithms, data cleansing and pre-processing techniques, i.e., tokenizing, lemmatiz-

ing, stop words removal, and capitalization removal, are utilized [31, 25].

Step (3) - Sentiment Analysis: To tag the user reviews, we used two sentiment analyzers

TextBlob [189] and VADER [147].

Step (4) - Feature Engineering: To create a structured feature space, TF-IDF and BoW

[326] techniques are used on preprocessed review text.

Step (5) - Model Selection: We used six classification models for performance evalua-

tion of the proposed prediction model, i.e., LR, SVC, ETC, GNB, GBM, and

ADA. The algorithms that are most commonly used for text classification were

selected [218, 151]. The performance of the model is validated after training and

evaluating the model. We have followed the approach provided by Kowsari et

al. [166] which discusses state-of-the-art techniques and algorithms similar to

[40] since the app reviews are in plain text.

Step (6) - Model Evaluation: We evaluated the performance of our selected models

based on four parameters: accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score [117, 322].

9.2.1. Step 1: Data Collection

In our approach we use a dataset that contains 2,663 manually verified reviews related

to accessibility by Eler et al. [113], as shown in Table 9.1. The collected reviews have been

extracted from 701 applications which fall under 15 different categories. Eler et al. [113]
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first collected 214,053 app reviews, then used 213 keywords for string matching and filtering

down the reviews and kept only those reviews that contain accessibility-related information.

54 the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) recommendations [63] for accessibility are

used for derivation of keywords. After this step, 5,076 potential accessibility reviews were

selected after performing string matching.

Table 9.1. Statistics of the dataset.

Number of Apps 701

App Categories 15

All Reviews 214,053

Accessibility Reviews 2,663

Manual inspection showed that 2,663 are true positive. The process of Levin et al.

[178] is followed for verification of previous manually labeled reviews, and 243 out of 2,663,

i.e., we randomly selected 9% of sample reviews. This value is approximately equal to the

sample size by 95% confidence level and 6 confidence interval. Then, 243 non-accessibility

reviews were randomly added, and we had 486 total reviews. After that, their labeling was

done by another researcher, and the data were kept confidential before. To avoid fatigue,

7 days were given to the review process, and the researcher was given the opportunity to

perform online searching of keywords that they were unaware of during the labeling process.

After completing the data labeling process, we validated them against the originally labeled

reviews. Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [94] was utilized to evaluate the categorical classes in

terms of inter-rater agreement level, and an agreement level of ”0.82” was achieved. The

perfect agreement values are 0.81˘1.00 , and our agreement values are considered to have an

almost perfect agreement according to Fleiss et al. [121]. The highest number of documents

used in the related studies [178, 177] was approximately 2000. In contrast to the existing

studies, we have selected 5,663 model creation and validation reviews as our aim was to

provide sufficient reviews to the model that could signify all potential accessibility topics.
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Figure 9.1. Overview Approach of Our Study.

9.2.2. Step 2: Data Preprocessing

After completing the data collection process, we selected a text pre-processing ap-

proach from [166], which is similar to [40]. In order to perform text classification accu-

rately by a model, it is necessary to clean and pre-process the document properly. For

pre-processing the app reviews, NLP techniques using the Python natural language toolkit

[308] have been used in our approach. These NLP based techniques include:

• Tokenization: In this process, the natural text is split into tokens that do not con-

tain white space. The app reviews are tokenized by splitting them into a constituent

set of words.

• Lemmatization: In this process, the suffix of a word is removed or replaced in

order to get its basic form. It also reduces the count of unique occurrences of

similar words. In the proposed approach, this technique is employed to pre-process

the words in their canonical form to reduce the count of unique occurrences of similar

text tokens.

• Stop-Word Removal: Words that do not contribute to the classification process,

e.g., am, the, etc., are removed.

• Case Normalization: As the exact words with different font cases need to be

treated similarly, e.g., Accessibility” and ”accessibility”, it is required to convert

the whole text in lower case. It is generally known as a type of data cleansing which

helps in avoiding repetition of the same features that differ only in terms of case
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sensitivity. In the context of accessibility-related reviews, a user can identify itself

as ”Deaf” with upper case ’D’ for expressing his cultural identity in the reviews.

Our classifier is binary; therefore, it will produce the same classification result for

”Deaf” and ”deaf” and the case normalization will be safe, and no overruling of

users’ expressions will be done.

• Noise Removal: Any noise that can deteriorate the classification performance and

create confusion for the model while learning is removed in this step. Noise types

that are removed in this step include numeric data, email id, special characters.

9.2.3. Step 3: Sentiment Analysis

We selected TextBlob and VADER tools in our study for the analysis. We used

TextBlob because it is a higher accurate tool for sentiment analysis than other tools [262].

In comparison with the TextBlob, we used the VADER, a most use-able tool for sentiment

analysis in recent studies [73]. We used both sentiment analysis tools for fair comparison

analysis with multiple techniques.

TextBlob is a widely used lexicon-based method1 that performs different tasks re-

lated to natural language processing (NLP) on raw test [189]. TextBlob algorithm is im-

plemented with a Python library named TextBlob that works as a programming interface

for processing text data. With the help of TextBlob, different tasks can be performed, e.g.,

analysis of sentiments in text, creation of POS tags, extraction of noun phrases, etc. [308].

There are several built-in functions in TextBlob that help in performing different language

processing tasks. TextBlob can work in different languages, e.g., Spanish, English, etc. Ac-

cording to research, [219], TextBlob helps in sentiment analysis of tweet data with positive,

negative, or neutral polarity. TextBlob library works on top of Natural Language Toolkit

NLTK, and its algorithm for sentiment analysis works together with NLTK and pattern

processing [170]. Its dictionary includes around 2918 lexicons. In TextBlob, polarity calcu-

lation is done on two bases, i.e., objectivity (facts) or subjectivity (personal opinions). The

1https://github.com/sloria/TextBlob
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sentiment analyzer returns a sentiment score that comprises polarity and subjectivity score.

The sentiment scoring range of TextBlob is shown below:

Table 9.2. TextBlob sentiment score range

Negative Polarity score < 0

Neutral Polarity score = 0

Positive Polarity score > 0

For subjectivity, the facts-based sentiments have scores below 0.0, while the personal

opinion-based sentiments have scores above 1.0.

VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning) is a lexicon-based

approach2 that works on gold standard heuristics. It has English language-based sentiment

lexicons and is scored and validated by a human. To improve the performance of sentiment

analyzer, these lexicons utilize qualitative methods. KirliA et al. [161] suggested that

scoring done by VADER sentiment analyzer and human raters hold equal results. Multiple

datasets are combined in VADER’s corpus. Compared to the previous corpus that focuses

on sentiment polarity, VADER also includes the intensity of the polarity score. Slang words

and abbreviations that collectively make more than 7500 lexicons are present in its corpus.

Scores range between -4.0 to +4.0. The score below -4 specifies the sentiment as negative,

whereas the score above +4 indicates the sentiment as negative. Vader’s output is depicted

in different terms, i.e., neg, neu, pos, compound. Compound output is the aggregation of

lexicon scores of complete sentences or a text and ranges from -1.0 to +1.0. The sentiment

scoring range of VADER is shown below:

Table 9.3. VADER sentiment score range

Negative compound score <= -0.05

Neutral compound score > -0.05 to compound score < 0.05

Positive compound score >= 0.05

To represent the sentiment intensity and polarity, the VADER algorithm includes a

2https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment
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sentiment lexicon approach and grammatical rules and syntactic conventions. The VADER

lexicon approach contains different lexical features that include acronyms and emoticons.

Hence around 7,500 sentiment features are present in its dictionary. To determine the sen-

timent intensity of a word, grammatical rules are considered, which can cause variation in

the sentiment score of a word.

9.2.4. Step 4: Feature Engineering

Feature Engineering is a method of discovering significant characteristics from data

to efficiently train machine learning algorithms or develop features from the main features

[72, 37]. These features are being used to enhance the performance of machine learning

algorithms [140]. This study used two methods of feature engineering as follows:

TF-IDF For information retrieval and summarization is one of the most used scoring

metrics is TF-IDF. It is used for the representation of the term’s significance in each text. TF

and IDF are given as input in the extraction function of TF-IDF. Tokens that are infrequent

in the dataset are given by TF-IDF. The significance of unusual words increases if it appears

in two documents.

(9.1) tfidft,d,D = tft,d · idft,D

where terms are indicated by t ; each document by d ; set of documents by D . Along with TF-

IDF, the ”n-gram range” parameter is employed. Words’ weight that provides the weights

of corpus for any word is calculated with the help of TF-IDF. The output is the word

matrix being weighted. An increase in meaning is proportional to the count with the TF-

IDF vectorizer, but the word frequency within the corpus helps to manage it. The TF

technique is often considered for features extraction and is commonly used for the purpose of

text classification. The terms’ incidence frequency is employed as a parameter for classifier

training. Unlike TF-IDF, in which less weight is given to more common terms, the TF

function does not consider if a word is popular or not.

BoW One of the methods used for the simple representation of Natural Language

Processing (NLP) and information retrieval is Bag-of-Words, commonly known as BoW.
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It is the easiest and flexible way for obtaining the features of a document. In BoW, the

histogram of the words in the text is looked at. To train the set, the words’ frequency

is used as a function. In this research, the CountVectorizer function using the pythons’

Scikit-learn library is utilized to implement the BoW method. Vectorization is the process

of converting a set of textual data into numerical vectors. Words’ frequency helps in the

operation of CountVectorizer, and it shows that counting of tokens is done and generation

of the limited token matrix is completed [116]. The BoW is a list of features and terms that

allocates a significance to each attribute which reflects the particular features’ frequency

[145].

9.2.5. Step 5: Model Selection

In our study, we considered the following learning algorithms to build our model:

• Logistic Regression (LR): It is a statistical model that is based on the concept of

probability and is akin to linear regression. LR performs prediction of the outcomes’

probability by fitting the data to a logistic function [53].

• Support Vector Classifier (SVC): It is a popular ML classifier for solving linear

and non-linear problems. It works well for several practical applications [318, 264].

A line or hyperplane is generated by SVC, which separated the data into a section.

Low-dimensional input space is transformed with the help of its Kernel function into

higher dimensional space. This transformation means that non-separable issues are

converted into separable ones. It mainly helps in solving non-linear differential

problems. SVC separates the data based on labels and performs complex data

transformations [65].

• Extra Tree Classifier (ETC): A combination of classification algorithms teaching

approach in which outcomes of several de-correlated random forests collected in

a ”forest” are combined for generation of identifications’ outcome, is Extra Tree

Classifier (ETC). In principle, it is very similar to a Random Forest Classifier but

differs from it in other ways, like a decision tree algorithm is built throughout the

forest. In ETC, the Previous training dataset in the ET Forest is used for the
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creation of decision models [267].

• Gaussian Näıve Bayes (GNB): It employs the Gaussian distributions for the

handling of continuous attributes in the Naive Bayes classification and represents

the features’ likelihood based on the classes [211]. GNB assigns each data point to its

nearest class. It considers the distance from the mean point as well as performs its

comparison to the class variance [143]. Moreover, GNB exhibits faster performance

as compared to other algorithms [251].

• Gradient Boosting Classifier (GBC): Decision trees are widely utilized for per-

forming gradient boosting. As they have shown significant results in the classi-

fication of the large system, GB frameworks have gained importance in machine

learning [225].

• Ada Boost Classifier (ADA): uses a linear combination of ”weak” classifiers for

constructing a ”strong” classifier, like GBC. The ”weak” classifier can be considered

a simple threshold operation on a specific feature category. Weak classifiers’ training

process is known as ”WeakLearn”. Ada Boost consumes less memory and has fewer

computational requirements.

9.2.6. Step 6: Model Evaluation

The performance of our selected models is measured using the four measurement

aspects listed in Table 9.4 below where:

• Positive Predictions labeled correctly by the classifier is determined by the True

Positive (TP) parameter.

• Negative Predictions labeled correctly by the classifier is determined by the True

Negative (TP) parameter.

• Number of negative instances mistakenly presumed as positive instances by the

classifier are determined by the parameter False Positive (FP).

• Number of positive instances mistakenly presumed as negative instances by the

classifier is determined by the parameter False Negative (FP).
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Table 9.4. Summary of performance measures, formulas, and definitions.

Measures Formula Definition

Accuracy TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

Calculates the closeness of a measured value to the

standard value.

Recall tp
tp+fn

Calculates the exact number of positive predictions

that are actually observed in the actual class.

Precision tp
tp+fp

Calculates the exact no. of correct predictions

out of all the input sample.

F1-score 2·P ·R
P+R

Calculates the accuracy from the precision and recall.

9.3. Study Results

This section discusses the results of our research work in light of the proposed research

questions.

RQ1: How do users express their sentiments in their accessibility app review?

As the expression of users’ thoughts regarding the apps, reviews are used as a tool. If

the accessibility features address the users’ needs, the user reviews are written with positive

sentiments. On the other hand, if the accessibility features are not meeting user require-

ments, then attention is needed by the developers. These reviews reflect negative sentiments.

Therefore, a review serves as a way to measure user satisfaction or dissatisfaction about the

accessibility, and the negative reviews help identify accessibility topics that need to be fixed.

In Figure 9.2, we present the comparison of sentiment analysis results between TextBlob and

VADER. According to the results of TextBlob, 72.66% users have positive reviews, 15.88%

have negative while the remaining 11.45% have the neutral review. On the other hand,

results generated by the VADER approach show that 79.30% users have positive reviews,

10.75 are negative, and the remaining 9.95 are neutral reviews. Although there are some

differences in the results of both sentient analyzers, they show a similar trend, i.e., most of

the users have positive reviews about the apps’ accessibility, few users have negative reviews,

while the least number of users have neutral views about.

RQ2:How effective is our proposed sentiment analysis-based approach in the identifi-

cation of accessibility reviews?

To analyze the sentiments of accessibility app users, we used two sentiments analyz-
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ers, i.e., TextBlob and VADER. Both sentiment analyzers help in the automatic prediction

of emotions from user reviews. We also used six different machine learning models, i.e., SVC,

GNB, GBM, LR, ADA, and ETC, along with TF-IDF and BoW features with the sentiment

analyzers to categorize the sentiments based on the result of RQ1. Furthermore, we used

four statistical measures for evaluating the proposed approach. We select the best hyper-

parameters setting using the hit and trial method. During tuning each time, we split the

dataset and change the model’s hyperparameters values. We have done this tuning between

parameter values range such as for n estimator in RF we start from 50, and we end up at

500 while our best value was 300.

Positive Neutral Negative

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

1,935

305
423

2,112

265 286

TextBlob VADER

Figure 9.2. Comparison of TextBlob and VADER sentiment analysis results.

The results of both sentiment analyzers, i.e., TextBlob and VADER, with TF-IDF

and BoW in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure, are presented in Table 9.5.

We observe that when we used the TextBlob method with the TF-IDF technique, we found

that LR and ETC exhibit the highest accuracy, i.e., 0.83. While for precision and F1-Score,

ETC outperforms the remaining five classifiers. In terms of a recall measure, GBM performs

better when compared to other techniques with TextBlob. For the BoW technique, TextBlob

with LR and SVC achieved the highest accuracy (0.86) and F1-score (0.77). TextBlob with

the ETC classifier attained 0.86 precision and recall of 0.78 by using the SVC classifier.
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Overall results show that TextBlob with the BoW method shows better accuracy, recall,

and F1-score as compared to the TF-IDF method. On the other hand, the TF-IDF-based

method outperforms BoW in terms of recall measure.

To measure the efficiency of TextBlob, which is a lexicon-based technique, we used the

VADER technique on the same dataset. Based on the subjectivity and polarity, TextBlob

performs assignment of the polarity score to each word ranging from -1 and 1. While

VADER’s performance depends on the mapping of lexicon features into sentiment scores

done by a dictionary [147]. For the given dataset, the best accuracy (0.84), recall (0.64),

and F1-score (0.65) for VADER with TF-IDF is achieved by GMB while ETC outperform in

terms of precision (0.80). For VADER with BoW features, SVC outperform other models in

accuracy (0.82), recall (0.65), and F1-score (0.65). VADER with ETC exhibits the similar

trend in precision but with a lower value as compared to TF-IDF features. Overall, results

show that TextBlob performs better than VADER with BoW as well as TF-IDF features.

9.4. Discussion

In this study, we applied sentiment analysis to identify the emotions of reviewed users

towards the accessibility of apps. To facilitate the sentiment analysis, we used TextBlob

and VADER, which are both popular lexicon-based methods. We wanted to know whether

the two techniques could detect users’ feelings towards accessibility in their apps based on

machine learning techniques. The results of this study showed that sentiment analysis was

crucial in identifying users’ reviews towards the accessibility of apps, especially those that

are disabled.

For many persons with disabilities (such as those who are deaf or blind), expressing

their reviews towards various apps can be challenging. However, they can express their emo-

tions (positive, neutral, or negative) towards an app, which may help developers understand

whether it is accessible or not. We felt that disabled persons were not given much attention

when collecting app reviews, probably because of the complexity involved in getting and an-

alyzing their feedback. This study has shown that sentiment analysis could be the solution

for determining the emotions of people with disabilities towards the accessibility of mobile
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devices. The findings of this study are important for software developers because it enables

them to know whether disabled persons are satisfied or dissatisfied with the accessibility of

their apps. Thus, developers can make any necessary changes to facilitate the use of the

apps by persons with disabilities.

Table 9.5. Models performance comparison for TextBlob and VADER with

TF-IDF and BoW features.

Sentiment Model TF-IDF BoW

Analyzer Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

LR 0.83 0.84 0.59 0.65 0.86 0.80 0.76 0.77

SVC 0.81 0.80 0.54 0.60 0.86 0.76 0.78 0.77

TextBlob ETC 0.83 0.88 0.60 0.66 0.85 0.86 0.68 0.72

GNB 0.65 0.55 0.48 0.50 0.65 0.55 0.47 0.50

GBM 0.80 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.80 0.68 0.66 0.66

ADA 0.71 0.57 0.64 0.59 0.73 0.61 0.69 0.64

LR 0.80 0.73 0.45 0.48 0.81 0.66 0.59 0.61

SVC 0.80 0.72 0.43 0.46 0.82 0.65 0.65 0.65

Vader ETC 0.80 0.80 0.43 0.46 0.81 0.73 0.52 0.56

GNB 0.68 0.45 0.42 0.43 0.68 0.44 0.42 0.43

GBM 0.84 0.66 0.64 0.65 0.80 0.62 0.58 0.59

ADA 0.74 0.46 0.42 0.44 0.72 0.49 0.49 0.49

9.5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented an automated sentiment analysis-based approach for the

classification of accessibility-related app reviews to help the developers detect these issues

and improve their app’s performance in light of user’s reviews. We employed an existing

dataset that is composed of manually validated accessibility reviews. Two sentiment ana-

lyzers, namely TextBlob and VADER using TF-IDF and BoW, are utilized with TF-IDF

and BoW features. Both of the analyzers are coupled with six classifiers, namely LR, SVC,

ETC, GNB, GBM, and ADA. Evaluation is done using four measures, i.e., Accuracy, Recall,

Precision, and F1-Score, and the results show that TextBlob outperforms VADER in the

classification of app reviews. Overall, results show that the ETC classifier performed best

in TF-IDF features while svc is most efficient in BoW features. Sentiment analysis results
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also show that most of the users have given positive reviews about the accessibility of an app.

9.6. Chapter Summary

:

This chapter proposed an approach based on machine learning and NLP methods

for Emotion detection automatically tag user reviews as positive, negative, or neutral. How-

ever, having accessibility-related bugs can have severe impacts on their lives that can go from

preventing them from participating in new activities, to threatening their lives in critical sit-

uations due to the sensitive nature of disabled people. Therefore, identifying and prioritizing

these bugs are of crucial importance. yet, the manual identification of these bug reports is

time-consuming, human-intensive, and error-prone.

In the next chapter, we present a classification-based approach for the automatic

detection of accessibility bug reports to support software developers with the correction of

accessibility errors in their systems.
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CHAPTER 10

ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF ACCESSIBILITY BUG REPORTS IN OPEN SOURCE

SYSTEMS

10.1. Introduction

Open source and industrial software utilize bug-tracking systems — also called issue-

tracking systems — such as Bugzilla [79]. These tracking systems are used to help developers

maintain the software by allowing the end-users to submit the issue description they faced

while they are using the software. Bug reports can describe accessibility issues that could

have prevented or limited users with a disability, special needs, or functional constraints [29].

People with disabilities or special needs rely heavily on accessibility software appli-

cations in their everyday life (find accessible location, customized UIs, voice translation,

communication, driving, shopping, etc.). Having accessibility-related bugs can have severe

impacts on their lives that can go from preventing them from participating in new activities,

to threatening their lives in critical situations due to the sensitive nature of disabled people.

Therefore, identifying and prioritizing these bugs are of crucial importance. yet, the man-

ual identification of these bug reports is time-consuming, human-intensive, and error-prone.

The textual nature of bug reports adds another layer of challenge related to the meaning

ambiguity of these natural language descriptions. To illustrate this problem, let us consider

the following two examples:

Example 1: Missing labels on the buttons in the ”Select how you want to

use Weave 1

This entire chapter is reproduced from Aljedaani, Wajdi, Mohamed Wiem Mkaouer, Stephanie Ludi,
Ali Ouni, and Ilyes Jenhani. ”On the identification of accessibility bug reports in open source
systems,” in Proceedings of the 19th International Web For All Conference, pp. 1-11, 2022,
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3493612.3520471, with permission from the Association for Comput-
ing Machinery.

1https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show bug.cgi?id=533573
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Example 2: Performance issue: TextArea very slow when accessibility

API turned on2

While the first bug report describe a missing textual label in a graphical component,

making it not accessible for blind users, the second bug report is related to a performance

issue. Despite containing the keyword accessibility, this bug is not related to the accessibility

of the software, but to a performance regression detected when integrating the accessibility

library, through its API, to the system. These examples show that we cannot rely on

the keyword accessibility to identify accessibility related bug reports, as the first example

(accessibility bug report) did not contain the keyword accessibility, while the second example

(non-accessibility bug report) did.

To support software developers with the correction of accessibility errors in their sys-

tems, we propose a classification-based approach for the automatic detection of accessibility

bug reports. However, the detection of such reports is challenging, besides the inherited

ambiguity of distinguishing meanings, in any natural language text, the above example show

how the keyword accessibility can be misleading, which hardens the reliance on that keyword

alone. To cope with these challenges, we design our study to harvest a potential terminology

that can be used to describe accessibility errors and faults.

Our approach relies on Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to distill from

a training sample (set of accessibility bug reports) the proper features, i.e., phrases that tend

to specifically describe accessibility related faults in code. We performed our study on

seven open-source systems hosted in two popular issue tracking systems Bugzilla [79] and

Monorail [213] repositories. We mine all the bug reports for the selected projects to identify

accessibility and non-accessibility bug reports based on their tags (manual inspection). To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that builds classification models to classify

bug reports and identify accessibility issues. Specifically, we address the following research

questions:

RQ1: Can we accurately detect accessibility-related bug reports?

2https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=868830
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Our aim is to design an approach that can automatically identify accessibility-

related bug reports. Therefore, we put under test, various classifiers, such as neural

networks, decision trees, and SVM, known to be efficient and widely used for binary

classification problems. Answering to this research question would reveal the best

performing model that we should deploy for our current problem, along with showing

how much we can advance the state-of-the-art of detecting accessibility-related bug

reports.

RQ2: What is the size of the training dataset needed for the classification to effectively

identify accessibility bug reports?

After evaluating the accuracy of our model, we analyze the number of bug reports

needed for training in order to achieve our optimal model classification accuracy.

We anticipate our model to be easily exported and extended if it can achieve an

acceptable performance using a relatively small set of training data. Otherwise, if

the model requires a large number of bug reports, for training, then we report a

need for a considerable time and effort for labeling.

To summaries, the paper makes the following contributions:

• We present an automatic accessibility identification on seven open-source systems

to identify accessibility-related bug reports by using machine learning algorithms.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first accessibility classification study to

date on the bug reports dataset.

• An experimental study on a real world dataset. Our key findings show that our

model accurately identifies accessibility-related bug reports with an average F-Score

of 85% to 90%. Furthermore, we infer which features, i.e., keywords, are relevant

for the detection of such type of bug reports

• We also publicly provide our dataset that served us as the ground-truth, for replica-

tion and extension purposes3.

3https://smilevo.github.io/access/
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Figure 10.1. Overview approach of our study.

10.2. Methodology

The following section explains our methodology and how we obtained and analyzed

the data for classifying accessibility bug reports to answer the research questions of our study.

Figure 10.1 presents an overview about our study which consists of the following main steps:

Table 10.1. Statistics of the datasets.

System Platform #Non-Bug #Accessibility Start Date End Date

Reports Bug Reports

Firefox Firefox 25,000 250 29-09-2000 06-04-2020

Core 59,900 599 08-04-1997 05-04-2020

Mac 30,700 307 23-09-2016 05-03-2020

Chromium Windows 44,200 442 28-09-2016 05-03-2020

Chrome 41,200 412 08-05-2017 05-03-2020

Android 34,700 347 10-12-2012 05-03-2020

Apache NetBeans 21,000 210 14-07-2000 02-01-2018

Total 256,700 2,567

(A) Data Collection (Step 1): As an initial step of our study, we need to collect our

experimental dataset which consists of a set of real world bug reports from open source

projects. To do so, we mine the bug reports archive of seven selected open-source
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systems. We have implemented a parser that takes every bug report in the tracker

as an input, then verifies whether it was tagged as an accessibility reports. If so, its

corresponding information will be copied over to our database. We keep track of the

project containing the bug report along with all the its metadata. It is important for

us to keep as much information as possible about each bug report, so that the manual

analysis that would be coming later would be easier for the authors.

(B) Data Preprocessing (Step 2): After the data collection step, we need to pre-process

the text and only keep important textual information, which can be used to train a

model afterwards [40]. The results of this setp put the report’s text into a format

that the classification algorithms can easily transform. This way, the noise will be

removed, allowing for informative featurization. Note that we only pre-process the

textual description of the reports, and we do not alter any meta-data information.

(C) Data Classification (Step 3): In the final step, we apply machine learning techniques

to build a classification model. In particular, a binary classifier is used to classify acces-

sibility bug reports on five widely-used algorithms. We only used bug report description

to identify accessibility bug reports.

10.2.1. Step 1: Data Collection

Data collection is the first step in our study methodology. Our goal is to analyze bug

tracking systems of various open-source software projects where their reports are publicly

available. Our study uses two of the large open-source bug report repositories, Bugzilla

[79], and Monorail [213]. We chose various project system domains that range from web

browsers, mobile platforms, and desktop applications. We have also chosen these projects

because they contain accessibility frameworks, integrated as libraries, and heavily used in

their systems, to make their content and services accessible. We collected more than 15

projects to be analyzed, as our focus was only on bug reports identified as defect type.

In order to select a project repository to be studied, we selected projects that support the

type of bug report in their repositories, and we eliminated the projects that do not support

the information of bug report types. From all the 15 projects, there are only seven projects
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that supported the bug report types. The projects that used Bugzilla are Firefox-Platform

4, Firefox Core, Apache NetBeans, and projects that use Monorail are Google Chromium

platforms5 (Android, Windows, Chrome, and Macintosh).

After collecting all the bug reports, we discarded bug reports that were reported in a

different language than English, and bug reports that were flagged as invalid, or not relevant.

We provided some examples in Table 10.2.

Table 10.2. Examples of invalid bug reports.

Type Description

Non-English Girdiğim eğitim sitesi güvenlik hatası veriyorhttps://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=1024836

Testing testing a bughttps://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show˙bug.cgi?id=599707

Non-Meaningful afdfsadsdsadhttps://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show˙bug.cgi?id=668458

Thanking Thank youhttps://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=910827

As our accessibility bug reports were gathered based on their accessibility tags by

the developers reporting them, and validated using the keywords that exist in the BBC

guidelines [63, 311], we followed the process of [178] to further verify the collected data,

which are referred to as accessibility bug reports. We randomly selected a 12% sample of

bug reports, i.e., 334 out of the 2,567 bug reports. This quantity is equal to a sample size

with a confidence level6 of 95% and a confidence interval of 10. Two of the authors performed

the labeling process separately. Both authors were given the same set of bug reports to label

to either accessibility related or not. The chosen reports were not previously exposed to the

authors. The analysis process took seven days to prevent exhaustion. The authors had the

ability to search online for any unknown references in the reports. We cross-check results

of the manual labeling to calculate the ratio of agreement and disagreement between the

authors. For all cases of disagreement, a third author is requested to re-label the instance

and break the tie. We present an example of an agreed on and disagreed on bug report. For

the example of the disagreed on bug report, the third author has considered this to be a

4https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/home

5https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/list

6https://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm#one
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non-accessibility bug report, as it describes an error with handlers of copying accessibility.

Agreed on Example: Panning incorrect with Fullscreen Magnifier Ac-

cessibility feature enabled while display set in a non- tablet rotatio7

Disagreed on Example: Copy for accessibility permission incorrect for

some PDFs with revision 2 security handlers8

We adopted Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [94] to assess the inter-rater agreement level

for the categorical classes. We obtained an agreement level of 0.83. According to Fleiss et

al. [121], these agreement values are considered to have an almost perfect agreement (i.e.,

0.61–0.80).

To summarize, we only considered the bug report that is typed as a defect or bug.

We discarded the bug report that typed as enhancement, task, feature, or patch. After

finalizing our target projects, we collected all bug reports archived in each of the selected

project systems. The total number of Accessibility Bug Reports (ABR) are 2,567 while the

total number of non-accessibility bug reports are 256,700. Note that after we gathered all

the defect bug reports in each project, we randomly selected non-accessibility bug reports.

Table 10.1 illustrates the details of the collected data in the study. Table 8.1 also showcases

the keywords we encountered during our manual analysis, and how they related to various

types of accessibility guidelines.

10.2.2. Data Preprocessing

We text preprocessing (TP) the textual information in each bug report in the descrip-

tion field. The bug report description d can be mixed with words and different characters,

for example, comma, apostrophe, etc. In the text preprocessing, we clean up the documents

by removing the unhelpful elements of special characters and stopping words such as a, the,

etc. Then, we use Natural Language Processing9 (NLP) for identifying the basis of each

word. Words can be written in different grammar styles, but the meaning is similar.

7https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=1009329

8https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=989408

9https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
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Text Preprocessing (DPP )

(10.1) d̂ = DPP (d)

For example, d is a bug report description, then d̂ is generated, using DPP . The

DPP process is explained as below: input (d): ’Print dialog too large for screen

when accessibility features being used; needs to be resizable’a

1- Tokenization: In this step, we transform the textual information ”words” into a

tokens list as each single token will be processed separately.

[’Print’, ’dialog’, ’too’, ’large’, ’for’, ’screen’, ’when’, ’accessibility’, ’features’, ’being’,

’used’, ’;’, ’needs’, ’to’, ’be’, ’resizable’]

2- Numerical & Special Characters Removal: In this part, all the numbers

and special characters (punctuation) will be eliminated, tags for instance ’;’ from the

tokens list.

[’Print’, ’dialog’, ’too’, ’large’, ’for’, ’screen’, ’when’, ’accessibility’, ’features’, ’being’,

’used’, ’needs’, ’to’, ’be’, ’resizable’]

3- Stop-Word Removal: is the process of deleting all the common English words

as well as reserved wordsb such as ”too”, ”for”, ”be”, ”to”, ”when”, ”need”.

[’Print’, ’dialog’, ’large’, ’screen’, ’accessibility’, ’features’, ’used’, ’needs’, ’resizable’]

4- Lemmatization: In this step, we minimize the words’ derivationally to the root

of the words, which helps remove the inflection. For example prints, printing, printed,

⇒ print, features, ⇒ feature.

[’Print’, ’dialog’, ’large’, ’screen’, ’access’, ’feature’, ’use’, ’size’]

5- Ouput(d̂): This is the final step where all the characters converted into lowercase

and then merge all the tokens to a single string.

’Print dialog large screen access feature use size’

ahttps://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show˙bug.cgi?id=327939

bhttp://www.textfixer.com/resources/common-english-words.tx
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10.2.3. Data Transformation

Given machine learning, all the algorithms used in machine learning are trained using

feature vectors. The feature vector is a numerical vector with data in numerical form [210].

The collected data that we used in this study does not come in vector form. Therefore, those

data have to transform into feature vectors using feature extraction before using the data

to train the machine learning algorithms. To transform the data to feature vector, we used

the feature hashing technique known as the Hashing trick. Feature hashing is a popular and

powerful technique in machine learning for handling spares and high dimensional features

[314]. It is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the analyzed data [274, 323]. The hashing

function does this transformation in the feature hashing technique. For example, if we input

a bug report description using the feature hashing technique, it will output a fixed-length

size of a hash value. Figure 10.2 shows an example of how feature hashing works.

There are several popular schemes for feature encoding or extraction like Bag-of-

words, TF-IDF, etc. However, there are issues in the mentioned techniques, such as the

curse of dimensionality as well as semantic selection. Prior studies have shown that feature

hashing is a robust approach to achieve fast similarity search [303, 150, 156]. If we use a

feature selection technique other than the feature hashing technique in this study, it will

select a subset from the original features and reduce the parameter vector’s size, but still,

we need to map from string to integers. Nevertheless, if we apply feature hashing, it will

automatically do the mapping into a hash function; thus, there is no need for mapping strings

to integer. Performing text hashing increases efficiency and scalability in the classification

of big data analytics.

10.2.4. Data Classification

The primary objective of the classification step is to train a binary classifier that

classifies whether a bug report is accessibility or non-accessibility after learning from the

bug report that we have identified as an accessibility bug reports of all the different projects.

Data obtained from Bugzilla and Monorail archives for accessibility bug reports was highly

imbalanced; precisely, the number of non-accessibility of bug reports is much higher than
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the accessibility of bug reports. Imbalanced data restricts the standard deviation in the

majority of the classification approaches from operating well with the lower classes (i.e.,

the class containing significantly lower data). There are different machine learning methods

designed to solve this issue [133]—for instance, data resampling techniques, gradient boosting

techniques (tree-based models), and ensemble techniques. Similar costing methods become

computationally costly to sample approaches, such as the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling

(SMOTE) [87]. Therefore, the main reason for selecting the ensemble learning techniques

in our study is that we can combine several different classification methods to overcome

imbalanced data.
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Figure 10.2. Overview approach of data preparation and data transforma-

tion.

10.2.5. Machine Learning Algorithms

Choosing a suitable classifier that can provide an optimal identification for our study

purpose is not a straightforward task [120]. Our study addresses a binary classification (two-

class) problems, as our dataset is being classified into two classes, accessibility bug reports,

and non-accessibility bug reports. Since we have a dataset already labeled as two classes, our
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methodology depends on supervised machine learning algorithms to allocate each bug report

into one of the defined classes. We evaluated five different machine learning algorithms to

observe which one offers the most successful outcomes for the classification of accessibility and

bug reports. Specifically, Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Decision Jungle (DJ),

Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Neural Network (NN). We selected these algorithms

because they are widely used in the literature of software defect classification [234, 184, 132,

300], also they are stated to work well with the imbalance datasets, and NLP in literature

[125, 167]. To enable replication of our findings, we present the chosen key parameters for

the selected machine learning algorithms techniques, as described in the Table 10.3.

Table 10.3. Summary of the hyperparameter in machine learning algorithm.

Algorithm Hyperparameter Default Description

max˙n˙leaf 20 The maximum number of leaves per tree

Decision Tree min˙samples˙leaf 10 The minimum number of samples per leaf node

learning˙rate 0.2 Learning rate

n˙tree 100 The number of trees constructed

n˙estimators 8 The number of decision trees

Decision Forest max˙depth 32 The maximum depth of the decision trees

n˙samples˙leaf 125 The number of random splits per node

min˙samples˙split 1 The minimum number of samples per leaf node

n˙estimators 8 The number of decision directed acyclic graphs

Decision Jungle max˙depth 32 The maximum depth of the decision directed acyclic graphs

max˙width 128 The maximum of the decision directed acyclic graphs

n˙optimiz 2048 The number of optimization steps per decision directed acyclic graphs layer

n˙iter 1 The number of iterations

SVM Lambda 0.001 The Lambda

n˙nodes 100 The number of hidden nodes

Neural Network learning˙rate 0.1 Learning rate

n˙learning˙rate 100 The Number of learning iterations

learning˙rate˙weights 0.1 The initial learning weights diameter

momentum 0 The momentum

10.2.6. Evaluation Metrics

This study used a 10-fold cross-validation method to train the model to assess the

variability and reliability. For individual models, we distributed our dataset in 10 folds of
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the same size bug reports. Afterward, we performed 10 tests with separate data sets, during

which 9 folds were utilized in each assessment as training sets and the remaining fold used

as test sets. Then, we evaluate these machine learning models’ performance in terms of

accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. These evaluation parameters are mostly used in

binary classification problems, as in our case [132]. For each evaluation metric, the score

rank is between 0.0 and 1.0, where 0.0 represents the classifier’s lowest performance, while

the 1.0 score represents the classifier’s highest performance.

Accuracy

provides the score, which shows that how much a classifier is accurate. It can be

defined as the total number of correct predictions divided by the total number of predictions.

It works well on a balanced dataset.

(10.2) Accuracy =
total number of correct predictions

total number of predictions

(10.3) Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

• TP is the classification made by a classifier as ”Yes” against an example, and the

actual label of the example is also ”Yes”.

• TN is the classification made by a classifier as ”No” against an example, and the

actual label of the example is also ”No”.

• FP is the classification made by a classifier as ”Yes” against an example, but the

actual label of the example was ”No”.

• FN is the classification made by a classifier as ”No” against an example, but the

actual label of the example was ”Yes”.

Precision

is also known as a positive predictive value, which is the fraction of relevant examples

among the retrieved examples. It tells us the number of correct positive classifications from

the classifier’s total number of positive classifications. It can be calculated as:
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Table 10.4. Distribution of the number of non-accessibility bug reports

dataset divided in ten iterations.

Platforms #ABR #Non #Non #Non #Non #Non #Non #Non #Non #Non #Non #Non

ABR X2 ABR X10 ABR X20 ABR X30 ABR X40 ABR X50 ABR X60 ABR X70 ABR X80 ABR X90 ABR X100

Firefox 250 500 2,500 5,000 7,500 10,000 12,500 15,000 17,500 2,000 22,500 25,000

Core 599 1,198 5,990 11,980 17,970 23,960 29,950 35,940 41,930 47,920 53,910 59,900

Mac 307 614 3,070 6,140 9,210 12,280 15,350 18,420 21,490 24,560 27,630 30,700

Windows 442 884 4,420 8,840 13,260 17,680 22,100 26,520 30,940 35,360 39,780 44,200

Chrome 412 824 4,120 8,240 12,360 16,480 20,600 24,720 28,840 32,960 37,080 41,200

Android 347 694 3,470 6,940 10,410 13,880 17,350 20,820 24,290 27,760 31,230 34,700

NetBeans 210 420 2,100 4,200 6,300 8,400 10,500 12,600 14,700 16,800 18,900 21,000

Total 2,567 5,134 25,670 51,340 77,010 102,680 128,350 154,020 179,690 205,360 231,030 256,700

Recall is also known as sensitivity. It tells us how many correct positive predictions

are made by a classifier from the total number of actual positive predictions. It can be

calculated as:

(10.4) Recall =
TP

TP + FN

F-score

is also known as the F1 score or F measure. It is a harmonic mean of precision and

recall. It can be calculated as:

(10.5) F − score = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall

AUC stands for the area under the curve, AUC is a performance measurement for

classification problems. It tells us about the successful classification rate of a classifier.

10.3. Study Results

RQ1: What is the accuracy of different models in detecting bug reports?

Approach. In this research question, we double the number of the accessibility bug

report for each project to run the experiment of RQ1. For instance, the Firefox platform

contains 250 accessibility bug reports (ABR), so we double the number of non-accessibility

bug reports (Non-ABR X2) to become 500 bug reports as shown in the Table 10.4. Then,

we conducted a 10-folds cross-validation [164] procedure to split our data into training data
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and evaluation data on the five machine learning models. We use cross-validation because

the dataset we used in this study is an imbalanced dataset. Therefore cross-validation is a

more appropriate approach as compared to the conventional train test split approach. To

evaluate our result in RQ1, we used our performance evaluation accuracy, precision, recall,

F score, and AUC, which are described in detail in Section 10.2.6.

Results. The result of all machine learning models show in Table 10.5. The model

performs differently in different scenarios, such as when we apply the machine learning model

for the Firefox project bug report classification. Neural networks outperform all other models

in accuracy, precision, recall, F-score, and AUC by achieving the 0.91, 0.94, 0.88, 0.90, and

0.97. Decision Tree is the only model with the same accuracy, recall, and F score as a Neural

Networks. However, Neural Network achieves high precision and AUC score than all other

models; thus, Neural Networks is significant in the case of the Firefox project.

Decision Tree outperforms all other models in terms of all evaluation parameters

in the Core project bug report classification. The Decision Tree achieves 0.92 accuracy,

precision, recall, F score, and 0.96 ACU score, while SVM performs poorly in this case with

a 0.87 accuracy score. Decision Tree also performs well in the Windows project and achieves

the 0.89 accuracy score, same as in Core project bug reports classification, and SVM is the

worst performer than all other Windows project models.

In Netbeans and Android bug reports classification, Random Forest and Neural Net-

works perform significantly than other models and achieve equal accuracy. In terms of the

AUC neural network, lead the table with a 0.92 score. Mac project bug reports classification

is the only case where Decision Jungle achieves high accuracy. In this case, Random Forest

also achieves the same accuracy as Decision Jungle, so both share their Mac case’s significant

performance.

Discussion. According to the result, all tree-based ensemble models such as Decision

Tree, Random Forest, and Decision Jungle perform better than the linear model SVM, except

the case on the Chrome project. The reason for the better performance of the tree-based

ensemble model is that when the number of base learners work on a single problem, it
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performs better than an individual learning model. Random Forest and Decision Jungle

are ensemble models that make a final prediction based on their numbers of decision tree

predictions using voting criteria. Random Forest is better than Decision Jungle in some cases

where data is more imbalanced because Random Forest controls the over-fitting problem on

imbalanced data more efficiently [277]. After all, each tree in Random Forest is constructed

on a bag, and each bag is a uniform random sample from the original dataset with the

replacement of samples, that the reason tree in Random Forest is biased in the same direction

and magnitude (on average) by class imbalance.

Figure 10.3. Distribution of classification accuracy metric in all classifiers.

On the other linear model, SVC shows poor performance in all cases except chrome

project in term of the accuracy, as shown in Figure 10.3 because its kernel trick is not to

consider more suitable to boost the performance on the small and imbalanced dataset as

compare to a tree-based model that can perform better also on small data size. Neural

Network is also performed better in all cases and beats the SVM, where it reaches 0.95

accuracy in the Chrome project. There is no significant difference in the tree-based model

and Neural Network model performance. To compare all classifiers results, Random Forest

and Decision tree are a more fitting model as compare to others. In the case of Chrome, it

achieves the highest accuracy of all this study 0.97.
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Table 10.5. The results of the classifiers.

Project Classifier Mean

Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score AUC

Decsion Tree 0.91 0.92 0.88 0.90 0.95

Random Forest 0.90 0.94 0.85 0.89 0.96

Firefox Decsion Jungle 0.90 0.93 0.86 0.87 0.93

SVM 0.87 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.93

Neural Network 0.91 0.94 0.88 0.90 0.97

Decsion Tree 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.96

Random Forest 0.89 0.90 0.88 0.89 0.96

Core Decsion Jungle 0.89 0.91 0.87 0.89 0.94

SVM 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.94

Neural Network 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.95

Decsion Tree 0.84 0.83 0.85 0.84 0.92

Random Forest 0.86 0.88 0.82 0.85 0.91

Mac Decsion Jungle 0.86 0.92 0.79 0.85 0.91

SVM 0.82 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.89

Neural Network 0.84 0.86 0.83 0.84 0.90

Decsion Tree 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.95

Random Forest 0.80 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.94

Chrome Decsion Jungle 0.89 0.93 0.84 0.88 0.93

SVM 0.82 0.84 0.80 0.82 0.90

Neural Network 0.84 0.85 0.83 0.84 0.92

Decsion Tree 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.95

Random Forest 0.88 0.90 0.85 0.87 0.94

Windows Decsion Jungle 0.88 0.92 0.84 0.88 0.94

SVM 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.92

Neural Network 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.94

Decsion Tree 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.96

Random Forest 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.96

Android Decsion Jungle 0.92 0.93 0.89 0.91 0.95

SVM 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.93

Neural Network 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.96

Decsion Tree 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.96

Random Forest 0.93 0.96 0.90 0.93 0.97

NetBeans Decsion Jungle 0.92 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.96

SVM 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.88 0.96

Neural Network 0.93 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.98
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RQ1 Summary

We find that tree-based and Neural Networks classifiers perform better than linear

model (SVM) classifier when classifying accessibility bug reports. However, Decision

Tree’s performance significantly outperforms all other classifiers in terms of evaluation

parameters. In terms of projects, NetBeans and Android bug reports are more correctly

classified in comparison with other projects.

RQ2: What is the size of the training dataset needed for the classification to effec-

tively identify accessibility bug reports?

Approach. This question aims to investigate the size of the dataset needed for the

classifiers to classify the accessibility bug reports. To examine this, we performed the RQ2

by incrementally increase the dataset size step by step. We apply this approach to ten

iterations. For the first iteration, we randomly selected 10 accessibility bug reports, 100

non-accessibility bug reports. Then we used the Random Forest classifier to examine the

outputs of the study experiment. We performed the same approach in the second iteration,

but we increased the dataset (double size) as the first iteration. We randomly selected 20

accessibility bug reports and 200 non-accessibility bug reports. We apply this method until

we reach the ten iterations with 100 accessibility bug reports and 1000 non-accessibility bug

reports. We separately examined each project to find out if different projects needed less

or more dataset to classify. For the evaluation parameters of RQ2, we used F1-Score, since

accuracy is not considered the best parameters because we have an imbalanced data issue

by incrementally increasing each iteration by adding the non-ABR reports.

To assess this RQ2, we performed 10-folds cross-validation techniques. We collected

all the results of the F1-Score for all the ten iterations, as shown in Figure 10.4. When the

F1-Scores present stability in the works, we consider the number of accessibility bug reports

needed for classification to classify the accessibility bug reports.

Results. The machine learning model performance depends on the size of data and

the feature correlation with the target class. In this study, the experiment performs on
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different project dataset using machine learning algorithms to analyze the impact of the

dataset size on model performance. The Figure 10.4 show the performance random forest

on the different project data. As in Figure 10.4 on the X-axis number show the iterations,

we increase the size of data for each class after each iteration. In the first iteration, when

we train random forest, the first project dataset contains ten records for the ABR and 100

for non-ABR, and on the second iteration, there are 20 records for ABR and 200 records

for non-ABR, and this procedure applied to all of the ten iterations. If we analyze random

forest performance in each project, we can see that it is more consistent as we increase the

dataset size. Random forest performance evaluates using the F1 score because the ratio of

target classes (ABR & non-ABR) is unequal in the dataset. After all, the F1 score can better

interpret the machine learning model performance.

Figure 10.4. Distribution of classification F1-score in random classifier when

incrementally increase accessibility bug reports in ten iterations.

The Android project model performs very poorly in the first iteration when there are

only ten records in the dataset, but as the dataset size increases model performs gradually,
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and after six iterations, it becomes more consistent, as shown in Figure 10.4. Random forest

performance on the Chrome project is different as compared to Android. Radom forest

performs extraordinary only after one iteration and achieves the 0.87% score, which is the

highest score on the second iteration compared to the other models. Random forest perform

more accurately in chrome second iteration even on a small dataset, and its reason can be a

good correlation between the features and the target class in the chrome dataset. There is

little fluctuation in the ninth and 10th iteration in the F1 score on the chrome dataset, as

illustrated in Figure 10.4. Random forest becomes consistent in performance after the fourth

iteration in Core and Mac dataset and maintains its consistency until the tenth iteration.

NetBeans and Firefox datasets also contain more better-correlated features for target

classes because random forest performs very well on these two projects only after three

iterations and becomes a consistent performer after the third iteration. The performance of

random forest is different on Windows project data as compare to the others. The Window

project dataset model performed very poorly and achieved the highest 0.63% F1 score from

all ten iterations, but the model becomes consistent in the score after the seventh iteration,

which shows that the model is more accurate when dataset size becomes large.

RQ2 Summary

We find that to achieve a performance equivalent to 93% of the high F-measure score,

only one fold of bug reports is required for the training of the binary classifier. In

terms of projects, NetBeans and Android bug reports seem to contain the highest

number of discriminative keywords, yielding in better accuracy of the classification, in

comparison with other projects.

10.4. Conclusion

In this chapter, we tackled the detection of accessibility bug reports as a binary classi-

fication problem. We challenged various classifiers using a large set of reports, exported from

multiple open-source projects. Our experiments show that the Decision Tree’s performance

significantly outperforms all other classifiers in terms of evaluation parameters.
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In the future, we plan to study the applicability of our approach to other projects

developed in different programming languages, and to other domains. Another potential

research direction is to use the current findings to build a model that handles the class im-

balance problem, in the context where the number of accessibility bug reports becomes a

minority class, which hinders the learning of its discriminative features.

10.5. Chapter Summary

: This chapter proposed a classification-based approach for the automatic detection

of accessibility bug reports to support software developers with the correction of accessibility

errors in their systems.

In the next chapter, we go into additional detail about where our study fits in the

spectrum of previously conducted studies and how it has implications for the field of con-

temporary research and practice.
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CHAPTER 11

RESEARCH IMPLICATION

This section further discusses positions our work in the spectrum of existing studies

and how it implicates current research and practice.

11.1. Goal 1: To identify the accessibility problems and challenges faced by students.

11.1.1. Implications for Practitioners and Researchers

Implication 1: Improve collaboration and partnership. It has been clear that

all stakeholders should be involved in improving deaf education. The proposed solutions

indicate the important role played by the government, teachers, parents, and specialists

in improving education outcomes for deaf students. Using the example of Saudi Arabia

[193], governments can play a crucial role to help in creating a conducive environment for

deaf education. Furthermore, in Italy, Tomasuolo et al. [297] explain the crucial role of

stakeholder lobbying by deaf organizations such as the World Federation of deaf (WFD), the

Italian National Deaf Association, among others. It is noted that collaboration between deaf

community members, deaf organizations, scholars, and activists in many countries around

the world has led to greater access to education, improved use of captions, greater use of Text

apps, broadcasting of content that considers the deaf community, utilization of clear masks,

among others [285, 236]. Therefore, such collaborations and partnerships provide important

opportunities for improving the quality of deaf education in the current pandemic.

Implication 2: Simplify the LMS systems. Our study has shown that the mere

availability of the LMS systems does not guarantee quality online education for deaf students.

Indeed, the switch to online learning has been abrupt due to COVID-19, and most deaf

students faced tremendous challenges in accessing the content on LMS platforms [193]. It

has also been observed that there were predominant challenges in ensuring an uninterrupted-

learning environment via video conferencing, for example, whether Zoom could adequately

display LMS-located content or not [191]. Such systems need to be simplified and customized
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to improve their usability features and look and feel for deaf students. LMS systems are

extremely important for remote access to materials and learning for deaf students. The

suggestion for their simplification is a crucial takeaway that should be taken into account so

that deaf and hard-of-hearing students can fully take advantage of such platforms.

Implication 3: Simplify LMS systems. Our findings showed that most students

were facing problems navigating through the LMS systems, blackboard in particular. For

instance, they did not know how to change languages, switch between content, obtain course

materials, among others. The problem is worse for deaf students, who cannot follow au-

dio directions on the systems. Such technical issues were also identified by Alsadoon and

Turkestani [46] as significant barriers to e-learning for deaf students. It will be important

for software engineers to investigate how LMS systems can be simplified for deaf students.

Implication 4: E-learning limitation. We found that the inadequacy of tools

with limited cameras that can be visible to teachers and students posed great challenges to

deaf education. The tools do not provide subtitles, and for Zoom, they provide a caption

for the stream class, without supporting languages, such as Arabic. Such a finding greatly

affected deaf students’ learning because they cannot hear what is being said but depend on

what they see on the screens. The importance of visual media in education is also indicated

by Fernandes et al. [119] in Indonesia, who found that the effective use of videos greatly

promoted education. Improvement of such aspects could greatly help in improving deaf

education. Future researchers can compare the effectiveness of various e-learning tools to

suggest which are more appropriate for deaf students.

11.1.2. Implications for Educators

Implication 1: Lack of experience. It was clear that teachers and students are

not trained on the tools or do not even have good documentation to follow. Without such

training, there were problems in how both students and teachers used the technology, leading
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to challenges in education. For deaf students, in particular, have not been trained to use

the special tools needed to facilitate their education. Such findings corroborate a similar

study by Krishnan et al. [168] in Malaysia that demonstrated issues in e-learning due to

a lack of familiarity with technology. Other scholars can investigate the range of training

programs, methods, and guidelines that would be useful in enlightening the population on

how to undertake online education effectively.

Implication 2: Provide necessary equipment and technology. We have es-

tablished that a lack of equipment such as hearing aids and inaccessibility to the internet are

major obstacles impeding deaf education in the COVID-19 pandemic. The problem is worse

in rural areas and those with high levels of poverty [193]. As further indicated by Paatsch

and Toe [237], global research has shown that many deaf students attend mainstream classes

that do not have adequate support for the difficulties that such students face. It has also

been demonstrated that deaf students face challenges when using Zoom platforms, especially

given that the platform has a steep learning curve and its features are not easily understood

by all students [295]. One of the technologies lacking for many deaf students is Remote

microphone (RM) hearing assistive technology (HAT), which should be customized to the

needs of every student [152]. It is important to address such issues in order to promote

remote deaf education during the current pandemic.

Implication 3: Improve accessibility and usage of learning materials. We

have noted that many institutions have digitized their content, however it is still inaccessible

due to lack of captioning and unclear audio, among other issues. Such a finding is consistent

with Fernandes et al. [119], who found that learning materials for deaf students should meet

the validity and effectiveness so that they can be of help to deaf students. However, it is

not translated even when such content is accessed, and there are no speech-to-text services.

Furthermore, deaf students find it hard to follow the teacher during virtual classes, when

several faces are appearing on the screen simultaneously, or when captions’ speed is fast

[169]. The lack of self-explanatory images, presence of background music, and inclusion of
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unnecessary decorative details also make the accessibility of learning materials difficult [171].

It is important to provide visual materials and techniques that will help deaf students learn

more effectively [46]. Another accessibility challenge during the COVID-19 pandemic is that

the use of face masks by teachers on online platforms makes it hard for deaf students to

read lips, which is a major challenge in their learning that should be overcome by using

clear masks [289]. The provision of accessible learning materials will be very important in

improving deaf education.

Implication 4: Cater for the mental health needs of deaf and impaired

students. We have found that some students developed mental health issues during the

pandemic, while others already had them prior. As explained by Krishnan et al. [168], such

a situation has been brought about by the social distancing and related protocols during

the COVID-19 pandemic, which has added to their isolation and lack of social interactions.

Swanwick et al. [290] indicates that deaf students faced social exclusion even before the

pandemic, but the current situation has exposed and deepened the issue. The pandemic has

also led to negative emotional responses from deaf students because the pandemic has led to

the school closing, fear of illness, social distancing, among other family problems [284]. It has

been noted that deaf students are psychologically resistant to the effects of the pandemic but

show less mental resilience compared to normal hearing students [321]. Providing counseling

and psychological services is crucial.

11.2. Goal 2: To provide developers with insights on how to ensure software accessibility.

11.2.1. Implications for Practitioners and Researchers

Implication 1: App reviews are rich source of information that can be

mined to identify specific accessibility problems with the mobile app. There

are so many accessibility guidelines that developers and designers can find it difficult to test

for all of these guidelines. Additionally, adhering to these guidelines does not necessarily

guarantee the accessibility of the said app. Also, usability testing with different groups
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of people with disabilities, e.g., blind or deaf, can be infeasible especially for medium and

small-scale companies. One way to discover accessibility problems which prior testing did

not reveal is to listen to the users and learn from the reviews they wrote. Our approach can

aid technology professionals to quickly spot accessibility problems with their app.

Implication 2: Accessibility as part of mobile apps maintenance and evo-

lution. There exist accessibility testing tools and methods that are designed to support

the implementation and testing phases of the software. However, there are no tools, to the

best of our knowledge, that supports software accessibility in the maintenance phase. With

changes made to an app, either for adding a feature or fixing a bug, accessibility can be

at risk. Also, with updates made to the phone’s operating system or the installed assistive

technology, the accessibility of an app may deteriorate. We call for innovative methods that

can support technology professionals in maintaining the accessibility of their app after its

release. Our approach in analyzing app reviews offers an opportunity for developers and

designers in detecting accessibility pitfalls based on their users’ written feedback. However,

with the tremendous number of reviews developers receive on a daily basis, it becomes im-

practical to manually read through them and identify potential issues related to their new

release. Adding our model to the pipeline, will alleviate the manual overhead of looking up

accessibility related reviews, and so developers can quickly locate their corresponding issues,

and add them to their maintenance pipeline.

Implication 3: Understanding users’ language in expressing their accessi-

bility concerns. When we compared our BDTs-model to the keyword-based detector, we

found that some accessibility reviews did not contain the accessibility keywords that were

driven from accessibility guidelines [112]. This indicates that users voice their accessibility

feedback using “user taxonomy” which may or may not echo the technical and professional

terms used in accessibility standards. Further research is needed to understand how users

describe mobile accessibility issues. By learning the accessibility “user taxonomy”, we can

improve our BDTs-model, which will lead to enhanced discovery of accessibility reviews.
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Implication 4: The interplay between developers and designers, accessibil-

ity experts, and users. Accessibility experts establish guidelines and design methods in

support of creating accessible software. Technology professionals often are not able to digest

all these guidelines and often find existing resources lacking. This situation yielded to the

existence of software products that are inaccessible to people with disabilities. The effective

involvement of people with disabilities in this process can help bridging the communication

gap between accessibility experts and developers and designers. By giving users the opportu-

nity to lead the prioritization of accessibility issues based on their usage experience, mobile

apps accessibility can be improved in a more meaningful way for people with disabilities.

Analyzing app reviews is one way to give users the lead in determining which accessibility

issue should be fixed in the next release. Analyzing app reviews can also offer insights to

accessibility experts on users’ accessibility needs right from the field, which will be more

realistic than results collected from controlled lab studies.

Implication 5: Direct and immediate apps filtering benefit for end users.

People find online reviews helpful in making purchase decisions [57]. Peer comments help

users become aware of the limitations of reviewed products [217]. Currently, on mobile

applications stores, e.g., App Store and Google Play, users can read all reviews, sort them by

most helpful or most recent. However, mobile application stores provide no means to filtering

reviews based on relevance to specific quality metrics, e.g., accessibility. This lack of filtering

pushes users to download the app first and then experience its accessibility, leaving no room

for benefiting from peer comments. Sometimes, apps suffer from accessibility regression

giving users an unpleasant surprise with an updated app that is less accessible than its

former version [299]. We call on mobile application stores to take action and allow users to

filter reviews based on relevance to accessibility.

Implication 6: Pushing the boundaries of Accessibility testing. Current

accessibility testing strategies are human intensive, and therefore become expensive and im-
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practical, as most developers struggle to find the appropriate testers who can evaluate the

compliance of their apps to accessibility guidelines. Existing accessibility scanners are tai-

lored for the web, and they cannot be applied to the mobile environment. In this context,

online user reviews, offer a rich source of scenarios, which can be coupled with the app’s

current version, to create test cases of practically captured anomalies. Relying on this set of

reviews, as a shared knowledge, developers can quickly identify potential test cases that they

need to perform, in case they are incorporating a given accessibility tool in their app. Fur-

thermore, as the mobile environment is extremely dynamic, recent user reviews can quickly

reveal any appearing anomalies in the newer app releases.

11.3. Chapter Summary

: In this chapter, we elaborated on how our study fits into the continuum of previously

completed research and its significance for the area of contemporary research and practice.

In the next chapter, we identify potential threats to the validity of our approaches

and experiments.
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CHAPTER 12

THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we identify potential threats to the validity of our approach and our

experiments.

12.1. Internal Validity

The first limitation of the survey is the scope and appropriate selection of digital

libraries. Therefore, we selected nine diverse electronic data sources. The next step was to

ensure that the relevant literature publications were identified and included. We reasoned,

though, that there might be other sources relevant within our domain search. Regardless,

we attempted to mitigate this limitation as follows. We seeded a domain search with a

set of search queries. If sufficient domain expertise is available, the search queries can be

created manually; otherwise, a snowballing technique can be used [317, 316] in which a small

number of initial search terms are used to retrieve a set of results, and then commonly

occurring domain-specific phrases are identified and used to seed further search queries.

We also employed an iterative strategy for our term-list construction. Different research

communities might likely refer to the same concept or term differently. Hence, the iterative

strategy ensured that adequate terms were used in the search process.

The second limitation is the validity of the constructed taxonomy. We reason whether

the taxonomy has sufficient breadth and depth to ensure that accurate classification and

systematic analysis are achieved within the deaf and hearing disability domain’s scope. To

mitigate this limitation, we employed a well-known content analysis method. In this case, the

taxonomy was continuously filtered and evolved to account for every essential component

of the paper included. This iterative process boosted our confidence that the taxonomy

incurred substantially good coverage for the methods and types of disabilities that were

included and examined throughout this literature review.

The third limitation refers to the objectiveness of the study. Typically this reflects

on possible biases or flaws in the results. To mitigate this limitation, we have examined each
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reviewer’s bias by cross-checking the papers. What that means is that no paper received

only one reviewer. Thus multiple reviewers were involved in the process. Furthermore, we

have also obtained the summary of the conclusions according to a collection of categorized

papers, rather than following only individual reviewers’ interpretations or views with one

goal only to avoid bias.

12.2. Construct Validity

Threats to the validity relate to the appropriateness of our dataset and accuracy of

the previous work [112]. A potential threat is related to creating a training dataset or the

manual classification. Developing a training dataset is typically a tedious job, also subject

to reader bias. We mitigated this risk by choosing a dataset of accessibility reviews as our

training data that were previously identified and validated [112]. Additionally, we used all

of the identified reviews as training input rather than choosing a sample set of reviews. A

total of 2,663 reviews were previously identified as accessibility reviews from 214,053 app

reviews through manual inspections and validations.

Another potential threat relates to the keywords used for the identification of acces-

sibility reviews through a string-matching approach. The string-matching approach relied

on 213 keywords derived from 54 accessibility recommendations by BBC. The keywords

and phrases users use in their reviews do not necessarily match the keywords available in the

guidelines and recommendations. This mismatch includes but not limited to situations when

keywords would be spelled incorrectly by reviewers. A related concern is whether the set

of keywords is inclusive of all possible keywords that users use to express their accessibility

concerns. To mitigate this threat, we used keywords defined by [112] in which the authors

adopted variants for these keywords to ensure they would not miss any relevant review dur-

ing their manual validation. This raised our confidence to use the dataset that has these

keywords as a representative sample of accessibility reviews.
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12.3. External Validity

Threats to the validity relate to the generalizability of our findings for this evalua-

tion. We evaluated and tested our findings on a dataset collected by previous researchers

[112]. The dataset was collected only from Android open-source applications. Therefore,

the dataset did not represent the entire mobile apps on the App stores such as Apple store

applications. Also, we only study mobile application reviews of open-source applications.

Our results may not generalize to commercially developed projects or to other reviews that

are written in other languages than English.

12.4. Chapter Summary

: In this chapter, we identified potential threats to the validity of our approaches and

experiments.

In the next chapter, we provide a summary as well as recommendations for potential

future study paths.
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CHAPTER 13

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we propose an approach that automates the classification of app reviews

and bug reports as accessibility-related or not so developers can easily detect accessibility

issues with their products and improve them to more accessible and inclusive apps utilizing

the users’ input. As Hayes pointed out:In Action Research, the goal is ultimately to create

sustainable change. That is to say, once the research facilitators leave, the community part-

ners should be able to maintain the positive changes that have been made [139]. Our goal

is to create a sustainable change, by including a model in developer’s software maintenance

pipeline, and raising awareness of existing errors that hinders the accessibility of mobile apps,

which is a pressing need [244]. As we develop our model, we conducted an evaluation of var-

ious different classifiers using an existing dataset of manually validated accessibility reviews.

The results indicate that our approach outperforms the two state-of-the-art approaches with

the F1-measure of 90.7%.

In addition, we presented an automated approach for classifying accessibility app re-

views in four categories, i.e., Principles, Audio/Video, Design, and Focus, for helping the

developers detect app issues and performance improvement by considering user reviews.

We also automated sentiment analysis-based approach for the classification of accessibility-

related app reviews to help the developers detect these issues and improve their app’s per-

formance in light of user’s reviews. An existing dataset that comprises manually validated

accessibility app reviews has been employed in our work. We employed six classification

models, namely Extra Tree Classifier, Random Forest, Support Vector Classification, Deci-

sion Tree, K-Nearest Neighbors, and Logistic Regression. To evaluate their performance, we

used four classification metrics, i.e., Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score for measuring

their performance. Evaluation results have shown that KNN exhibits the least accuracy

while the ETC model outperformed other models in overall accuracy with TF-IDF features.

In the future, we intend to increase the keywords and sample size to improve the selection
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and analysis process of accessibility reviews and provide a mechanism to check whether the

developers have addressed the users’ concerns in the subsequent releases by implementing

the required features.

Furthermore, understanding the challenges that deaf students faced during the COVID-

19 period is of paramount importance to the deaf community. In this thesis, we also investi-

gate the e-learning experience of 65 deaf students by focusing on the Technical and Vocational

Training Corporation (TVTC) in Saudi Arabia. Due to the closure of physical classes, online

learning using several devices in synchronous (live) and asynchronous (pre-recorded) envi-

ronments become an alternative learning method. However, this alternative learning method

becomes challenging to the deaf students due to the limited resources and accessibility to

online learning. We found that: (1) Blackboard as well as the course material are not easily

accessible to the deaf students, (2) deaf students find that learning is extremely stressful

during the pandemic, (3) Google Meet is the preferable e-learning tool, (4) communication

between deaf students and teachers is not effective which impacts the learning outcomes, (5)

lack of support in terms of the provided interpreters hinder the learning process, and (6)

technology is not always enhanced for people who are deaf or hard of hearing. This early

contribution of the present work opens an opportunity for the research community and the

educational sector to address these needs broadly and globally with similar interest and care.

Additionally, our work directly contributes to the literature by providing a detailed analysis

of online learning challenges for deaf and hard-of-hearing students. Most critically, it brings

forward attention to recommending educational systems to be more accessible during pan-

demic crises and leverage teaching strategies that can be easily incorporated even in the face

of environmental crisis.

Recommendations for Future Research

• Gaps between developer and user perception. The preliminary indication from this

thesis is that developers and users have different perceptions as to the impact of

accessibility issues on the usability of apps. Bridging this gap would help developers

prioritize fixes for accessibility issues that are most critical for users first. However,
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in order to do a meaningful comparison and have a better understating of user

perspective, a more extensive user study, involving disabled users, would be needed.

Given that property conducting such a study would require, among others, access to

users with different types of disability (e.g., visual, hearing, mobility impairment).

• Future researchers may investigate the techniques of refining LMS systems to im-

prove their accessibility. Such a proposition is made because this study has estab-

lished that many deaf students are unable to fully take advantage of LMS systems

[21]. Potentially, scholars may look at improving the functionality of such systems,

customizing them to meet the needs of individual students, and simplifying their

navigation.

• Scholars can investigate how mental health issues among deaf students can be miti-

gated. It is apparent that deaf students are facing a hard time during the pandemic,

and the inability to cope can lead to stress. Researchers can investigate the pos-

sible ways of addressing the educational and socioeconomic factors that should be

addressed so that such students have peace of mind and better mental health out-

comes.

• It would also be important to explore how stakeholder engagement can be improved

to harness their efforts to help deaf students. It has been established in this study

that the roles of various stakeholders are very important in ensuring quality educa-

tion for the deaf. Other scholars may utilize stakeholder engagement models and

frameworks to explain how such stakeholders can work with each other collabora-

tively so that the learning outcomes of deaf students can be achieved.

• Since we have established a challenge relating to learning materials, subsequent

studies could investigate the factors that lead to their inadequacy. For example, it

would be important to establish whether institutions get enough funding from the

government to purchase materials and other resources that are needed to educate

deaf students. In addition, the maintenance of such materials, ensuring efficient and

equitable use, as well as their administration, should be evaluated.
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• Future researchers can investigate the issues facing other sections of the deaf popula-

tion, such as immigrants, or across different age groups. It has been established that

there are wide disparities in learning and education outcomes between such groups

and the rest of the population. Given that being deaf also comes with unique chal-

lenges, it would be important to understand how the intersectionality between social

disadvantage and deafness affects deaf students. For instance, it would be prudent

to explore the challenges that deaf students from poor backgrounds face during the

pandemic.
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